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ABSTRACT 
Implementing Job Rotation as a manufacturing method is beneficial to production 
efficiency, reduction oflabor cost, operator satisfaction, and Work-related 
Musculoskeletal Disorders (WMSDs) reduction. In this thesis, the steps of simulating the 
change from a single station operator work center to a job rotational work center in an 
automotive components production facility are investigated, analyzed and performed. 
The objective is to show how the use of rotational manufacturing positively impacts the 
working environment by operators sharing the workload, but also that production is not 
negatively impacted and can thrive when implemented correctly. The production facility 
provided a real-world application of the change of manufacturing method and allowed for 
research and data collection of both non-rotational and rotational work centers producing 
similar components. The facility also provided historical information of medically 
documented WMSDs inside the facility and allowed for determination of which 
manufacturing method was related to the WMSDs. Through analysis of the operations by 
observations, research, and previously documented time studies the case was developed 
to present the benefits along with the drawbacks of converting a non-rotational work 
center to a rotational work center. 
The detailed savings of the manufacturing method change are highlighted 
throughout the document. The time between documented WMSDs with workforces 
utilizing job rotation occur at a rate of 84.00 shifts of operation. The non rotation work 
IV 
center is averaging a reported WMSD every 11.67 shifts. The switch of manufacturing 
methods from non-rotational to rotational would reduce the frequency of WMSD 
incidents by 620%. The efficiency of the associates in a rotational work center, evaluated 
by observations tluough time study is 100% when analyzing the documented standard 
time for the required operations through the course of a full shift. The operators of the 
non-rotational workforce are operating at an efficiency rate of 95% when reviewing all 
segments of time for their respective standard. When re-evaluating the operations 
simulating the change to a job rotation work center the efficiency increased 5% as 
compared to the same level of performance of the non-rotational work center. Hence, the 
changing ofthe method of one operator one job manufacturing enviromnent with a 
rotational work method has significant benefits. In surmnary the benefits include no 
negative impact to production, developing associates with more skills, more operator 
knowledge, and developing a facility that has more built in flexibility when managing 
attendance, training, hiring, cost, labor, and production efficiency. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
To be successful in business it is important for a company to investigate all 
possible methods of production. Many methods have been discussed within the realm of 
assembly lines and more specifically how the assembly line can be applied to the 
automotive industry. Such discussion dates back to the origin of the assembly line 
specifically developed for the automotive industry by Ransom Eli Olds, in 1901 and then 
motorized by Hemy Ford and his team of engineers in 1913. The various methodss of 
assembly line operations range from; an entirely manual line relying on workers, semi 
automated relying on the combination of workers and machines, to a fully automated line 
where production is achieved completely by machine. The objective is not to redefine 
the assembly line nor to develop new applications of the assembly line, but to tal(e the 
assembly line method and determine better utilization, that is how to best utilize the 
worker and reduce the impact to the worker in a manual or semi automated assembly line. 
The focus of this thesis is to investigate the application of job rotation, 
establishing a production schedule where an associate performs several operations 
throughout the course of a shift. Job rotation has been viewed by management as an 
effective, simple solution to reduce or eliminate the possibilities of health risks, including 
injury and fatigue, the decrease in production performance, job satisfaction, labor costs, 
and the development of Work-related Muscular Skeletal Disorders (WMSDs). Job 
rotation has been used in many areas of production and has been found to be both 
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beneficial and effective if applied properly. Job rotation is viewed as an Administrative 
Control and when "Using job rotation, with caution and as a preventive measme, not as a 
response to symptoms. The principle of job rotation is to alleviate physical fatigue and 
stress of a particular set of muscles and tendons by rotating employees among use 
different muscle-tendon groups." (OSHA.govlPublications) This view of job rotation is 
echoed by the National Institute of Safety and Health (NIOSH) in that job rotation should 
only be used as a temporary solution until a permanent solution to the situation can be 
developed. It is the purpose of this document to ask the question, "Can the use of a 
rotational work schedule be used as a permanent method of assembly line production to 
prevent WMSDs but also to sustain and improve production efficiency?" 
A. Company Background 
The facility of interest has non-rotational and rotational manufactming occurring 
is representative of the average automotive supplier located in the United States. The 
facility has happened upon hard economic times due to market in-balance, oil prices, and 
other economic factors. A Tier I supplier to U.S. automakers was once considered a 
secme futme, providing employment for years. The economic troubles and a shift to 
foreign labor for automalcers have jeopardizing the futme of the facility. Logistic 
advancements have allowed foreign completion to be as reliable as a local deliver. The 
company is eager to regain market share and become a more viable option for customers. 
The key for success is producing at a lower cost, to pass on the savings of the company to 
be a primary supplier. Recently the facility has been informed changes are necessary or 
the facility will close, when the cmrent plant contracts are concluded. 
Local management has made the decision to investigate options both internally 
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and externally to regain competitiveness. The current floor operations are using both 
rotational and non-rotational methods in selected work cells. The decision on which 
manufacturing method is used is based on the cells work force pay code; this is directly 
related to the contractual agreement between the company and the union operators. The 
agreement is designed to guarantee work for the union members and to eliminate the 
transferring to lower pay levels of rotational work cells. The non-rotational work cell has 
different pay benefits for the workers based on the job that they are currently performing. 
The original purpose was to ensure that the training of an operator was for a specific 
process that is critical for quality purposes and therefore would afford the operator the 
ability to retain the higher pay level. There is a large amount of resistance by the 
workforce to disallow the change from non-rotational to rotational dne to the pay levels 
being based on job classification and seniority. The company wants a push to rotational 
to show the workforce that if applied it would allow for the company to become more 
competitive when bidding for supplier contracts and therefore more desirable, ensuring 
production remains. The goals are to show the benefits to the customer and to show the 
workforce the facility will survive; potentially at a decreased level, the situation is a 
better alternative to the elimination all work. Using this as the jumping off point for the 
research into how to institute and the reasons to institute rotational manufacturing this 
thesis has been developed. 
The areas of research covered are threefold. The first area will be in the current 
production level of a worldng cell at the automotive facility. The thesis will show how a 
rotational cell allows the same level of production that is currently being produced by a 
non-rotational work cell at a lower cost. The next will investigate Health and Safety 
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issues that have arisen in both rotational and non-rotational work cells at the facility. 
This addresses the concerns of the work force of maintaining and improving the current 
working conditions with respect to well-being. The final objective will investigate the 
costs related to production, health and safety, and any correlation between the areas. The 
analysis of cost will be what drives any initiative to be taken. Using this analysis the 
thesis will demonstrate that rotational manufacturing style allows the company to 
increase its competitiveness when bidding on current and future contracts. 
B. Production 
Developing a plan that will give the company an advantage in the marketplace 
will focus on how the company utilizes its largest resource, labor. The reduction of labor 
is not simply a straightforward decrease in the number of workers currently producing; it 
also includes the resources for quality inspection, supervision, technical and setup needs 
that are not directly assigned to the final cost. All of the indirect labor needs to be 
reduced. This can be shown with decrease in quality problems, longer production runs, 
shorter turnover, and decreased down time. The area that is critical to the method of 
production is quality. Regardless of which method is decided upon, the product must 
meet requirements or additional resources are necessary for rework or to scrap the 
product. Creating a simulation ofthe production scenarios will allow for the conclusion 
of which manufacturing method should be used to produce quality, inexpensive 
components. 
The different methods of production; non-rotational and rotational are to be 
analyzed to determine the rate of production, the accuracy of the build, and the quality of 
the product with respect to the specifications determined by the customer. A time study 
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is created to capture movements and processes for each operation. The development of 
the work standard will reflect the amount of production capable during an established 
amount of time. Utilizing the time studies and the work standards, development of a 
simulation for each cellular manufacturing style will be possible. The use of a simulation 
will allow for the company to see results of each production method without the cost of 
ruuning each scenario and without the risking down time and poor production quality. 
The data collected will allow the company to develop a production plan without fear of 
the unexpected from changing manufacturing methods. The product will be evaluated on 
several levels related to the worker in each manufacturing method. Developing a study 
that includes the previously mentioned work standard, a detailed comparative study of 
each task will be created and categorized to best determine a true relation of one to one 
on which method will best benefit the company in a forward moving direction. Such a 
study will allow the company to decide upon a method that benefits the company by 
increasing its appeal for new business. 
C. Cost 
The common denominator in a facility is expense. Every decision, every 
movement, every hour, every final component can be calculated to a dollar amount. It 
goes without saying that if you reduce your cost you can increase your profitability. 
Using this idea every decision on how the facility is to operate comes from an analysis 
that can be viewed upon as a savings. In the current economy it is difficult to maintain 
the level of profits that have been seen in the past, every dollar saved is a dollar that 
malces the facility look more appealing for business. 
The analysis of cost will be focused on the employees of the facility. The 
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cost of personnel has become the greatest factor in the success of the facility. The 
relation between personnel and production is a direct relation. The more production 
hours that are required, the more personnel hours required. The amount of hours is not 
only time spent producing, it is also; time ensuring quality, time for repairing a part, time 
to change between products, down time required fixing a broken machine. Anytime 
personnel are required to perform an action or service that does not result in the 
production of a quality product is a decrease in profit. 
The development of the simulation previously stated will allow for a direct 
comparison of cost related to production. What will not be shown by the simulation is 
the cost incurred when a person cannot work. These hidden costs occur when an 
employee is unable to perform their task due to injury, fatigue, restricted movement or 
other inhibitor. 
Based on the current production methods being utilized a variety of situations 
occur when a staffing change is required. The optimal scenario is an operator from a 
different area will be able to move into the position and be fully trained to keep pace with 
the line regardless of the production method. The more accurate description of the events 
that take place is; an operator is placed in an unfamiliar operation and performs below 
established rate of product. Each cycle until reaching the level required will be a 
negative impacted to cost. This event is more significant in a non-rotational cell where 
operators are only familiar with one operation. 
In a rotational cell, an operator is loaned-in and comes from another rotational 
cell. A rotational operator is trained with a larger skill set to utilize when moving to a 
different cell. A rotational operator can easily adjust to a new operation instead of 
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requiring completely new training. An additional advantage is if a rotational operator 
struggles, that position is impacted for only a fi'action of the day. 
These factors will allow for the comparison of how to successfully fulfill the 
requirements of a customer with respect to quantity, quality, and price of product. The 
use of cost shows the decision of production should also consider situations that arise 
outside of the cell, issues related to ergonomics, safety, health, and absenteeism. 
Encompassing all of the possible scenarios will allow for the better decision on which 
method should be implemented across the facility as an equitable choice for business; 
cunent models, next generation models, and new models. 
D. Ergonomics 
Many times poor ergonomics are only considered after an impact to cost. The 
truth is that from the beginning until the discovery it has affected the cost, quality, 
production rate, and the associate. What is hard to apply is the cost that is occuned to 
production. All cost associated with an ergonomic issue; medical visits, prescriptions, 
work restrictions, time off, etc. should be evenly distributed to the time before and after 
identification. Countable costs such as medical visits and prescriptions can easily be 
identified and placed against the overall profit of production. Looking at the cost of work 
it is necessary to consider the fact that before an issue was identified, the associate 
experienced restricted performance due to the lack of ergonomic consideration. Every 
movement that increased the duress of a muscle to approach a strain or every rotation that 
caused an increase in inflammation also limited the rate of production for that specific 
product and increasingly all that would follow until the problem was recognized. It is 
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easy to capture the time after recognition that is required to allow for a health issue to 
heal, it is harder to determine the time when the health issue first generated. The best 
information available is the lmowledge of the worker of when they first recognized an 
issue present, even this is not accurate. Using the analysis of the simulation and the data 
collected the use of the selected manufacturing method will address the potential savings 
from an ergonomics position. 
E. Objective 
The lmowledge gained fi'om the research and analysis is to aide in identifying 
viable options for the company to continuously improve operations, employee 
satisfaction, and customer satisfaction. The evaluation and research by the student will 
malce them more marketable in future opportuuities. Identifying the proper use and 
providing the correct applications of job rotation is critical to ensure the production 
method is beneficial. The information can be applied to other companies in similar 
working environments. Reducing cost by moving production outside of the United States 
is a continuous obstacle that local companies are faced with when competing with 
business. Any advantage that can be gained needs to be implemented to ensure future 
prosperity. Any company that has operations that experience the same type of repetition, 
movements, and elements can benefit from such research. 
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n. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The recent increases in cost of health coverage, disability cases, and worker 
compensation cases has forced companies to view alternative methods to reduce the risks 
and hazards that are found at the work place. The work place has begun to search for less 
costly solutions to existing problems. Many solutions that have been created are quick 
fixes to problems that exist but do not resolve the underlying problem. The increase of 
Work-related Musculoskeletal Disorders (WMSD) have placed pressure on companies to 
investigate how the actions that are currently occurring are going to affect their work 
force in the upcoming weeks, months, even years. Academia has answered their requests 
with increased research in areas of prevention, solutions, and resolutions to onsite work 
hazards that affect the health and safety of employees. The investigation of work force 
related WMSD has developed several different alternatives for a solution. The solution 
of focus for the discussion is the method of using a rotation work force to decrease the 
cases ofWMSD occurring in a work environment. There is discrepancy of how this 
solution should be applied to achieve the reduction in WMSD, the following works are 
reviewed and compared to better establish the different opinions and ac1mowledgements 
of the usage of the rotation work force method. 
A. Review 
Putting into perspective the situation of how WMSD have impacted the 
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wor1dng environment and the motivation to determine new solutions, Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) reported in "1997, that employers reported a 
total of 626,000 lost workday Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSD) to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics (BLS), and these disorders accounted for $1 of every $3 spent for workers' 
compensation in that year. This means that employers are annually paying more than $15 
billion in workers' compensation costs for these disorders, and other expenses associated 
with work-related MSDs" (Department of Labor 2000). The need to consider WMSD in 
the work place is clear and is crucial for an employer to maintain a satisfied workforce 
and excel in today's global marketplace. The concern then gravitates to what and how is 
the proper way to reduce or eliminate the WMSD that are already present in the work 
force. Deciding on the use of job rotation is only the first step of implementing a 
solution. The idea of job rotation is simple enough, take a job that is problematic when it 
is repeated throughout a work shift and rotate the work force to dissipate the load from 
one worker to n workers. How can implementation be achieved so as not to increase the 
load of several workers instead of one? How does accomplishing the rotation minimize 
the impact on efficiency and quality of work? 
A critical step in determining how to implement job rotation is in the analysis of 
the operations found in the work environment. There are several methods used that rely 
on extensive calculations to determine the WMSD risks that are placed on the operator. 
A regularly used method is to review historic data to determine the reports of injuries that 
can be traced back to a potential candidate of operation that has produced WMSD. The 
second method is more of a reactive method than a proactive method and can be 
determined to be more costly in the long run. The National Institute of Occupational 
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Safety and Health (NIOSH) have developed Lifting Equation that allow for analysis of 
jobs to determine the risk level of creating a Low Back Disorder (LBD). As the name 
indicates the area that is going to be analyzed is the area used for lifting; the lower back. 
Other tools are; the Strain Index developed by Moore and Garg (1995) to focus on 
the Upper Extremity Disorders (UpED) specifically; hand, wrist and elbow, Rodgers' 
Muscle Fatigue analysis, which focuses on the entire body by breaking the body down 
into groups: neck, shoulder, back, arms, wrists and fingers, legs, feet, RULA (Rapid 
Upper Limb Assessment) with the focus on as the name indicates the upper limbs. This 
is a critical step in determining an accurate measure of the potential for a WMSD to 
occur. Ensuring that the appropriate criteria is being reviewed and considered will allow 
for a more defined problem statement of the situation. 
The selection of analysis tools to be used can be determined by an individual, a 
team/committee, a corporation, independent auditor, government, etc. Using a tool that 
focuses on hands when a pinch force is occuning is commonly accepted even if different 
tools are available; the results are verified for reliability of the tool. Using the results 
from the research different practices are identified. The method, the effectiveness, and 
duration to implement job rotation is viewed differently by different components of a 
company. Job rotation as an administrative control in some cases is viewed as a final 
resolution, in areas of health and worker satisfaction it is only an interim solution to a still 
present problem when considering WMSDs. 
The main focus of job rotation is to reduce or eliminate the strain that a group of 
muscles or soft tissues in the body is placed under for the duration of a working shift. 
The additional benefits that job rotation provides are broader than those that focus 
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specifically on the health and safety of the operator. Major perceptions ofthe benefits 
are; cross-trained workforce, reduced boredom and monotony, increased 
innovation/motivation, increased production, reduced absenteeism, and lower turnover 
rates (Triggs and King 2000; Jorgensen, et a12005; Kuijer, Visser, and Kemper 1999). 
These particular benefits appear to be codependent on each other. It can only gain the 
benefit of reduced boredom and monotony by increasing the variety of knowledge which 
requires a cross-trained workforce. Increased innovation and motivation is due to a 
worker no longer suffering from boredom with the job. With the new motivation of an 
operator the production will increase. Reduced absenteeism and turnover rate is in 
correlation to how an operator "feels" about his/her job, also the expense incurred during 
training of new associates. The idea of job rotation developing and producing a cross-
trained workforce will allow for a diversified workforce that is more flexible in staffing. 
These are views developed by management on the side of implementing job rotation. 
What is required to give the worker a positive perception of job rotation? Many 
obstacles are already present in the work environment that inhibits the ideas of job 
rotation. The frame-work of the organization, different pay scales, individual opinions, 
duration of time of employment is components that aid in the difficulty of producing a 
job rotation environment. Worker perceptions may stimulate motivation and 
commitment, effects which enhance effort, performance and productivity (Faucett 2005). 
The other side is many workers view producing in a job rotation as an opportunity to 
show a skill set that has not been displayed previously. A chance for management to see 
a worker excel in a different area or skill set. 
The question of who is suitable to be cross-trained arises and to what level of 
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cross-training is needed to produce positive results. The conduciveness of an operation to 
be perfonned by several different operators is not based solely on the operation but on the 
individual worker himlherself. Cross-training is beneficial, especially when the variation 
of demand is significant (Campbell 1999). The ability of the operator to retain the 
pertinent information for different operations is related to the level of variations presented 
by the operation. When operations are similar the learning curve of the different 
operations is increased, but the ability to maintain the differences between the operations 
becomes more difficult. Essentially the ability to overlap training allows for greater ease 
in operation transition which correlates with the potential of performing a similar but 
Wl'ong operation. Due to the slight variability the probability ofthe operations using the 
same muscle groups is significant and will not produce the needed variety in movements. 
The distinction is not recognized by the mind or body and becomes a member of the 
cun'ent task list. 
A variation of significant magnitude will allow for better results in alleviating a 
monotonous routine. The large job variation with a gradual learning curve will allow a 
more easily recognized difference in operations. The ability of the different operations to 
focus on different areas of the anatomy will aide in the objective of dispersing the load on 
different muscle groups and different ranges of motions. With the onset of new 
requirements being placed on an operator the ability of the operator to retain the 
correlating information will begin to test the operators' mental capacity. The task 
complexity and experience significantly affect the learning and forgetting rates of 
workers based on field study (Nembhard 2000). 
Simulation studies developed by Shafer et al.(2001) have shown to be significant 
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results of the role of individual learning and forgetting characteristics on the overall 
performance of an assembly line. The changing of operations will decrease the ability of 
an operator to become proficient at an operation to their highest potentiaL "They never 
really reached their highest sustainable level" (Nembhard 2001). Though the highest 
sustainable level may never be reached, a rotational worker properly allocated will be 
able to sustain an elevated level for the duration of employment over an operator whom is 
non-rotationaL In rare cases of operators who will only have a single operation for their 
entire career rotational learning inhibits their ability to have their highest level of output, 
it does provide however the ability to prevent the worker from being injured or bored 
with the single operation. Rotational methods produce a more reliable workforce that can 
be counted on to perform at a high leveL 
Developing an assignment of workers based on the individual learning ability will 
allow for a company to achieve a higher yield of not only production but of quality. The 
major trade off or "cost" of cross-training in terms of lost utility, which can be interpreted 
as a loss of efficiency as well (Sayin and Karabatti 2007). Additional components that 
are needed to be included in the discussion of operator retention are the pool of operators 
and operations. It is the responsibility during analysis to include individual capacities 
and not solely the operations. Finding the harmonious combination of operators and 
operations will allow for the greatest utility and will minimize associated costs with 
training. 
A variety of operators is required to produce a beneficial job rotation that contains 
both short and long term learners. If employers could trade their variable workforce for a 
troop of "average" workers, they'd be behind in the long run (Nembhard 2001). The 
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assignment of short and long term learning operators requires a look at the operations' 
duration. If a short term worker is used in a long run operation then their benefits will 
reach their highest level at an earlier stage, though this may sound ideal Nembhard 
(2001) has indicated that a long term learning operator will be able to exceed the level of 
operation of a short term learning operator. Conversely a long term operator will not 
achieve their highest potential in a short run operation and will not be able to achieve the 
level of a short term learning operator. An average learning worker will be able to 
provide sustainable results but will not deliver an optimal in either scenario. The 
consideration of the work force on an individual basis would allow for the assignment of 
operators related to the duration of the operations. The proper application would allow 
for a company to maintain the desired level of production needed to fulfill their 
requirements and compete in the market. It also needs to be recognized that an average 
worker will allow for the greatest reliability in scheduling of production and routine. The 
tradeoff from average worker to average worker will not be a significant decrease or 
increase in rates. The place for an average worker is still available and will deliver 
desired results if in the proper application where short term and long term learning 
workers are placed in applications that are interpretations of how the product is viewed. 
Determining the duration of short term and long term runs is critical in determining the 
relevance of which method to utilize. Is short term defined as a few shifts or even less, is 
long term runuing the same process day in and day for a month or for a year, which will 
negate the benefits of instituting a rotational work force? Rotational schedules should be 
optimal for short and average learning workers because the operations do not require 
continuous exposure to the same operation, the basic desire of job rotation. 
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The analysis of the operation is vital to the success of the application of 
job rotation. The direction of the analysis turns to the operation itself. The need for the 
job rotation is justifiable if there is significant evidence that the operation itself is the 
cause and development of a WMSD. The tools required to analyze the operation on the 
basis of whether or not there is a risk factor that could potentially lead to a WMSD are 
available. Job assessment tools such as Rodgers/Kodak Fatigue, RULA, Strain Index, 
etc. are commonly found in the work environment. The determination of how to proceed 
in implementing the job rotation schedule varies among the researchers. The variables 
that affect the assignment of operators in an environment draw upon the different 
education and research developed for the specific program of how ajob rotation should 
be assigned. The importance or weight of the same variable will also differ between 
programs and will thus conclude to different outcomes in assignment. A variety of tools 
should be utilized to better determine the appropriate level of impact an operation has on 
an operator. A single input is not as comprehensive as multiple analyses to better isolate 
the trigger that causes a WMSD. 
The differences between the methodologies of how to establish job 
rotation first begin with the selection of which jobs need consideration for rotation. The 
number of jobs that can be rotated raises the concerns related to the learning and losing 
paradigm. The availability of n operators for x operations can cause limitations in the 
establishment of a rotational scheme. Work forces are being reduced to allow for the 
companies to still maintain some competitive aspects against foreign suppliers. Many 
automotive manufacturers are facing similar problems as the facility in Indiana, where 
reduction in sales has affected not only the main automaker but the entire supply chain. 
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The reduction is now testing the capability and capacities of the remaining work force. 
The need for an injury free workforce is very important to a company with a 
reduced pool of workers to choose from. It allows for a larger spectrum of operators to 
select from and decreases the company's indirect costs, keeping their prices more 
profitable. The ability of the operator to perform different tasks allows for more 
diversified work force. When the question of implementing a job rotation arises do all of 
the operations need to be in consideration or should only the highest and lowest 
probability of injury risk be considered is a question that begins to mold how the job 
rotation is established for each application. Developing a job rotation plan requires 
detelmining the set of jobs to be included in the rotation, the sequence of jobs, and the 
job interval length (Tharmmaphornphilas and Norman 2004). 
A variation of muscle groups used in operations should be grouped together to 
gain the most benefit of a job rotation schedule. Sequencing can occur randomly or due 
to the task sequence with the objective of not allowing the same group of muscles to be 
used in consecutive operations. Defining a sequence so to ensure that or to at the very 
minimal limit the exposure of the same muscle groups being used are not repeated in the 
consecutive operations should be the focus of the rotational schedule. The idea of 
ensuring the consecutive operations do not share the same body group at an elevated level 
will be utilized in the development of a simulation. The duration of time each operation 
is performed can be easily regulated by hourly intervals or by stops in production due to 
regularly occurring breaks in the shift. Thmmmaphornphilas and Norman (2004) use the 
Job Severity Index (JSI) to analyze the operation in a simulated manufacturing 
environment. The JSI developed by Liles et.a!. (1984), is a unit less measure relating the 
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required lifting exertion to a worker's lifting capacity. The focus of the study is on the 
prevention oflow back injmy and does not take into consideration other muscle groups 
that could be applied across several different operations. This is a clear indication that 
several resomces tools are required to best accomplish the assignment of a job rotation 
schedule so it can be applied to the entire operator and not selective regions. 
The lower back seems to be the target of many studies of operations where job 
rotation is introduced as a potential solution. Frazier et al.(2003) focus on lower back 
injuries that occm in an automotive assembly facility. The study focuses on two 
operations among thousands that occm daily. The two operations were selected for their 
noticeable differences in postures. The NIOSH recommendation of selecting operations 
for job rotation that use different groups or areas of muscles and tendons would justify 
the selection of the two operations for further analysis in the inclusion of a job rotation 
schedule. The study was only allowed to analyze one operator due to production 
requirements for the facility. A small number of operation cycles were observed and 
recorded on video tape for analysis. Using the information 1i-om the video tape along 
with the physical properties of the equipment, materials, and environment the model was 
developed to be more complex then the Tharmmaphomphilas and Norman (2004) study. 
Custom software was developed to include the estimated moment of force, 
reaction forces on major body points, with the lumbar spine being the major jointed body 
part of focus. The actions required to perform the operation were analyzed to produce the 
probability of a lower back pain to occur causing the operator enough discomfort that the 
pain would be reported to management. Reviewing the peak cumulative loads placed on 
the L4/L5 disc of the spine enabled the development of a Low Back Pain Reporting Index 
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(LBPRI). The LBPRI has a 0.0 to 1.0 scale that allows for a quantitative measure to be 
assigned to the amount of pain reported from an operation that has been properly 
analyzed. This method allows for the study of the actual worker performing the 
operations through the entire range of motions and forces. 
Development of such an index allows for the grouping of operations that can be 
categorized from no risk to high risk LBPRI. This tool provides a better method of the 
assignment of operators to operations in a job rotation schedule. The operations observed 
at the Indiana facility were chosen due to their relation of being contained in the same 
ceIL Operators are in designated departments in the facility and are able to shift cells, but 
this only occurs during a shift if production runs are completed or manufacturing 
problems occur. The operators in the department are self contained inside an individual 
cell lending to a limited amount of operations to choose to be included in the job rotation 
schedule. 
The two previous examples of studies do not develop a process of assigning job 
rotation outside of the focus on low back injury. It is a single criterion that would allow 
for an initial rotation schedule that is beneficial for the reduction of lower back injury but 
could potentially increase or decrease the risk of injury in other areas of the body, but it is 
unable to capture the information from the analyses. The studies could proceed futiher 
and continue to review other areas by using different tools and measurements to help 
eliminate or reduce injuries to the entire body and work force. The event of such actions 
would require a large amount of resources that could potentially be better utilized 
redesigning the operation if applicable. 
The decision to redesign the operation or proceed to evaluate the impacts on other 
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areas of the body would need to be decided upon by ergonomists, engineers, workforce, 
management, etc. involved. Developing a detailed evaluation of all criteria involved 
would be the ideal scenario for producing a job rotational schedule. The practicality of 
such an event is not realistic. The resources in most facilities are across many different 
departments and operations. The idea of allocating an analyst per operator/operation that 
would be required is simply not feasible. The interim choice until the day when 
someway one analyst per operator/operation is available is to decide upon the best tool or 
tools and apply their results appropriately. Performing follow up tests and evaluations to 
ensure that the original problem was in fact resolved and that no new issues have arisen is 
critical to the success and sustainability of the development of a schedule. 
The decision to implement job rotation to reduce the risks of WMSD can lead to 
the discussion of which factors are important. Is the job the main component to be 
considered; focusing on the operation, movements, forces, elements related to the 
enviromnent? Analyzing the job requirements to determine the physical load that is 
being placed on the body is a method commonly used in highly physical jobs. 
Kuijer et. al, (1999) focus their research on refuse collecting in the Netherlands. 
The analysis focused on a small group of workers whom performed several tasks based 
on their level of seniority. This is a parallel criterion to the current situation in the 
automotive facility being investigated. The research separated the workers to keep a 
group of un-alternating schedules and a group that would perfOlmjob rotation throughout 
the day. 
In the search for determining the COiTect criteria that are needed to be included to 
develop the methodology for the assigmnent of a job rotation schedule what should and 
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should not be included. The allocation of tasks to workstations may have a substantial 
impact on the prevalence and severity of work-related musculoskeletal disorders for the 
people assigned to the work stations (Carnahan et. AI. 2001). The goal to minimize the 
cycle time so to increase production can have a stressful affect on the operator. A 
combination of demands at home and work can lead to prolonged stress over the course 
of the day, which maintains high levels of arousal, delays recovery and ultimately 
contributes to musculoskeletal problems (Melin and Lundberg 1997). 
The high level of arousal can be contributed to stress being a continuous 
component of a work day. Many factors including job demand, control over job-related 
decisions, monotony, job satisfaction, supervisor and co-worker support and work pace, 
have demonstrated significant associations with reports of musculoskeletal pain and 
disorders related to the back, upper extremity, neck and shoulder (Faucett 2005). In order 
to alleviate an outside component such as stress, rates of production will remain constant 
across the different cells as it was prior to the researches beginning. Operators will be 
given several shifts to adjust to the new rotational schedules if applicable and develop 
their daily routines accordingly. 
The development of a job rotation schedule will affect both the operators and the 
management team established. The operators will receive the most direct impact of the 
job rotation schedule. The operators will be required to learn new operations, required to 
differentiate between models on an assembly line, take on new responsibilities in relation 
to quality, etc. The management team will be required in many corporations to establish 
the job rotation schedule. Upper management will delegate the duties down the corporate 
ladder some instances down to the lowest level of management. These "area" managers 
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will develop the job rotation schedule based on what they feel will work the best. The 
consideration of operator input on which operations are more strenuous could be 
considered, the work intervals will most likely be either hourly or based on 
predetermined scheduled breaks. 
The idea of job rotation being evaluated based on a single input of what a 
manager determines based on convenience is very common. Jorgensen et al.(2005), 
developed a survey to try and determine how many companies were using job rotation 
schedules in their manufacturing. Focusing on the Midwest of America, 178 companies 
contacted responded to the survey. Of the 178 companies surveyed 76 indicated that the 
company participated injob rotation. The 'method' used to develop rotation schemes was 
primarily driven by supervisor decisions, followed by ergonomic job analyses (Jorgensen 
et al.2005) with the next common input being from employees. The survey also 
investigated the "perceived benefits" since the inception of job rotation. The increase in 
operator skill, decrease in work related injury, and increases in employee satisfaction 
were among the highest "benefits" reported. The results however determined a negative 
correlation between the number of years a company had been utilizing job rotation with 
turnover and absenteeism (Jorgensen et al. 2005). A major finding of the results 
contradicted what NIOSH and OSHA have established for the use of job rotation as a 
temporary control to further prevent WMSDs while engineering actions are being talcen 
to correct the concerns. The findings of the survey stated that the median duration for a 
company to be using job rotation was 5 years. The "results suggest that job rotation 
maybe being used as a permanent intervention strategy, rather than an interim control 
strategy" (Jorgensen et al. 2005). 
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The decisions of which components have the greatest affect on deciding how to 
implement a job rotation schedule are still being determined and new ideas are being 
investigated. The possibility of a single method that would be able to transverse all 
operations is not likely to be discovered due to the complexity of the human element. 
The lmowledge gained from various operations will allow for researchers to consider new 
information that would not have been originally considered in the development of a 
method for a specific industry or application. 
In the specific sitnation with regards to the facility in Indiana it will be impractical 
to physically change the production methods for determination in which will produce the 
best results with respect to production and the decrease in WMSDs. This specific case 
lends itself to the idea of mnning simulation in place of the physical change. Simulations 
"are conducted to analyze and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of manufacturing 
organizations, systems, and processes" (McLean and Shao 2003). The benefit of the 
simulation will allow for the current process to be compared with the proposed changes 
without the costly affects of downtime, rearrange, retooling, and new training on the 
proposed system. Specific to the automotive manufacturing facility "the objective is to 
minimize the mal(espan, set-up cost, inventory holding cost, backlogging cost, total idle 
time and load imbalance" (Yan et al. 2003). 
The formation of a simulation is easily achieved in theory but it often 
misrepresents the proposed system changes. The simulation lends itself to allowing the 
possibility of an error in several steps of its process. The main cause of error is in the 
challenge of the simulation itself, ''tmfortunately human error is inevitable and it is more 
likely when under pressure" (Wood and Harger 2003). EITors can be found in the data 
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collection, simulation modeling, and the reporting of results. 
Data collection begins the process of developing a simulation; only with the 
appropriate information can a model have a chance of being valid. "Validation is the 
process of determining whether a simulation model is an accurate representation ofthe 
system, for the particular objectives of the study" (Law 2003). "Validity, is ajudgment 
regarding how well suited a particular representation is for a specific application" 
(Hughes and Rolek 2003). The previous examples only represent a very small population 
of the importance of developing a simulation that can achieve validation. This will also 
be the focus that is to be achieved with the simulation of the manufacturing facility. 
An area inside the simulation that that has been the target of many research papers 
is the identification of representing the human component. "Traditionally, 
representations ofthe human operators have been relatively ineffectual as a result of 
oversimplified assumptions underlying the models" (Hughes and Rolek 03). Hughes and 
Rolek go a step further in stating, "the limited degree to which crew behavior is 
accurately represent in these simulations is generally regarded as inadequate, and as such, 
limits the overall validity and utility of the models." The acknowledgement and proper 
identification of the operators will not only provide an accurate simulation with respect to 
production quantity and quality but also with the combined focus of the potential of 
WMSDs it is critical for the simulation to be successful. 
There are several tools recommended by Law to help reduce the possibility of 
inaccurately representing a system in a simulation. The "Seven-Step Approach" is a 
process developed by Law through previous practice and teachings of simulation. Paying 
particular attention to the steps; 1. F otmulate the Problem, 2. Collect Information/Data 
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and, 5. Is the Programmed Model Valid it is the purpose to ensure that the model is valid 
and the results are appropriate for the purpose of the model. The model will be valid by 
paying attention to the criteria and ensuring the data used is current and appropriate. The 
simulation will be used to address the impact a job rotation schedule has inside a cellular 
production system. 
B. Literature Summary 
The importance of accurate tracking of information, relevant information in the 
areas of WMSDs, production schedules, and model development are critical to the work 
that is to follow. Utilizing the studies of the research and development will follow the 
examples of the previously stated literature along with establishing a working comparison 
of actual events OcculTing within the same facility. The greater benefit of the simulation 
is to introduce the concept of not only that the rotational work-force can be a pelmanent 
manufacturing method and increase production, performance, and morale. 
C. Proposal from Literature 
The evaluation ofthe current processes will create the baseline for establishing 
the current manufacturing method. Analyzing the operator's performance and ergonomic 
risk of exposure is to develop a countermeasure to the current condition. 
The Indiana facility currently has both rotational and non-rotational schedules 
being utilized in manufacturing. Identifying the groups to represent the rotational and 
non-rotational work forces will allow for an accurate comparison. The simulations 
analyze the current and proposed manufacturing methods without disrupting or 
jeopardizing the production requirements. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 
The elements that make the internal components of the facility unique will be 
considered from various views. The medical infOlmation documented during the study is 
analyzed. The analysis includes the recorded occurrence, the body part of the operator, 
and the area of the facility. The products that are for internal and external customers is 
considered, along with the manufacturing method. The last area is the most critical 
component in developing a successful simulation 
A. Facility History And Information 
The facility has defining attributes that aide in the development of 
subcategorizing itself. The facility has been in operation for nearly thirty years under the 
current parent company. Changes in production have caused the facility to change its 
appearance many times over. The facility itself is a great opportunity for investigation of 
establishing proper parameters for comparing manufacturing methods. It is expected that 
changes have been made to all aspects of business; head count, products, management, 
etc. The facility was continually undergoing change during the duration of study, new 
models entered production, current models were relocated to different areas of the plant 
floor, staffing was reallocated, and models left for other facilities. Any adjustment to the 
facility presents new options in evaluating the company. 
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The facility is a customer, a supplier, and a generator of goods. Areas 
inside the facility use raw materials, outside sourced components, and internally sourced 
components in production. Each area presents its own unique characteristics and 
challenges when developing criteria for selecting the appropriate criteria. The 
determination of which areas and what products will be the focus to develop a simulation 
can not be based solely on the areas of the facility. 
The manpower allocations ofthe facility throughout the years have changed in 
total numbers and numbers within inside departments. The employees of the facility 
have been able to be transferred and promoted. The information of any changes has been 
recorded by the human resource department on a monthly basis. Department differences 
are established due to rules and regulations between the workforce and the company. 
The variations were created to for the purpose of differentiating compensation between 
specific departments and specific job classifications. These variations identify areas of 
different manufacturing methods applied to the workforce. 
B. Production 
The varying products and different forms of production are areas that need further 
investigation. Looking at the different products that are produced is the beginning of 
understanding how the production inside the facility is different. The diversity of the 
products include plastic components, metal tubes, metal flanges, pressure regulators, 
windshield washer bottle assembly, canister vent valves, fuel delivery modules, fuel 
pumps, and fuel vacuum senders; each has different models and different fuel types 
available (gasoline or diesel). The different products themselves are a good place to stmi 
the investigation of which areas run similm' products for comparison. A windshield 
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washer bottle assembly does not look anything like a fuel vacumn sender when 
investigating the products on physical characteristics only. The physical comparison 
begins to highlight areas of interest based solely on product. 
The next step is looking at the components of the products. Identifying the 
component helps in categorizing areas of the facility. Several areas inside the facility 
have similar products, produced for the same purpose of operation but are made of 
different materials. Material is reflected in the type of production chosen. Certain 
materials and products are more applicable to certain styles of production. An ABS 
plastic is more durable and can have more force applied to it then a rubber component 
which can rip and tear in certain applications. The material used is based on what the 
engineering requirements are for the final product. 
The assembly of the product is an area for evaluation because; after physical 
attributes it is the largest distinction between products, the amount of automation impacts 
operator nmnbers, and the type of production determines; rotational or non-rotational 
manufacturing. There are fully automated, semi-automated, and manual production lines 
that are located throughout the facility. The fully automated products supply other areas 
inside the facility. There are semi automated lines that produce internal and external 
products. The third option is a manual line that can also produce internal and external 
products. The work cells apply different conveyance of incomplete products. Types of 
conveyance are either belted driven, gravity feed, or manual. These differences allow 
grouping or isolation when developing the comparison of different work cells. The 
review of the product types and production method attributes help in the comparison of 
components. 
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The facility produces both current production year products and service products 
in the same cell for many areas creating the need to remain dynamic. The company 
provides the facility with a detailed forecast of volume for the current models, in addition 
a total volume of all service is provided to the facility. Service models are designated to 
run inside a work cell along with the current models. The current model parts are broken 
out into individual forecasts for scheduling and manning purposes. Service models are 
forecasted together as a bulk requirement to provide the percentage of production time 
that is needed for production. Service models produce challenges not only in scheduling 
for actual build time but also including time for changeover and the increased amount of 
down time due to older equipment. These factors of service eliminate service cells from 
consideration, the assumption being the forecast is not reliable to develop an accurate 
representation of the work cell. 
The reliability of a part being produced consistently at a regulated volume is more 
critical to deterruine the impact of a production method. The forecasts have changed as 
demands have changed over the course ofthe study. The volumes and the components 
will be considered for current models during the 21 month study. Production model 
years change very little even if a dramatic vehicle redesign occurs. 
The production information contains production volume, rates, shifts, and 
operator population. Selecting only volume as the critical determinate will not 
accurately pOliray the work cell, the shift, rate, and operator population needs to be also 
considered. The number of shifts a work cell operates impacts the number of products 
needed for production. The rate of production impacts the number of shifts and also the 
number of operators. The comparison will include all of the information from the work 
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cell including any adjustments to operator population that maybe a cause of quality 
requirements. The information regarding operators, shifts, departments, and work cells 
was updated on a monthly basis by the human resource department. Changes that do not 
pass from one month to the next are not reflected. The monthly data will be applied as 
daily data for the operator population for all working days inside that month. The 
information is independent for each work cell and does not allow for an operator to be 
counted in two different departments or work cells. The work cell indication is attached 
to the operator population and will allow for calculations of rotational and non-rotational 
work cells independently for comparison. The identification of such work cells is 
critical in analysis of the medical injury/illness reports. 
C. Identify Injury/Illness Potential 
The manufacturing facility has an onsite medical center staffed with three full 
time registered nurses, one part time registered nurse, and a medical doctor who is on call 
twenty-four hours, seven days a week. Any member of the staff is capable of 
documenting any operators' occurrences. Each member is trained to respond and record 
all work related incidents. Through diagnosis the occurrences are evaluated and recorded 
into the following categories; classification, level, OSHA Indicator, Ergo Indicator, 
Department/Location, and Primary Body Part. 
The largest subcategories are injury/illness. An injury is a single event that creates 
the occurrence that is being reported such as a cut, scrap, bruise, etc. An illness is the 
repetition of a motion or event that has caused an illness to develop over time and is now 
being identified and reported as an occurrence; examples of illnesses are carpal tunnel 
syndrome and tendonitis. The reported injury or illness is identified by the circumstances 
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that potentially could have caused the injury or illness. The OSHA Indicator, when 
present, is noted in the records and requires the additional documentation to aide in the 
diagnosis and research. The Ergo Indicator purpose is to notify the facility's ergonomic 
committee to begin evaluation of the operation. 
The Department/Location is the area inside the facility and the shift used to track 
other occurrences in the area. The Primary Body Part identifies the anatomical area of 
the operator that is impacted. The report contains other information related to personal 
infOlmation of the operator and facility related information, this information is used for 
clinical use and identification that is not applicable for this study, i.e. name, payroll 
number, this information has not been included. 
Diagnosis provided by the medical department identifies the occurrences from 
different work cells independently. Operators rarely transfer outside of their assigned 
departments, but can transfer among work cells which have the same pay rate. An 
operator transferring into a different manufacturing method is too rare an occasion for 
consideration. The assumption of no transfers is used when evaluating work centers 
during selection and analysis of potential dangers. 
The body regions have been established to focus on the movements and causes of 
each occurrence. The regions are Upper Limb, Head and Neck, Back and Lower Back, 
and the Lower Limb. The Upper Limb will include the shoulders, arms, elbows, and any 
occurrences in the hands. The Lower Limbs will include the hips and the feet into the 
collection of occurrences. 
The departments are defined and due to restrictions of the workforce the 
assumption is no department will differ from the established manufacturing method. An 
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operator is only exposed to the same basic operation during production. The differences 
in a model will only allow for small dimensional variations of components. The work 
cells are viewed as independent entities and can not be communized to cause a 
generalization ofthe process. 
The medical information is utilized in the selection of operations that are 
reviewed for use in the analysis of the comparison of rotational work cell and the non-
rotational work cell. The medical information collected will correlate with the historical 
production information. The Forecasted Production Volumes (FPV) for the work areas 
allow for the development of an average production week for a work cell. The models 
have a predicted volume for the year and the volume is to be evenly distributed 
throughout the work weeks ofthe year. 
The work cell operations are researched to determine the level of potential injury 
exposure to the operators. Tools such as NIOSH Lifting Equation, Strain Index, Libeliy 
Mutual Tables, Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA), and Rodgers/Kodak Muscle 
Fatigue are used for ergonomic assessment of the operations. An assessment is only as 
reliable as the training of the individual performing the evaluation. The tools used for the 
determination of possible WMSD related situations are chosen for the universal 
application of the operations that are performed in the different work methods. The 
assessment tools have been implemented at the website: www.ergoweb.com which is 
used to process the data recovered during the study, access is provided by the facility. 
The Rodgers/Kodak Muscle Fatigue Assessment is used for the consideration of 
the entire body. The Rodgers/Kodak takes into consideration the effort level, frequency, 
and duration. The major body regions have been separated to get a better focus on the 
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possible body components of concern. The selection of the Rodgers/Kodak tool is based 
on the criteria of ease of use of the tools for reporting. The use of the Borg scale and the 
visual aides increase the accuracy of reporting. 
The principle of Rodgers/Kodak is the hypothesis that a fatigued muscle is more 
susceptible to injury than a well rested muscle. In the application of Rodgers/Kodak it is 
best if an operation is perfonned for duration of an hour or greater, which is appropriate 
for the facility being evaluated where the minimum operating segment is an hour and the 
maximum normally scheduled is a shift. The analysis places the operation into four 
levels of effort; Light, Moderate, Heavy and a Fourth level in which the effort can not be 
exerted by most people. Each named level corresponds with a range of points on a 10 
point Borg scale; Light (0-3), Moderate (4-7), and Heavy (8-10), the Fourth level is not 
represented on the Borg scale, it is still aclmow1edged as a possibility of a score if the 
work load can not be maintained. Each of the levels are then given a ranking to 
correspond with the Borg scale; Light ranked (1), Moderate ranked (2), Heavy ranked (3), 
and the Fourth Level (Extreme) ranked (4). 
The analysis of the operations focuses on the body components; neck/shoulders, 
back, mlis/elbows, wrists/handslfingers, legs/lmees, and ankles/feet/toes. Each region is 
analyzed with respect to 3 levels of exertion; Effort Level, Continuous Effort Time, 
Efforts per Minute. Effort level views and analyzes the positioning of the body 
components with specific detail to each region. Rodgers/Kodak provides descriptions of 
the body positioning to aide in the analysis of the different regions. Continuous Effort 
Time is simply stated as the duration of non-interrupted muscle activity. The durations 
are calculated in seconds and ranked (from 1-4 ) as follows; Less than 6 s (1), 6-20 s (2), 
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20-30 s (3), Greater than 30 s (4). The last analysis is the Efforts per Minute that assign a 
ranking to the number of occurrences an operation is repeated in any given minute of 
normal production. The rankings allow for 1 occurrence or less per minute to be ranked 
(1),1 to 5 occurrences per minute ranked (2),5 to 15 occurrences ranked (3), and greater 
than 15 ranked (4). The term occurrence indicates the repetition of an action such as a 
reach with the right arm a certain amount of units in distance, regardless of the function, 
each reach is recorded. This allows for the component or operation to be negotiable but 
allows for the body movement to be identified as impacting the same region numerous 
times, providing an accurate account of compounding motions during production. 
The ranldng of the three different categories gains insight into which areas should 
be the focus of change. The scores are arranged in a table that indicates the priority level 
of the needed change. The groups in the table are the combination of scores that would 
cause the least muscle fatigue on the left of the table to operations that can cause the most 
severe muscle fatigue on the right side of the table. The analysis and chart allows for 
ranldng and identification of operations that have an increased risk to accelerate muscle 
fatigue. The ranldngs provide information on operations level of muscle fatigue. 
The analysis indicated that the majority of operators were seated during the 
operations, The Rodgers/Kodak does not properly account for such production. A 
secondary analysis tool is chosen. The evaluation of high WMSD needs the ability to 
isolate the upper extremities movements and forces. Rapid Upper Limb Analysis 
(RULA) was chosen; RULA is an analysis reduces the impact ofthe lower limbs on the 
score of the analysis. The inclusion of non utilized body components could cause a 
misdiagnosis that misrepresents the severity of an occun·ence. 
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RULA evaluates the body by dividing the body components into two separate 
groups. The upper extremities know as Group A are the arms, foreanns, wrists and 
hands. The other body components that make up Group B are the neck, trunk and lower 
extremities. 
Evaluation of Group A begins with ranldng the posture of the body components 
by a predefined range of degrees of flexion and extension and any rotation involved. 
RULA provides an easily followed guide that allows for the user to read a description of 
flexion/extension along with a diagram and determine which value is correct. Once the 
correct value is selected a ranking is established for the part and the score is determined. 
The posturing is completed for each group of body components and a general score for 
the postures is produced from a table. 
The Posture Risk Factors are comprised based on the load applied to the body 
part from the orientation it is placed in. The table scores each component and then 
determines a final score. The score table represents a hierarchy of scores representing a 
series of if-then statements producing a final score. Group A and Group B have 
independent tables to reflect the scores and severity for each body grouping. 
The next step in the evaluation of an operation is to consider the effort output 
achieved for the duration of the operation, lmown as the Static Muscle Contraction 
Factor. A score related specifically to the muscle exertion of each group independently 
is considered. The scoring is either I or 0 and is separate fi'om the posture risk score. A 
score of I indicates that the muscle groups being utilized are held static for longer than a 
minute. A score of 0 indicates the muscle contraction less than a minute in length. 
A Force Risk Factor of 0-3 is recorded of the force exerted during the cycle of 
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operation. This score considers the repetitive nature of an operation. A 0 score is for a 
process that requires a load or force less than or equal to 4.4 lbs and is held intennittently. 
A I score is possible for loads or forces between 4.4-22 lbs and is held intermittently. 
There are two possible ways to obtain a score of2; one involves a load or force between 
4.4-22 lbs and the motion is either static or repetition occurs more than four times a 
minute, the other way is a load or force greater than 22 lbs applied intennittently. A 
score of 3 is possible to be achieved by either a load or force greater than 22 lbs that is 
static or repetitive or any magnitude of load or force that is experienced through a rapid 
build-up or jolting action. 
The final detennination of RULA applies all three scores for each group to a final 
score. This is done by adding the Posture Risk Factor, Static Muscle Contraction Factor 
and the Force Risk Factor. A total score for Group A, now referred to as Score C will be 























RULA GRAND SCORE 
, , Score D (Neck Trunk Legs) 
2 I 3 I 4> I 5 I 6 I 7+ I 
2 3 3 4 5 5 
2 3 4 4 5 5 
3 3 4 4 5 5 
3 3 4 5 6 5 
4 4 5 5 7 7 
4 5 6 6 7 7 
5 6 6 7 7 7 
5 6 7 7 7 7 
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The Grand Score allows for the depiction of the severity of a job in its current 
environment and under its cunent conditions. A Grand Score can range from 1-7, 1 
being instances of lowest priority and 7 being instances of greatest priority and the need 
for immediate review of process and appropriate changes to the procedures. The 
evaluation of the current operations allows for identification of areas of concern and areas 
of acceptable magnitude in a work cell. 
D. Simulation 
Using a simulation represents the activities in the facility without impact to 
manufacturing. Calculating the amount of exposure utilizing the different manufacturing 
methods and making changes to production where applicable. The simulations will 
accurately represent cunent manufacturing cells inside the facility. Using actual cell 
cycle times, observed fatigue rating, break schedules, and one piece flow will most 
closely represent the cunent conditions. 
The Rockwell Automation Technology Software package of Arena Version 12, 
TraininglEvaluation Mode (STUDENT) is utilized for developing the simulation. The 
software allows for the creation of entities and processes to represent the components of 
the cunent manufacturing methods. The ability of tool can establish one piece flow, 
creation of new entities, disposal of completed products, and the change of production 
performance throughout the course of a shift. 
The simulations will run for sixty-five replications, representing thirteen weeks 
with 5 work days in each week. The duration of each work day is represented by a single 
shift. A shift is comprised four-hundred eighty minutes minus scheduled paid breal(s and 
movement for job rotations if applicable. A work center incurs forty minutes of paid 
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break. The replication cycle will last four-hundred forty minutes for non-rotational 
methodology simulations. The replication cycle of a rotational methodology simulation 
will last three and a half minutes less. The less time is allowing the operators half a 
minute to transfer themselves and personal effects to the next work station. The 
accumulated time is reduced from the total available production time. 
The work centers are created as one piece flow systems, a few exceptions are 
made due to the process limits of the training/evaluation mode in the software. The 
majority of operations are broken into three separate process components. The first 
process is a Basic Process - Process that functions a Seize Delay action. The Seize Delay 
occupies the Resource (Operator) and delays the entity for the duration of processing of 
the station in minutes. The processing time changes throughout the course of the shift, 
discussed later in this section. The next process is an Advanced Process - Hold, this 
process keeps the entity from moving on to the next process. The Hold, searches to 
confirm if the next resource in the work center is available to receive an entity directly or 
if it would be placed into a queue. The Hold does not allow for the entity to be passed 
£i'om the current resource to the next resource if the next resource is being utilized. In 
this manner one piece flow of material is achieved. When the resource is available then 
the entity is transferred to the third process a Basic Process - Process, Delay Release, 
where it is delayed zero minutes and releases the entity to the next process. This £i'ees up 
the resource to allow for the next entity to be transferred into the first ofthe three 
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FIGURE 1- Simulation Work Station Development 
An Advance Process- Match is used when adding a sub assembly into the work 
center. The Match process ensures that a process does not begin until both components 
are available for the resource. Only one entity is passed to the entity limit of the 
training/evaluation mode. A Dispose - Basic Process is used to minimize the entities. 
The 307-1 (non-rotational) work center utilizes a Basic Process - Separate to 
accommodate for the creation of two entities of Flange Assy and Float Rod Assy by the 
same Resource. During the Hold process of this series of functions it is only consideling 
the resource of the Leak Tester. This selection is to limit the Siman objects under 300, 
the Leak Tester has a longer standard process time. The reason of why there is not a 
Hold and Delay Release Process of the Leak Test work station is due to the completed 
Leak Test entity and the completed Sub Build entity are then matched before moving on 
to the next process. The limit of the Siman objects is the main reason behind not having 
the additional processes. The idea of one piece flow is still achieved by not allowing the 
Sub Build to be released until the Heat Shrink resource is available. The Leak Test 
Entity is matched with the Sub Build entity and both move forward. 
The time required to transfer the entities inside the operation are captured inside 
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the processing time of the work station. These times were captured during the original 
study so no additional time is required to simulate the travel of the entity tluoughout the 
work center. 
The production assigned to a work cell does not identify different models running 
during the shift or replication cycles. The work elements of producing different models 
does not vary significantly enough to deem that the operators are allowing for active 
muscle groups to rest during alternate production model runs. The production process 
represents the same without regard to the different models. 
Simulating production performance in each of the simulations requires the 
development of an equation that is time directed. During the research of the selected 
work centers half hour accounts of production performances were established for each of 
the operations. Small samples were recorded and compared to the established standard of 
the work station. The performance factor was then multiplied by the number of units that 
were standard for production based on the work station. These calculated units were then 
compared to the standard units for the work center for the time segment. This 
comparison produced a performance percentage for the half hour time segment of the 
work station compared to the established rate. In an instance where a half hour contained 
a non work the performance percentage was only applied to the production time. 
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TABLE II 
LEAK TESTER PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE 
L kT t 
" 
es er 
Cell I Rate Work Center Rate 
I 0.39278 I 1120 918 _ ITime Duration 15 20 25 30 
:~rt~ not needed 202 Required Work Center Unitsl: 
Inherit Delay(rnin) 79.29 
31.29541.72752.15962.591 
,100% 
pr~~hl:~on Duration Parts Performance to H,·", Ba,;eMI" W"k." (ml,,) Ratl,," Parts 
0,413 30 
102% 124% 





The ratio of Performance to Parts Required is plotted with the time being the X 
axis. The graphs did not create a single slope linear equation so the option of creating a 
trend line was utilized. The type ofline was selected to be a polynomia12nd order. The 
choice for this type is that it accurately developed a trend line that followed the 











FIGURE 2 - Performance To Parts Required 
The equation focuses on what outputs is coming from the work station and 
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disregards which operator is working at the work station. This allows for the equation 
that is generated from the trend line to be applied to the work station and not the operator 
(resource) for both a rotational and non-rotational work station. 
The equations are established for the base current work cell simulations 
with the variable dependent on time. As time progresses the equations are recalculated 
by using an assign module running parallel to the work center simulation. The 
performance calculations are rerun with the most recent time, provided by the assign 
module. The calculated performance for each work station changes throughout the 
production time of the shift to represent the performance at each station. 
Developing the criteria for simulating the change from the current to the 
opposite production method requires investigation into the key components of the current 
facility simulations. The amount of production time available is switched from non-
rotational to rotational and vice versa. The performance trend lines are switched between 
the different production methods; this is accomplished by an evaluation of the work 
stations. A detailed analysis of the work components is developed to identify the similar 
work components between the two production methods. The analysis is based onjob 
description, component production, work station layout, and observational knowledge. 
The ergonomic data is utilized to eliminate ties between process and to identify an 
additional degree for comparison. 
E. Analysis Method 
Supporting information is collected to further develop the identification of a 
Work-related Muscular Skeletal Disorder (WMSD) opportunity. The time an operator 
spends in a station and the rate of production during the time spent are recorded. This 
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information allows theoretical opportunities for a WMSD to occur. The longer an 
operator remains in a station, the more cycles occur allowing more exposure. 
Fatigue affects the movements and reduces the abilities of the body to properly 
replenish energy to the muscles decreasing the operators' abilities to perform the process. 
Fatigue increases the risk of failure which is categorized as a WMSD. The analysis will 
calculate the amount of exposures as the number of cycles during a shift. 
The translations of fatigue into numbers of potential WMSD events will allow for 
the comparison of similar operations that are using different manufacturing methods. 
Due to the incapability of knowing when an element causes a WMSD, due to the 
variability of workers, a total number of cycles exposing the team member to potential 
WMSD elements will be the basis of comparison between the production methods. 
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IV. ANALYSIS 
The research, development, and execution of the work described in the 
methodology are discussed in the following sections. The explanations of the creation of 
the selection of criteria and performance of results are highlighted. The execution of 
research, development and assumptions are presented. 
A. Work Cell Selection 
1. Medical Evaluation 
A total of 481 injury/illness occurrences were recorded by the onsite medical 
center in a twenty-one month period. These fall into eighteen categories highlighted in 
Table II from the production of January, 2005 through September, 2006. 
TABLE III 
PLANT MEDICAL HISTORY BY CATERGORY 
Totals 
Description IN..J/ILL 2005 2006 
Laceration/Abrasions 94 62 
Contusions 41 17 
CTD's 53 31 
Burns 4 4 
Foreign Bodies 30 25 
S rain/Strain In 43 14 
Fracture 1 0 
Insect Bite 6 1 
Noise 1 1 
Resp sYrTl/vapors etc 12 0 
Electrical Shock 3 1 
Dermatitis/Skin 7 1 
Stress Reaction 0 0 
S srrox Effects 1 0 
Heat Stress 16 2 
Headache 4 0 
Crush Injury 2 0 
Friction Blister 2 2 
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Reviewing only the names of TABLE III it is obvious that the level of severity 
differs dramatically among the categories. Injury/Illness is a generic term used to try to 
capture the potential of events that would cause adverse effects to an operator. The 
Injury/Illness is used by the medical department as a starting point for identification only 
and should be viewed as such. 
All of the infOlmation is important inside the Injury/Illness category for 
identifying potential dangers and risks at the facility. This study focuses on the CTD 
(cumulative trauma disorders) recorded at the plant, also referred to as WMSDs (Work-
related Musculoskeletal Disorder). The terms CTDs and WMSDs are interchangeable for 
the purpose of this study. The data provided a total of 84 CTDs reported during the 
twenty-one month period of investigation, this represents 17.5% of all Injury/Illnesses 
reported. CTDs are the second highest percentage of all eighteen sub categories. The 
results produced an average of 4 CTDs cases diagnosed by the medical department each 
month. More than 10% of the hourly work force has reported an injury/illness calssified 
as a CTDIWMSD. One out of every ten employees has visited the medical department 
negatively impacting production. 
In 2005 there were a total of nineteen departments in the facility; fourteen 
reported a total of fifty-three CTDs. In 200574% of the work centers were impacted by a 
CTD. In the first nine months of2006 eight departments reported a total ofthirty-one 
CTDs, on pace to report forty-one for the full year. In 2006 the number of work centers 
was reduced down to 17, indicating that 47% of work centers reported CTDs in the first 
nine months. 
Several of the same departments repOlied CTDs in 2005 and the first nine months 
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of2006 year. There is not enough evidence to support making the decision solely on 
departments that reported CTDs during 2005 and 2006 segments. There is no 
consideration of performance, production, headcount, or production method. 
2. Production Evaluation 
To minimize the analysis effort; any department that did not operate both years 
was eliminated from the study. This eliminated two departments from consideration. 
The number is not significant but the reality of the situation is an additional five 
departments were reduced from multi-shift operations to single shifts. The total 
headcount in the facility reduced from 853 employees to 748 during the twenty-one 
month period for a reduction of twelve percent of the work force. The reduction in 
production volumes ofthe five departments that went to single shift operations is 
discarded. 
Several of the departments where involved in some form of a model change 
between during the study. The elimination of departments that had a model change and 
shift reductions during the study period has reduced the departments to; Department 317 
and Department 303. The analysis has lead to a comparison of a canister vent valve and a 
bus wire operation. The assembly in Department 317 requires eight operators rotating in 
a single work center. Department 303 is a single operator that loads the machines for 
batch production, monitors the process, and unloads the machine after completion. The 
process of selecting the appropriate work centers to be compared and analyzed is re-
evaluated. 
The evaluation has been modified to focus more on the selection of similar 
products verse the new model selection. The logic behind the change is similar products 
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will require similar operations and will provide better opportunities for comparing 
processes. Further analysis shows new models introduced did not have a significant 
impact to the operations. A new model will be created for any change of a component to 
the product. This change can impact the assembly or impact an internal component of a 
purchased part, such as a pump or valve. The understanding of how significant a change 
to the product is from the previous model will be evaluated after the selection of work 
centers. 
Continuing the selection of departments focusing on product type, there are clear 
candidates that immediately stand out for consideration of the study. The work cells 
chosen for further investigation are Departments 302, 307, 308, and 310. Department 
302 and 307 are non-rotational departments and department 308 and 310 are rotational 
departments. Samplings of the specific CTDs are in APPENDIX 1., the personnel 
information has been removed to maintain privacy. A review of the twenty-one month 
period of the volume of occurrences and during what months they occurred is displayed 
in TABLE IV for the non-rotational departments and TABLE V for the rotational 
departments. Each department displays the recorded information and the shift of the 




NON-ROTATIONAL WORK CENTER MEDICAL HISTORY 
N R t tI on· 0 a ona 
2005 Jan Fob Mar A r Ma Jun Jut Au So 00\ Nov Doo 
Days Worked 20 20 21 21 21 22 11 23 21 21 19 17 
302-2 Heads 79 77 79 78 79 81 77 76 75 79 74 74 
eTDs 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
302-3 Heads 38 38 41 38 39 43 4S 45 43 42 38 38 cros 4 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
307-2 Heads 57 58 58 56 55 58 52 52 51 54 54 54 
elOs 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
307-3 Heads 37 37 38 39 38 45 40 40 40 40 35 36 ClOs 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2006 Jan Fob Mar Apr Ma Jun Jut Aug Sop 00\ Nov Doo 
Days Worked 20 20 23 18 22 22 11 23 20 
302-2 Heads 74 74 74 60 60 62 61 62 62 CTDs 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
302-3 Heads 39 38 38 35 38 37 37 37 41 CTDs 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
307-2 Heads 54 54 54 58 58 58 59 59 75 CTDs 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
307-3 Heads 35 34 32 37 38 42 43 41 22 CTDs 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
TABLE V 
ROTATIONAL WORK CENTER MEDICAL HISTORY 
Rotational 
2005 Jan Fob Mar Apr May Jun Jut Aug Sop 00\ Nov Doo 
Days Worked 20 20 21 21 21 22 11 23 21 21 19 17 
308-2 Heads 55 55 55 53 56 59 57 57 55 55 56 56 CTDs 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
308-3 Heads 16 16 33 33 34 34 19 18 19 19 19 19 CTDs 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 
310-2 Heads 36 37 37 36 36 36 35 35 34 33 32 33 erDs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
310-3 Heads 17 17 0 0 0 0 15 16 16 16 0 0 CTDs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2006 Jan Fob Mar A r Ma Jun Jut Au So 00\ Nov Doo 
Os 5 Worked 20 20 23 18 22 22 11 23 20 
308-2 Heads 55 56 56 62 62 60 60 60 61 0 0 0 
eTDs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
308-3 Heads 19 18 19 19 19 18 18 19 118 0 0 0 CTDs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
310-2 Heads 32 32 32 25 25 24 24 24 24 0 0 0 CTOs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
310-3 Heads 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CTDs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
As it is evident from the tables the amount of CTDs or WMSDs are 
heavily concentrated in the non-rotational departments. A direct comparison of totals of 
the different production methods is in TABLE VI. Several of the key comparison have 
been highlighted to bring attention and to further showcase what the historical data has 
proven about the production methods. 
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TABLE VI 
NON-ROTATIONAL COMPARISON TO ROTATIONAL MEDICAL DATA 
Reported CTOs 
Weeks Worked 
Total Hours Worked 
Hrs/CTO 
Avg Weeks Between Reports 
Avg Facility Hours Between Reports 

















The departments are comprised of several cells that run different products. 
In most scenarios the products are similar in nature and could be viewed as such. The 
shift depiction can be used to eliminate the different times of the day, though it is not 
practical to control when operators awalce or what is done prior to work, the working 
period should be the same duration ofthe day to aide in eliminating any controllable 
differences. 
The departments for consideration are still 302, 307, 308, and 310. Department 
302 runs a larger variety of older models that are heavily dependent on metal 
components. Departments 307 and 308 are models that consist of a majority of plastic 
components. Department 310 volume is reducing and no longer will run two shift 
operations. The department work force is rotating among three different work centers 
during the course of a week; the consistency in the reports of production verse WMSDs is 
not useable. Department 307 is comprised of five cells 307-1, 307-2, 307-3, 307-4, and 
307-5. Cell 307-4 and 307-5 produce legacy or service parts, accurate production 
forecasts are not available for these cells. Department 308 contains cells 308-1, 308-2, 
308-3, and 308-6. Cell 308-6 is strictly legacy parts. The current production model in 
Cell 308-1 is moving to service, no forecast is available after June 2006. The weekly 
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volume of the model in 308-2 does not sustain the cell five days a week and is not an 
option. The current model in 308-3 is produced using two stainless steel rods for support 
as a major component. The models in 307-2 and 307-3 do not have such a component, 
but the model in 307-1 does have a support system of two stainless steel rods. The two 






FIGURE 3 - Work Cell Products 
The individual job descriptions are reviewed to compare how the assembly ofthe 
final product is achieved. The final products are similar in appearance and performance, 
but that is not an indication that the assembly steps are similar enough for the study. A 
list of the job titles in order of sequence is listed in TABLE VI. The list of jobs is 
specific for the highest volume model in each of the cells. The additional models vary by 
intemal components to the pump (assembled at a supplier), the length of convoluted tubes 
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(supplier), and the length of the support rods (built in house in different department, 312). 
These changes are due to the variations in engines and the fuel tank capacities of their 
respective vehicle models, i.e. 13 gal, 17 gal fuel tank. The variations impact the 
production by minor modifications to the clamps and testing fixtures only. 
TABLE VII 
WORK CENTER JOB COMPARISON 
Non-rotational Rotational 
* indicates an offline operation, still included as ajob available for rotation 
The job descriptions for each operation in either cell can be found for both 
products in APPENDIX III. Comparing these reveals that there operations are similar. 
The differences lay in how the operations are sequenced inside the respective work cells. 
This causes some situations where processes in the non-rotational cell can not be directly 
compared to their counterpart in the rotational cell due to the steps before and after. 
However the operation can be isolated and is contained inside both cells and is available 
for review when looking at the cells at the elemental level. A specific situation of this 
occurs in the non-rotational operation of Pressure Test Subscrew and the rotational cell 
operation of Sub Screw and Wire Wrap. The operations of picking up the screw placing 
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it in the head of driver, position the pink wire, and seating the screw are the same. The 
orientation of where the screw is seated along with the additional is what causes the 
variations to be present. 
Another consideration is how the work stations and cells are laid out. The 
arrangement of the equipment and the flow of materials are similar between the two work 
centers. The layout contributes to the similarities between the different processes. 
307-1 
o 
FIGURE 4 - Work Center 307-1 Layout 
The materials flows of the processes both uses one piece flow and are passed from 
operator to operator directly. Each work center also has sub-assemblies that join in line 
with the main component. 
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308-3 
FIGURE 5 - Work Center 308-1 Layout 
The operations have been established to best balance the workload across the 
work cell and with respect to the takt time. It is not possible to be completely even across 
the entire department due to complexity of different components, quality specifications, 
along with the engineering requirements. This level of unevenness is best illustrated by 
the inherit delay available to some operations and not in others. The inherent delay is 
directly related to operations waiting on their predecessor in the cell to complete a part so 
they are able to begin work or the successor to complete a part so they may pass the part. 
The selection of department and cells to be utilized for the study is established to 
consist of 308-3 and 307-1. The production models used will be the current production 
models for each cell respectively. The second shift operating from 7:00 am until 3:30 pm 
is chosen. The operating schedules are consistent and have the same dmation for break 
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periods and lunch periods 
B. Ergonomic Risk Assessment 
The jobs themselves are reviewed first in description of movements and actions to 
determine the level of compatibility among the cells. The job titles are the same listed in 
TABLE VI in the proper process flows. The operations appear to be similar in many 
attributes based on the evaluation of the cells prior to selection. The analysis ofthe 
impact that is being placed on the operator can be evaluated by selecting any of many 
software applications designed to evaluate the cumulative impact on the body, including 
the NIOSH Lifting equation, Rodgers/Kodak fatigue analysis, RULA, Strain Index, and 
more. 
In this study the Rodgers/Kodak fatigue analysis is used due to its versatility and 
proven reliability in manufacturing applications, it has also been utilized in other 
facilities owned by the company. 
Applying the Rodgers/Kodak fatigue analysis requires the study of the operator in 
their surroundings during normal operations. The software provides a survey to be 
perfOlmed while observing. A copy of a blank survey can be found in APPENDIX II. 
The survey requires the analyst to view many repeated cycles. The repetition is 
important because Rodgers/Kodal( bases the movements on increments during the 
duration of one minute. This will require reviews of multiple operators in the rotational 
work cell to develop an accurate representation ofthe operations. Additional information 
can be discovered by reviewing the work standard generated by the Industrial Engineer. 
The work standard will have information related to repetition of operations and the 
production targets for a shift. The use of the work standard will also provide information 
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if the operator is performing above, below, or at the expected level when the survey is 
completed. A nominal level is ideal and should be achieved when possible so not to 
increase the rate offatigue. The ideal rate is what is targeted by the work standard and is 
capable due to the consideration of the takt time when the standard was developed. A 
low level of production is not considered to be more fatiguing but will cause the 
production to suffer inside the cell and can affect other operators inside the cell by 
increasing the inherent delays. Situations of below production are rare due to close 
monitoring by management, the decrease in production causes conflicts with order 
fulfilhnent. 
The results of the Rodgers/Kodak analysis did not reflect the hypothesis and the 
support of the documented CTD. Are-evaluation of what component(s) in 
Rodgers/Kodak fatigue analysis skewed the results is necessary. Sample results of the 
Rodgers/Kodak fatigue analysis completed survey and score is listed in APPENDIX II. 
Viewing the surveys it is clear that the operations due not generate the fatigue levels 
expected. 
TABLE VIII 
307-1 RODGERS/KODAK ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Rodgers Kodak Low=1 ~Iodetate -2 
NOll-rotational Neck R. Shoulder L Sh(l\llder Back R._-\tm LArm RHilUd LHand R.Leg LLe<1 R. Foot LFoot 
"'I Flange ASsy,F!Dat Rod I I I I I I I I I I I I 
2 HeliumLeakTest I I I 2 I I 1 1 I I I I 
*3 Sub-Build I I I I I I I 1 I 1 I I 
~ Heat Sluink I 1 I I I I I I I I 1 I 
*:i Regulator Assv and ESD Clip I 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I 
6 n \'V Assembly and Test 1 I I 1 I I 1 1 I I I I 
7 Pump BracketAssy 1 I I I 1 I 1 I I I 1 I 
S filtH and Com'. Hose to Pump I I I I I I I I I I I I 
9EndCap I I I I 2 I 1 I I I I I 
10 Com'. Hose to Flange I I I I 2 1 1 I I I I I 
11 2ud Con\", Hose to f1anl!:e 1 I I I 1 I 1 I I I 1 I 
12 Pressure Test Subscre\\ I 1 I I 1 1 1 I I I I I 
13 Cheek Plate I I I I 1 I I I I I I 1 
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TABLE IX 
308-3 RODGERS/KODAK ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Rodgers Kodak Low=l ~Ioderate=l 
" 
Rotational Neck R. Shoulder L. Shoulder Bark R.Ann L.A.ll R.Hand L. H.ld R.[" Ueg R.Foot l.foot 
*1 Re2.ulator TesUn.g I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 RodP"" I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I 
J L,akIest I I I 1 I I l 1 I I I I 
j Conv Hose'Reguiato! Assy to flange I I I I 1 I 1 1 I I I I 
5 Rmlyoir Flange Ass\' I 2 I I 1 ) 1 1 1 I I I 
6 Regulator to the Reselvoir I 1 I I 1 1 1 l I I I I 
I SUppOlt Tube to Resen'oir 1 2 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I I I 
*8 Card 10 meiFloatRod Assy 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 
'9 Sub-Build I I I I I I I I 1 I I 1 
10 Heat Sluink 1 I 1 I I I ] ) I I I I 
11 Sub Scr,w and \V,e Wrap 1 1 I I 1 1 1 I 1 I I 1 
lL _-by leak Test 1 I 1 I 2 1 1 1 1 I I I 
II Check Plate 1 1 1 I 1 1 I I I 1 I I 
The reports of CTDs filed into the Medical database would indicate elevated levels of 
fatigue that would cause CTDs. The Rodgers/Kodak reports indicate low or moderate 
concerns of the current working condition. The results do not show the impact of having 
the operators seated during the duration of the work shift. The inclusion ofthe lower 
limbs is suspected to skew the analysis of the operations and set them at a lower fatigue 
level than actual. The decision is made to review the operations with the RULA tool that 
reduces the scoring impact of the lower limbs. 
RULA focuses on the upper limbs and extremities as indicated by the name. The 
software provides a survey sheet that is performed during study of the operations. An 
example is in APPENDIX II. The advantage of RULA is the production of a numerical 
score that can be plotted to visually represent the severity of the operations. The analysis 
can result in single score or a composition of several scores. This is a very useful tool in 
deciding and reviewing the rotational pattern of a department cell. An example from 307-











FIGURE 6 - Work Center 307-1 RULA Results 
The identification of the high and low risk operations are inunediate. The full 
analysis results are in APPENDIX II. The results aide in the development of the most 
beneficial rotation by alternating levels of fatigue. The rotations will be crucial to reduce 
fatigue by ensuring that the severity of muscle groups do not remain at elevated levels for 
consecutive operations. 
c. Simulation Results 
The simulated achievements of the current work cell operations produced 
results as would be expected in the production environment. Each simulation scenario 
was capable ofnmning the sixty-five replications representing 3-months of production. 
A total of four simulations were performed representing current and alternative 
conditions for both work cells. 
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The initial simulations ofthe Rotational and the Non-rotational work cells 
establish the basis for future comparisons to the additional simulations. These 
simulations are representative of the current condition at the facility. The key 
performance indicators to be reviewed are the average time a piece was in a process, the 
accumulated time over the shift, the operator utilization, maximum process time, and 
minimum process time. 
TABLE X 
NON-ROTATIONAL PRODUCTION EVALUATION 
Average Mins Mins 
Operator Process Accumulated Max Process Min Process Processing 
Non Rotational Utilization Time Time Time Time 
Flange Float Rod equ 71.0% 0.3486 312.39 0.3932 0 
Helium Leak Test 75.0% 0.3683 330 0.4025 0 
Sub Build 84.5% 0.4145 371.43 0.4448 0 
Heat Shrink 53.6% 0.2613 234.16 0.3068 0 
Reg Assy and ESD Clip 90.9% 0.4117 368.84 0.4876 0.3898 
FLVV Assy and Test 77.3% 0.3798 340.3 0.4284 0.362 
Pump Brckt Assy 88.6% 0.3798 340.34 0.4284 0.362 
Filter and Cony Hose 95.2% 0.3713 332.68 0.4058 0.3596 
End Cap 91.8% 0.4509 403.98 0.4674 0.4433 
Cony Hose to Flange 63.1% 0.31 277.78 0.3371 0.299 
2nd Cony Hose to Flange 84.5% 0.415 371.82 0.4651 0.3984 
Pressure Test Subscrew 86.6%, 0.4251 380.86 0.4751 0.4093 
Check Plate 83.1% 0.408 365.54 0.4468 0.3959 
TABLE XI 
ROTATIONAL PRODUCTION EVALUATION 
Average Mins Mins 
Operator Process Accumulated Max Process Min Process Processing 
Rotational Utilization Time Time Time Time 
Reg Test 0.5946 0.1704 152.71 0.1951 0.163 
Rod Press 0.6185 0.2669 239.15 0.3053 0 
Leak Tester 0.8219 0.3849 344.83 0.4402 0 
Conv Hos Reg 0.8788 0.4183 374.83 0.4795 0.3998 
Res Flange 0.7774 0.3561 319.1 0.4058 0.341 
Reg to Res 0.8244 0.3778 338.47 0.4292 0.3618 
Sup Tube 0.8867 0.4154 372.18 0.4762 0.3971 
FR2C2C 0.6692 0.265 237.43 0.2946 0.2548 
Sub Build 0.7771 0.3107 278.39 0.3551 0.2972 
Heat Shrink 0.7597 0.3161 283.2 0.3607 0.3025 
Sub Screw 0.9671 0.4711 422.15 0.5424 0.45 
Assy Leak Test 0.7135 0.3476 311.42 0.3984 0.3324 
Check Plate 0.5925 0.2886 258.61 0.3322 0.2757 
Reg Assy 0.7367 0.3363 301.3 0.3828 0.3219 
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The modified simulations will be viewed as a comparison to the current condition. 
The information provides the current condition Non-rotational work cell (307-1) with the 
modification to the rotational manufacturing method. The production time is reduced to 
allow the rotation of operators to the different stations. The duration for a station change 
is the same as work cell 308-3, thirty seconds. The reduced production time stilI allows 
for the required amount of product and assumed quality of product was produced during a 
shift. The indicators are listed below, (+ = After Condition> Current, - = After 
Condition < Current): 
TABLE XII 
MODIFIED NON-ROTATIONAL PRODUCTION EVALUATION 
Changes from Current Average lvIins Mins 
Operator Process Accumulated lvIax Process lvIin Process 
Non Rotational Utilization Time Processing Time Time lime 
Flange Float Rod equ -'16.8% -0.0845 -73.41 -0.1034 0 
Helium Leak Test 3.8% 0.0155 13.86 0.0294 0 
Sub Build -8.6% -0.1049 -94 -0.0934 0 
Heat Silrink 23.7% 0.0536 47.98 0.0497 0 
Reg Assy and ESD Clip - '16.7% -0.2416 -216.47 -0.3246 -0.1967 
FLVV Assy and Test -3.9% -0.1131 -10'132 -0.1254 -0.1064 
Pump Brckt i'ssy 8.5% 0.0376 33.66 0.0468 0.0378 
Filter and Cony Hose '18% -0.0247 -22.1 -0.0133 -00272 
End Cap -'1.2% -00365 -32.68 0.0038 -0.0462 
Cony Hose to Flange 21.9% 0.0454 40.7 0.0652 0.042 
2nd Cony Hose to Flange 3.4% -0.038 -34 -0.039 -0.0804 
Pressure Test Subscrew 9.9% 0.0449 40.3 0.0623 0.0407 
Cilecl< Plate -24.0% -0.1201 -107.56 -0.1182 -0.1202 
1 Line Average 013%1 -004361 -3884921 -004311 -003511 
Comparing the current results to the simulated results of the after condition 
reveals an increase of 0.13% has in operator utilization. The significance is in the 
increase is actually below what was expected by reducing the run time by 3.5 minutes 
(0.8%). The increase in downtime due to the rotation of operator did not impact the 
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workstation at the expected percentage. The additional benefits of changing to the 
rotational production method show a decrease in all other key perfonnance indicators 
related to time. This decrease is due to the ability of the operator to maintain a high level 
of perfonnance for a longer duration throughout the shift as they operators are rotated to 
the different areas. 
Further inspection of the individual results reveals the processes are 
extremely unbalanced in work load. The average cycle times have been reduced allowing 
for the potential of rest during the operations and between scheduled breaks, allowing the 
operator to maintain the higher level of perfol1llance. 
The rotational work cell has been modified with the counter hypothesis method of 
production inside the facility, non-rotational. In the simulation the operators no longer 
were required to rotate among the different work stations inside the cell, increase the 
production time. The simulation implemented indicates the following impact to the 
current condition, (+ = After Condition> CUl1"ent, - = After Condition < Current): 
TABLE XIII 
MODIFIED ROTATIONAL PRODUCTION EY ALUATION 
Changes from Current Average Mins Mins 
Operator Process Accumulated Max Process Min Process 
Rotational Utilization Time Processing Ti me Time Time 
Reg Test 38.9% 0.2436 218.26 0.3047 0.2268 
Rod Press 36,5% 0.2'159 193.4 0.21 0 
Leak Tester -7.0% -0.0'158 -14.08 -0.0304 0 
ConY Hos Reg -10.4% -0.0379 -33.99 -0.0511 -0.0378 
Res Flange -14.5% -0.0456 -40.9 -0.0687 -0.042 
Reg to Res 2.1% 0.0375 33.62 0.0359 0.0371 
Sup Tube 3.3% 0.0361 32.33 -0.0069 0.0462 
FR2C2C 31.3% 0.0853 76.42 0.1084 0.077 
Sub Build 20.7% 0.1046 93.7 0.0897 0.1072 
Heat Shrink -22.4% -0.053 -47.47 -0.0416 -0.0567 
Sub Screw -9.8% -0.0444 -39.85 -0.06 -0.0407 
Assy Leak Test 4.5% 0.0249 22.34 0.0151 0.0272 
Check Plate 24.'1% 0.1206 108.06 0.121 0.1202 
Reg Assy 24.6% 0.0776 69.58 0.117 0.0679 
I Line Average 7.64%1 0.0521 463741 0.0481 00321 
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The operator utilization increased by 7.64% which is 8.44% more than increase in 
production minutes. Unlike in moving from the Non-rotational to the Rotational 
production method where all time-related key performance indicators were reduced this 
simulation represents the opposite condition. Now the operator is working for a longer 
duration each cycle of the process on average, decreasing the amount of rest. 
Analyzing the fatigue that impacted each of the operators for the Non-rotational 
work center it is apparent that some operations are more demanding than others. TABLE 
XIII indicates the observations during the time studies of the operators' performance with 
respect to the cycle time. Many operators are capable of performing below 100% 
performance and not impacting production due to the unbalance of the operations at the 
various stations. Other operators must maintain a high level of performance throughout 
the shift to meet the production target for the shift. The mean or average performance for 
the entire shift is also recorded, along with the range of performance and the median. 
TABLE XIV 
NON-ROTATIONAL FATIGUE ANALYSIS 
Curt-ent F ati gue Analysi s Dill Start 
Non Rotational Start Mean Median Range Ending and End 
Flange Float Rod equ 95.0% 95.4% 97.5% 27.0% 80.0% 15.0% 
Helium Leak Test 94.0% 96.1% 96.5% 21.0% 85.0% 9.0% 
Sub Build 89.0% 91.8% 92.0% 12.0% 85.0% 4.0% 
Heat Shrink 105.0% 102.0% '108.5% 30.0% 80.0% 25.0% 
Reg Assy and ESD Clip 105.0% 98.4% 102.5% 29.0% 80.0% 25.0% 
FLVV Assy and Test 95.0% 96.3% 96.5% '10.0% 90.0% 5.0% 
Pump Br-ckt Assy 92.0% 94.8% 95.5% 21.0% 85.0% 7.0% 
Filter and Conv Hose 98.0% 95.4% 96.5% 20.0% 83.0% '15.0% 
End Cap 93.0% 92.3% 91.5% 8.0% 90.0% 30% 
Conv Hose to Flange 90.0% 95.3% 94.5% 21.0% 85.0% 5.0% 
2nd COIlv Hose to Flange 88.0% 93.5% 93.0% 20.0% 84.0% 4.0% 
Pressure Test Subscrew 102.0% 96.9% 98.5% 25.0% 85.0% 17.0% 
Cileck Plate 104.0% '100.3% 101.5% 20.0% 92.0% 12.0% 
1 Line Average 962%1 96.0%1 973%1 20.3%1 849%1 112% 1 
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The starting fatigue ranges from 88% to 105% of the respective operations. The 
ending fatigue ranges from 80% to 92% ofthe respective operations inside the work 
center. The operation that initially started the lowest (2nd Conv Hose to Flange) does not 
finish the lowest ofthe operations, indicating that the operation is not the most 
demanding from a fatigue standpoint. The demanding operations are the operations that 
have the lowest range of performance. These operations can not decrease significantly 
and be able to still produce the required amount. The high level performance 
requirements throughout the shift are the most taxing on an operator and are the areas of 
concern. The End Cap and the FL VV Assy and Test operations have the two lowest 
ranges of performance. The FL VV Assy and Test is expected due to it being the 
constraint of the work cell and End Cap operation is the operation immediately following 
it. The low amount of range indicates that the operator must remain focused and on task 
throughout the course of the shift. 
The average of the non-rotational work cell is listed at the bottom of TABLE 
XIV. The mean of the operations is actually below the average starting point for the 
work cell. The starting point is the highest level of performance during the course of the 
shift. The line average represents the entire line because the operators are sharing the 
fatigue of the more and less demanding operations thought the shift. 
TABLE XV 
ROTATIONAL FATIGUE ANALYSIS 
Current Fatigue Analysis Dill Start 
Rotational Start Mean Median Range EllCling allCl End 
Line Average 95.0% 99.8% 1020% 25.0% 85.0% 10.0% 
The Rotational work cell has a higher mean, higher median, higher ending point 
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when reviewing the shift performance. The one negative when comparing Rotational 
production method to the Non-rotational work cell is that the starting point is less. The 
Rotational work cell is able to overcome the lower starting performance and provide a 
higher performance over the duration of the shift. The operators are capable to absorb 
fluctuation ofthe line and have the ability to perform throughout the shift with expected 
results as a whole work center not as individuals at individual operations. 
The rotational production method applied to the Non-rotational work cell provides 
same capability to absorb fluctuation and share the woddoad. The modified operation 
cycle times are influenced by the reduction in fatigue. The production is achieved while 
reducing the operators physical burden. 
The change of the Rotational work cell to the non-rotational work cell the 
operators no longer are able to walk away with the same impact. The review of the 
individual ending of each of the operations is shown below. 
TABLE XVI 
ROTATIONAL WORK CENTER EFFICIENCY CHANGES 
Original Counter Proposal 
Rotational Start Mean Ending Start Mean Ending 
Reg Test 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 105.0% 98.4% 80.0% 
Rod Press 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 95.0% 96.3% 90.0% 
Leak Tester 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 94.0% 96.1% 85.0% 
Cony Hos Reg 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 92.0% 94.8% 85.0% 
Res Flange 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 90.0% 95.3% 85.0% 
Reg to Res 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 88.0% 93.5% 84.0% 
Sup Tube 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 93.0% 92.3% 90.0% 
FR2C2C 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 95.0% 95.4% 80.0% 
Sub Build 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 89.0% 91.8% 85.0% 
Heat Shrink 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 105.0% 102.0% 80.0% 
Sub Screw 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 102.0% 96.9% 85.0% 
Assy Leak Test 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 98.0% 95.4% 83.0% 
Check Plate 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 104.0% 100.3% 92.0% 
Reg Assy 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 105.0% 98.4% 80.0% 
Line Average 95.0% 99.8% 85.0% 96.8% 96.2% 84.6%1 
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Unbalancing the impact of fatigue will highlight the operations that are less 
fatiguing than others. The Rotational work cell moving to non-rotational now requires 
production to perfonn at a higher rate and then rapidly degenerates. There is an average 
increase of a 2.2% in fatigue. The impact related to the 440 minutes of operation time is 




This thesis has presented an analysis of the outcome of modifying the 
manufacturing method in a small component assembly plant. The focus was the success 
of moving from a non-rotational manufactnring method to a rotational manufacturing 
method. The results and recommended next steps are summarized in the following 
sections. 
A. Plant Research 
The thesis was able to consider all areas of the facility. There was no reason to 
exclude an area of manufacturing from the initial inquiry. Each department consisted of 
duplicate work cells that produced similar products and also some products were similar 
across departments. The criterion of most importance was related to the selection of the 
manufacturing methods. The insurance of selecting two work cells that utilized different 
manufactnring methods was the basis of the thesis. Utilizing two different work cells 
allowed for a comparison of manufacturing methods and production. The work cell by 
work cell evaluation considered all elements that impact production. Searching for 
similar fmal products and similar number of workforce contributed to the decision of 
which areas medical records are investigated. The medical infOlmation was a beneficial 
resource for analysis. All names of individuals are kept confidential only information 
related to the injury/illness is disclosed. The medical information provided significant 
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data in identifying work cells for comparison. When investigating the medical 
information it allowed for an initial confilmation of how a rotation work cell was having 
less medical recordable incidents than a non-rotational work cell. 
The creation of the simulation represented the current and proposed after 
conditions of the work cells. Changing the manufacturing process was not possible due 
to the risk of loss of production and the work force contractual agreement. The decision 
on which type of manufacturing method was applied to a work cell was agreed upon by 
the company and the labor union. 
The work cells and the medical information allowed for the interaction of various 
levels of workforce at the facility. Various departments inside the company were 
contacted for data related to the study; staffing, medical, production, and volumes. Being 
an Industrial Engineer at the facility I had access to documents and standards. The line 
engineers' experience and knowledge of the assembly lines provided any missing 
information. The interactions and information that was done for the creation of the thesis 
created a better more open work environment. The discussions on the plant floor were 
vital to the success of this thesis and aided the responsibilities of the IE position. 
B. Results 
The use of rotational manufacturing is an allowed temporary solution for OSHA 
until an operation can undergo a proper review and have the element that is potentially 
harmful be completely removed. The use of rotational manufacturing does not allow for 
the operation to be corrected but tries to minimize any impact to one associate by sharing 
the burden over many. The goal of the thesis is to look at rotational manufacturing as an 
opportunity to increase performance by reducing fatigue of the operators. The results of 
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the simulation achieved this outcome. The Arena software simulated the additional time 
inculTed for moving stations would not impact the production, it also showed that 
production was able to perform more efficiently for a longer duration of time. The 
selection to utilize the rotational method comes from the analysis of medical data. The 
lower number of CTDs in the rotational work centers versus non-rotational work centers 
is demonstrated. 
Programming the simulation to compare the two processes proved to be difficult. 
The most difficult aspect involved modeling the one piece flow that is the standard for 
both types of manufacturing processes. The process required establishing conditional 
statements that would only allow one associate to be available to work on a new part if 
and only if the process that followed was able to take the CUlTent part in the work station. 
This allowed for a single piece flow to minimize the amount of work in process and to 
also reduce the over handling of products. This policy is implemented to reduce wasted 
movements and reduce the potential of damaging of the components or assembled parts. 
The use of the simulation allowed for a seize delay to represent the selection of a new 
part and the processing required at a work station. The release was then utilized when the 
next process in the sequence was available to receive a new part. The limits of the 
student version ofthe software, caused some difficulties. The student version limits the 
amount of processes that can be simulated. Each process was represented by three 
processes. Additional process increases came from the creation, matching, and the 
removal of sub assemblies. The removal was required because due to an entity restriction 
in the student version. 
It was the intention that if the simulation could successfully show the rotational 
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manufacturing method running in the non-rotational work cell then it would be clear that 
the amount of CTDs would be decreased. This is simple by taking the number of 
exposures to any negatively impacting work element and reducing the number by a factor 
of total associates in the work cell. As with any simulation of such a significant change 
in a manufacturing method the assumption needs to be stated that the associates would be 
able to perform at the levels of the current associate responsible for the job and receive 
the same benefits ofthe rotational worker. The current level of performance is direct 
enough to understand that it is a 1 to 1 replacement of associate performance. The other 
component that is being assumed is the use of the rotational manufacturing method is 
going to "energize" the workforce. An element that is significant in the development of 
the assumptions is the actual products. The products are for different models but their 
purpose and function was the same. The final vehicle was very similar the difference was 
in the powerplant, engine. The models each were to be used for a vehicle that used an I4 
motor as the base powerplant and had an option V6 motor as the higher end level. The 
fuel tanks were both rear located and required a similar motor. The applications being for 
the same purpose and having so many similarities allowed for a successful comparison. 
In a decision to opposite of the hypothesis the rotational work cell was simulated 
as a non-rotational work cell. The outcome proved that with the increased fatigue 
required more utilization of the workforce. The most problematic operations related to 
push, pinch, and force causing isolated operations that decreased at quick rate than the 
average of the work cell. The capacity to perform the required number of operations is 
still capable but the inherit delay has been reduced the capability to increase performance 
tlu·ough changing the manufacturing method is very beneficial. This concept allows a 
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manufacturing environment to increase performance through a varying production 
schedule. This also increase the flexibility of the work force in their capabilities of 
absorbing changes in production quantities and also changes in attendance. 
C. Alternative Opportunities 
Reviewing the process of developing the thesis several areas could have been 
accomplished in a different manner potentially impacting the results. The first is the 
selection of the work centers for comparison. An area for consideration was the 
experience levels of the operators. The reason for not allowing this criterion is in keeping 
a level ambiguity in the identity of the workers. A newer worker to the area will endure a 
time period of "work hardening" where muscles and joints because accustom to the 
demands ofthe operations. During this period of time an associate is more likely to incur 
an injury that can be diagnosed as an illness (CTD). 
The selection of the ergonomic analysis tool could change the outcome. This is 
very evident in the report due to the selection of second ergonomic evaluation tool. The 
selection ofthe Rogers/Kodalc as the first step of analysis was based on what was being 
used at facility as the first step in the evaluation process of an ergonomic concern. The 
idea is that it is the most user friendly, consistent, and reliable ofthe tools that were 
available. If starting with the Liberty Mutual or the NIOSH Revised Lifting Equation the 
results may not have required additional analysis. The alternatives where available but 
where not selected because of previous experience with Rodgers/Kodak. RULA was 
selected based on the review of the process. The limited or no use of the lower 
extremities required a tool to reflect such. The thesis could be redone many, many times 
again with every item the same except for the analysis tool. The results that were 
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selected from RULA were deemed to be practical and plausible and passed the sanity 
check. 
The dismissal of the work cells that were producing service components as the 
main production components was a decision easily accessible, available data. The 
complication in allowing a service work cell to be selected is the variety of work 
elements that occur in a shift, week, month, and year. The analysis would need to 
consider all products, quantities, and type of production. Each product required a full 
evaluation of every operation. The number to evaluate is staggering and how each 
operation could contribute to a reported CTD is not feasible. 
D. Next Steps 
Continulng inside the facility the suggested focus is on developing the ideal 
condition for rotating inside a work cell. Developing a database allows the creation of a 
matrix that pairs operations in a rotation schedule to not use similar muscle groups. The 
database would allow for the scheduling of a workers rotation to be the most beneficial. 
The database would be created by using the results of the RULA ergonomic evaluations 
perfOlmed in the study. The current rotational work cells could see the results of the new 
schedules. A non-rotational cell would develop a training/teaching schedule to fully train 
the associates before implementing a rotational schedule. The development of the 
training schedule will focus on only allowing operators to rotate to stations that they are 
proper trained. The evaluation of skills would be a direct visual tool that both supervisor 
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FIGURE 7 - Training Matrix 
The investigation would address the unbalance of the work elements assigned to 
the operations. The rebalance of the line would allow for the associate to be utilized to 
fullest potential for the duration of the tact time. This will positively impact the work 
center from both the personnel and business side. A tool that can be used to identify the 
delays in the system is a Yamazumi table. A Yamazumi table stacks operation elements 
by the time elements and reflects them against a tact time. The table will show which 
operations will exceed the tact time and which operations have available production time. 
Standardized work is critical in using the Yamazumi tool effectively. A similar tool is a 
Balance Chart that represents the total sum oftime for operation. FIGURE 4 is a Balance 
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The process cunently is operating with a 77.5% efficiency. This is caused by the 
non production time of the work center. The time wasted is 1.08 minutes each cycle of 
operation. The operation needs to be evaluated against the takt time or in this situation 
the "Control" to detennine the ideal number of operators or LCT. 
(1) LCT = Total Operation Time + Takt Time(Control Time) 
The "Control" is operating at rate of 0.48 minutes and the Total Operation Time is 3.71 
minutes. The LCT is 7.75 Operators. It is not possible to utilize only 0.75 operators 
each cycle the number of operators is rounded to 8. 
The following fignre represents 308-3 after the elements have been redistributed 
to improve efficiency. The difference has created an increase of efficiency to 96.7% 
utilization an increase of 19.2%. FIGURE 5 illustrates the elimination of two processes 
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due to the absorption of the work elements by the process that have excess work capacity 
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FIGURE 9 - Rotational Balance Chmi After Condition 
The benefits for the business side is the possibility of reduction oflabor, the 
decrease of work in process, the reduction in material handling, the reduction in quality 
defects related to material handling, and better visibility of work cell performance. This 
is a much simpler process on paper than it is in reality. Investment of time, engineering, 
training and money will be required to gain the full benefits of the two process reduction. 
The idea is that any expenses will be recovered and a profit will be generated by the 
savings in labor. If this work center was modified by reducing two processes the budget 
to have the return on investment be realized in 3 months would be $36,535. That is a 
savings of $70.26 each hour of production. The labor cost impact is easily recognized by 
the reduction of processes, the additional benefits m'e related to the management of the 
work center. Creating a more efficient work center requires the processes to be more 
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reliable and have available support when required. The abnormalities of the work center 
become more visible with a higher efficiency of operation. There is no longer an 
available 1.08 minutes each cycle to absorb fluctuation in production. 
The processes must follow standardized work to fully realize the benefits of the 
process reduction. Standardizing each process identifies abnormalities. The proper 
enforcement and understanding needs to be communicated of how the work cell no 
longer can absorb abnormal conditions. This is a unique situation for team members and 
management, there is more urgency placed on conecting an abnormal condition, but the 
ability to identifY abnormal conditions has been increased. The time to change the 
process to eliminate the same abnormal has been awarded. Change point management 
has been created as a byproduct of development of standards. 
Developing standards, visualizing the system and reducing the labor costs is 
improving the survival of the company as a whole. The impact to the individual team 
members and management is increasing their knowledge. The decision to change to 
leaner production needs to be supported from all levels of management. The initiative 
must not only be seen in meetings and viewed on charts but must be exemplified by 
management and team members. The change to this type of manufacturing system is not 
a simple change of priorities but is a significant cultural change inside the work 
environment. This is a change that will have challenges along every step and every 
decision. This is why it is critical that the standards are created and are enforced. 
Applying the recommendations will grant the business a more lmowledgeable, 
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APPENmXI. MEmCAL J1)ATA 
78 
Report Parameters: 
office. of Visit : Bedford Medical Office :1111 
'~"ROT : All 
Case Type 
Dep;;l1tmen~ : All 
\ 
JccjNon Occ : Occupational FirstTilMe of Visit : Yes 
RegionjeountrylSl:<lte : North America,Unlted States,Indana Filcllil)f : Bedford 
Date Range :01/01/200500:00 To 01/31{2005 23:59 IllIlestigation status :1111 
Case No. : 2005-003-00177 Case TYpe Name : 0[( - First aid 
Employee's Name ReCorded BV 
Inj/Ill Type : EPICONDYLITlS Injurv/llln~5 : Illness 




: No ERGO Indicator : No 
: No DepartmentjDROT -:'~ll~~;;")· 
'-: StalEs my It elbow has been hurting since a weelt before shutdown when I was squeezing a paste gun that wasn't work\1g well. 319-2. 
visit Code 
Date of Vis it In 
Revisit Required 
Office of Visit 
Prim,lfY Body Part 
. 2005-003-00417 
: 1/3}05 2:30:00PM 
: No 
: aedford Medical Office 
: ELBOW LEFT 
DisJlosi~ion 




: Return 'ro Work (wortdng) 
: 1/3/05 2:45:00pr~ 
(;~~dYlltiS~ t,--r ,=> 
---~-~--.-
Tota! No, of Visits for case 2005-003-00177 :I. 
Case No. : 200S-{)04-0015Q 
Employee's Nanle 
Ini/Ill Type : SPRAIN/STRAIN (Injury) 
St~te : Indl~na 
IH Indicator : No 












: No DepaltmentjDROT '--.~ 
: States I lifted a box of FLVV's from the noor and felt a pop [n the front of my left shoulder. My hand feels tingly. 1 already had a stiff neck when I 
woke Qp l.nls momlng. 
Visit Code : 200S-{)04-00334 
Oate of Visit In : 1/4/05 9:30:00IlM 
Revisit Required : No 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Part : SHOULDER LEFT 
Disposition 




: Return To Work (workIng) 
: 1/4/05 9:50:00AM 






: SPRAlH/STRAIN (Illness) 
: Indiana 










: No ERGO Indicator ---,.'--~Q =--
: No DepaltmentjDROT! 302033 ) 
: I HAVE HAD PAIN IN ~W RIGHT WRIST EVERYT1r~E I BEND IT SINCE MONDAy.?weiRK IN 302-3 CELL 2 MY JOB 15 THE SAME AS 
BEFORE. 
Visit Code 
Date of Vi~it In 
Revisit Required 
Office of Visit 
Primary Bo(ly Part 
: 2005-007-00471 
: 1/7/05 5:15;OOPM 
: No 
: Bedford Medical Office 
: WRIST RIGHT 
Tota! No, of\fisits fOl' Case 2005-007-00237 
p"g~ 1 of 11 
Disposi\:ion 
D~te orVisit Out 
Revisit Oate 
: Return To Wark (working) 
: 1/7/05 5:35:00P~1 
Recorded By _____ L-:: 
_" ~ril11a~~i~~~~sis_~~aln~spraI~J ~"--rT> 
BUSINESS SENSITIVE 
POlVered by £.\'3 ® Tee/lll%[Jles 
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Report Printed On:02/01/2005 
\ ,J 
Ca~e No. : 2005·011-00066 
Employee's I~ame ' ' 
Inj/I11 Type : SPRAIN/STRAIN (Injury) 
State : Indiana 
Iii Illdicatoi' ! No 




: Dcc OSHA Record - Rest. Days Only 
: Injury 
: Bedford 
IORGO Indicato1' ,:...'(~ 
OSHA Indicator : i'b 
Patient Statement : Per Med Tx Worksheet from Securily: 
like lle,'~stralned somethlng"~ 
Dellattment/DRoG::;~ 
EE said that he was lifting some tubs In his depaltm~ right hlp area began to hurt. He said it felt 
VisitCode : 200S-{)11-00104 
Date of Visit In : 1/10/05 10:50:00pr~ 
Revisit Required : No 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Part : HIP RIGHT 












D<)te of Visit out 
Revisit Dilti! 
: RetUrn To Work (working) 
: 1/10/05 1O:S5:00PI~ 
Recorded By (.>,~'----:::' _~ 
Prima.~ ~i~g_nO~is~,",,,:,::~~ 




; Occ - first aid 
: Injury 
: Bedford 
ERGO Indlcator : f~o 
Depattmellt/Dn\'lT---;;;;-'~-OSHA Indicator 
Patie.nt Statement : I was running the benz robot ond checked a hot weld at the bracket. The hotw';MbuC,"o", =,c"~mCY-;;R'OC glove and burned my right thumb. 
Visit Code 
Date of Visit In 
nevisit Required 
: 2005·012-00127 
: 1/12/05 7:35:00AM 
: No 
Office of Visit : BedfolU Medical Office 
Primary Body p~rt : THUMB RIGHT 
Disposition 
Date of Visit Out 
Revisit Date 
: RetUrn To Worl( (WDrking) 
: 1/12/05 7:58:00AI>1 
Recol'ded By ___ t-" ___ 
~~.i~lal~ Di:9_~1~S~ 2n.dDe~ 
Total No, of Visits for Case 2005-012-00011 1. 
C~sc No. : 2005·014-00147 
Employee's Name : \ 
Inj/III Type : EPlCONDYlm5 
State : Indiana 











: No ERGO Indicator __ ~l!b~ 
: No DepartmentfDRO~ : 308022 
: My left elbow has been bO~lenng me of and on for over Q year I think It Is from workin de B cell 1 It hurts whenever I haVe to pick up the 
boltom mount module wIth my left hand. 
Visit Code 
D~te of Vis it In 
: 2005-014-00242 
: 1/14/05 S;50:00AM 
Rellisit Required : Yes 
Office of Visit Bedford Medical Office 
PI imalY Body Part : ELBOW LEFT 
Tot<ll [\10. of Visits for Case 2005-014-00147 
P~ge 3 of 11 
Disposition 
Date of Visit Out 
Revisit Dats 
BUSINESS SENSITIVE 
Powered hI' Ex30 Tacimoio(Jfes 
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: Return To Work (working) 
: 1/14/05 9:20:00AM 
: 1/20/05 12:00:00AM 
Rep"'-l Printed On:Ol/Ol/2IlOS 
"~, 
C"se No, : 2005-019-00066 
Employee's J~alTI[l 
Illj/IIl Type : PUNCTURE 
State : Indiana 
m Indicator : No 




: OCc - Arst aid 
: Injury 
: Bedford 
ERGO Indicatol' : No 
OSUA Indic~tor : No Depil((lTIent{DROT (~~ 
Patiellt Stiltement : Per Med Tx Worksheet Security: As slle Was picking up a sl(ld, a nail from the skid went into her right index finger. (Gloves unknown) 
Visit Code 





Office of Visit : Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Part : FINGER INDEX RIGHT 
Total No. of Visits for Case 2005"019-00066 1 
Case No, : 2005-019-00325 










Date of Visit aut 
Revisit Date 
: Return To Work (WOI kil'g) 
: 1M/oS 5:Hl:OOAM 
Recorded By ~"""---I;' 
Primary DiagnOsij: ...... ~puncture ~ 




: Occ - First aid 
: Injury 
: B~drord 
ERGO Indicator (.............::~~ 
DePilltment/DIWT----,-il.1 !l0 
Patient Statement : I was pUtiBlg a tube in the bumlsher and Itsllpped, swung around and hit my R hand near my thumb. Dept 313-3, Job: ~umisher. 
Vi5i~ Code : 2005:019-00611 
Date ofVisiUl1 : 1/19/05 7:03:00P~1 
Revisit Required : No 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Bolly Pari: : HAND RIG!-fT 
Dispositioil 
Date of Visit out 
Ilevisit Date 
: RetUrn To Work (working) 
: 1/19/05 7:1B:OOPM 
Recorded By ?~~_':[) 
_ ~~~~~~ ~i:~~\~..,_ .: :O~:.U5.lo~/~~e __ .. 






: Bod( Symptoms/Illness 
: Indiana 
: No 










(' . ERGO Indicator ~;o 
: No Departm~nt/DRo'J'--.,~ 
: Stcltes my lower back is hurtlng from bending up and down,llftlng full boxes with 8-12 parts, wt unknown. Work as packer for cell 1307. cardboard 
service packs bother me th~ mo5\:. 
Visit Code 
Date of Vis it In 
: 2DD5-02(}-00328 
: 1/20/05 11:21:00AII'j 
Revisit Requited : No 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medical Office 
Pril11ary Bolly Palt : BACK LOWER 
Total No, of Visits for Case 2005"020"001B8 
Disposition 
Date of Visit Out 
1 
BUSINESS SENSITIVE 
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: Return To Work (working) 
: 1/20/05 11:38:00AM 






: SPRAiN/STRAIN (Injury) 
: Indiana 










: I~o ERGO Indicator _~y'es 
: No Department/ORO(,,," ; ~04~~) 
: States I was lifting 2 layers ofwasherswlih another employee and 1 fel: a pull III rrIf lower back, The pain has gotten worse eadl day, I have pain 
in,\o both legs, rt wOlse than It 
Visit Code : 2005-025-00103 
Date of Visit In : 1/25/05 6:45:00AM 
Revisit Required : Yes 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Part : BACK LOWER 








: TEI~05YNOVlTIS[Tl:NDONrn5 (Illness) 
: Indiana 
: No 
Disposition : Restriction Issued 
Date of Vis it Out : 1/2S/0S 7:32:00A~1 
Revisit Date : 1 "" ,--
Recorded By e'-':::-'--' --_ 
___ !~!~a~ ~ia~n~~~5~Stra~n~.s~r~in 








Patient Statement : I HAVE PAIN IN MY RIGHT PALM AFTER REPEATED GRIPPiNG WITH BROKEI'l TIE STRAP CUTTER IN 305-2 CELL 1, r WAS GIVEN 
REPI.ACEMENT BUT IT WAS VERY TIGHT TOO, TODAY 1 CAN HARDLY GRIP THE (UmR. I WAS"GIVEN A NORMAL CUTTER TODAY, 
Visit Code 
Date of Visit 111 
Revisit Required 
: 2005-02.6-00239 
: 1/26/05 9;i2:00AM 
: Yes 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Part : HAND RIGHT 












Date of Visit Out 
Revisit D<lte 
: Restriction Issued 
: 1/26/05 10:04:00AM 
Recorded By ,..._j::oo,,""__ -
Primary Diagnos~ : TendlnluS) Cl-\) 
..... -.- .. -~~ 




: Occ First aid 
: Injury 
: Bedford 
ERGO Indicator (~Na~~ 
Department/DROT ,~ 302033 .--) 
Patient Statement : J cut my L index finger on a fiange. I was wearing grey doth gloves. Dept: 302-3, Job: wrap hoses, 
Visit Code 
Date of Vis It III 
: 2005-026-00630 
: 1/26/05 S:04:00PM 
Revisit Required .. No 
Office of ViSit : Bedford Medical Office 
Primary nody Part : fINGER INDEX LEFT 
DispOSition 
Date of Visit Out 
Revisit Date 
.. Retum To Work (working) 
: 1/26/05 S:19:00PM 
Recorded By F~~ ___ 
.. _ ~r:~a~~_ ~i~9~1~s!S5;,~~:,r~u~-) 
Tota! No. of Visits for Case 2005"026~00377 1 
Page 7 of 11 BUSINESS SENSITIVr; 
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: SPRfllI'I/S'mAIN {Jilness) 
: Indian~ 
Case Type Name : Occ - First aid 
Recorded By .. 
Injmy/IlIncss : Illness 
facility I~ame : Bedford 
IH Indicator : No ERGO Indicator : No 
OSi"lA Indicator : No Department/DrWT~ 
Patient Statement : My R shoulder and R forearm are sore. I have been doing a job that makes my arm sore. Dept 302-3, Job: pump, bracket, screw, screw gun. 
Visit Code 
Date of Vis"it III 
Revisit Required 
Office of Visit 




: Bedr ord MedlCilI Office 
: SHOULDER RIGHT 






: SPRAIWSTRAIN (Illness) 
: indi<lna 
Disposition 
Dam of Visit Out 
Revisit Date 
: Return To Work (workfng) 
: 1/26{05 6:30:00PM 
: Jln/rO~ .~.~~_n~ ... 
Recorded ny (~~~~? :~iI~l~ry_ ~i~~n.~~~_ f~~'-'U 










: No ERGO Indicator r~c~-;/I!.(!~~) 
: No Department/DRot"-----i!~ 
: I had tennis elbow In high school In 2001 and It started to flare'l{I yesterday. DD you have a band I can wear? Dept, 302-3, Cell: 3, Job: leak tester, 
Visit Code 
Oate of Visit In 
Revisit Required 
: 2005·026·007'12 
: 1/26/05 6:37:00PM 
: No 
Disposition 
Date of Visit Out 
Revisit Date 
: Return To Work (working) 
: 1{26/05 7;15:00PM 
Office of Visit Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Palt : ELBOW LEFT 








Recorde!l By ...--/-' 
.. __ ~~i~a~ ~i:gn~S~~ _: ~~~: 










: No ERGO IndIcator (~ 
• No Department/DROT'~ 






Date of Visit Out 
Revisit Date 
: Return To Work (working) 
: 1/26/05 9:35:00PM 
Revisit Reqllil-ed ! No 
Recorded By ~;. 
pri~la.ry Di:g,n~sl~ _: ~ont.USIQn/B~ 
Oriice of Visit : [Jedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Palt : KNEE LEFI 
Total No, of Visits for Case 2005 .. 027~00094 1 
Pilge 6 of 11 BUSINESS SENSITIVE 
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Report Printerl On:02/01/200S 
: 2005-031-00270 
Eillployee's Harne 
Illj/lIl Type : SPRAIN/STRAIN (lliness) 
5t~te : Indiana 




: Oec - First aid 
: Illness 
: Bedford 
IH Indicator : I~o l':Il.GO Indicator : No 
OSHA Indicatol" 
Patient statement 
: No Department/OROT ~ 
: PAIN BIL ELBOW AFTER SECURING PUMPS WITH SCREW GUN IN 302-3 CELL 2 FOR 2 HOURS. RIGHT IS WOR5ETHAN LEFf. 
Visit Code 
Date of Visit In 
Revisit Required 
Office of Visit 
Primary Body Part 
: 2005-031-00528 
: lj31{05 3:40:00PM 
: Yes 
: Bedford Medical Office 
: ELBOW BILATERAL 
Total No. of Visits for Case 2005-D31-00270 1. 
Tota! Visits for RetJott : J:t 
Pilge 11 of 11 BUSINESS SENSITIVE 
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Disposition 




: Return To Work (working) 
: 1/31/05 4:1O:00PM 
: 2/2/05 12:00:00AM 
.:-;:: 
: StrJlnj~rain 




: 2005-048..()O453 Case Type N~me 
Recorder! By 
: Oce - First aid ()lla r 0/, 
: LACffiATIOM 
St~te : Indiana 
: No 
: No 
Injury/Illness : Injury 
faeilityName ; Bedford 





Patient St<ltement : I bumped my hand against a flange and got cut on It Index finger. I did not have gloves on. Dept 302-3, Job: harness wrap-flange. 
Visit Code 
'''~ D~te of Vis it In 
Revisit Required 
Office of Vis it 
Primmy Body Pillt 
: 2005-048-00750 
: 2/17/05 5:31:00PM 
: No 
: Bedford MedlGlI Office 
: FINGER INDEX LEFT 
Total No. of Visits fur Case 2005~0,m"OM53 1 
C~se No. : 2005-049-00473 
Employee's Name ., 
IIli/IlIl)'pe 
State 









: Return To Work (wrni(ing) 















Patient Statement : I fell in plastics on ()2/07 or 02/08, 1 can't remember and I didn't write it down or reporH~\O.a 
machine 30. My L knee started !lurting later in the week. Dept. 316-2 
(Ie. I slipped In some 011 WtIS on the floor near 
Visit Code 
Date of Vis it In 
: 200S..()49-00B09 Disposition 
: 2/18/05 1:00:00PM DateofVisitout 
Revisit Required : Yes 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medeal Office 
Primary Body Part : KNEE LEFT 




: Return To Work (working) 
: 2/18/0S 1:3S:00PM 
: ]m1l1~ iJ:OO:OOAM 
. Straln/Sprai1 
Case No. : 200S"054-00139 Case Type Name 
Recorded By 
!njUiy/lliness 
: Occ- Rrstaid 
Employee's Name. 
lnj/I!I Type : SPRAIN/STRAIN (Jltness) : Illness 




ERGO "di,,'" , ;;:2 
: No Department/DROT : 305022 
: r HAVE PAIN LEFT SHOULDER BLADE AND RIGHT ELBOWjfOREARM AfTER DOING JOB ~ LL 2 r-OR 1 DAY 1 HAVE TO REACH 
TOO FAR fOR PART AND THEN FLIP PART FREQUENTLY. 
Visit Code 
Date of Visit In 
RavisitRaquired 
Office of Visit 
Pl'imcilY BodV Pilr" 
: 2005-05~-00219 
: 2/23/05 B:34:00AM 
! Yes 
: Bedford Medical Office 
: SCAPULA LEFT 
Total No. of Visits fO!' Case 2005"054"00139 
Pilge70fB BUSINESS SENSITIVE. 
Disposition 
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: Return To Work (working) 
: 2/23j05 9:16:00AM 
: 3/2/05 12:00:00A~1 
: Slraln/QJraln 
Report P,inted On:03/om005 
Case No, : 200S-{]54-00148 Cuse Type Nume : Oce· First aid 
Employee's l~ame ,I l~ecorded By 
rnj/III Type : SYS/EFFECf GAS/fUME NON/RECORD InjLll'y/Iliness : Injury 
Stute : Indiana Fudlil"V Harne : Bedford 
: No ERGO Indicatur F-~~ 
: No Depari:Jnellt/DRO-r ,~ 
n·] Indicator 
OSHA Indicator 
PutientStatement : I HAD SUDDEN HEADACHE AffiR WORKING IN 319 ON G & LI.lNE fROI"l FUMES FROM NEW ARC MACHINE. FU~1E5 ARE NOT 
VENTILATING OUT. I HAVE REPORTED THIS TO RA, D. HENRY, M. CARTER. 
VisitCorJe 
Date of Visit In 
Revisit Required 
Office of Visit 
Primary Body Part 
: 200S{lS4-00235 
: 2/23/05 B:52:00AM 
: No 
: Bedford Medical Office 
: HEAD BILATERAL 
Total No, of Visits fot' Case 2005u 01l4"00143 
Case No, : 200S·056-{]0150 
Elllployee's Nallle : ( 
Inj/Ill Type : SPRAIN/STRAIN (Illness) 
State : Indiana 
1 
Disposition 




: Return To Work (working) 
: 2/23/05 9:03:00AM 
Case Tvpe Name 
fl.ecordetl By 
Injury/Illness 
: Occ - I1rst aid 
: Illness 




, No Depmtment/DROT • ;;~"'\ • No ERGO Indlca~OI ~._NO_ 
: I HAVE BEEN 51 lOVING MANifOLDS ALLDAY AND MY R WRIST IS HURTING HAVE TO 1:I!OI:ll::IAd TO PUSH MANIFOLD DOWN 
ONTO PUMP. DEPT. 31B-2. RA AWARE OF PROBLE~\. 
Visit Code 
Date of Visit III 
Revisit Reqllired 
: 2005-055-00310 
: 2/"Z5/05 11:00:00AM 
: No 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medical OffiCI'! 
Primary Body Pil.\t : WRIST RIGHT 
Tot-a! No, of Visits fOI" CClse 2005-056~00150 1 
Case No, : 2005-059·00120 
Employee's N,llne : \ 
Inj/lllType 
State 
: TENOSYNOVlTIS{fENDONmS (Illness) 
: Indiana 
Disposition 




: Retum To Work (working) 
: 2/25/0S 11;15:00AM 
: 5traln/Q:lraln . -~-7)J. 










: No ERGO Inrhcaoor ~1-Y~ 
: No DellartmenC/DRO'[ : 302024 ) 
• States I am havIng pilln In rtanter10r shoulder from reachll1g badl with rt arm on ~~RllI0BZilne 3 We went b~ck to movlJY;j line 2 weeks ago 
Pain started last week. 
Visit Code 
Date of Vis it III 
Revisit Required 
Offico of Vis it 
Primary Body Pari: 
: 2005"059-00239 
: 2/ZB/0~ 9:5S:00AM 
: Yes 
: Bedford Medical Office 
: SHOULDER RIGi"fT 
Disposition 




Total No. of Visits for Case 2005~059-00:!20 1 
Tom! Visits for Report : 2t:. 
Pa'l"flof3 IlUS!N£SS SENSITIVE 
PolVDreff by E.~3 ® Tedwofog/1lP 
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: Retum To Work (workll1g) 
: 2/28/05 10:25:00AM 
: 3/3/05 12:00:00AM 















: Bedford I~edlca\ Office 
: All 
: Occup~tionat 
: North America/United States/Indiana 





Case Type : All 
Department : All 
firstTime of Visit : Yes 
Facility : Bedford 
Investigiltion status : All 
Case Type Name : Occ First aid 
Recorded By 
Xnjury/Jllness : Injury 
Facility Name : 3edford 
ERGO Illdicaml' : No 
Depa rlmen tl DRaT .. 315022 
Patient Statement : I HAVE ABRASIONs ACROSS MY RIGHT FOREARM AffER SCRAPING IT ACROSS1HE ToP OF CARDBOARD BOXES WHEN 
WORKING AS PACKERISTOCKER IN 315-2, NO PPE COVERS THE FOREARI~, 
Visit Code 
Date of Visit In 
Revisit Required 
Office of Visit 
: 2005-091-00142 
: 4/1/05 7:02:00AM 
: No 
: B~dford 11edical Office 
Primm)' Body Part : ARM LOWER RIGHT 















: Return To Work(worklng) 
: 4/1/05 7:09:00Al~ 
1 Abrasion 
Case Type Name : Occ- First aid 
Recol'ded By 
" 
Injury/Wness : Illness 
facility Name : Bedforrl 
ERGO l!\dicator : Yes 
OSHA Indicator : No Department/DRaT : 307022 
Patient Statement : I HAVE BRUISE-TYPE PAIN IN RIGHT PALI~ AFTER REPffi11\IELY PUSHING R..ANGES IN 307 CELli, THE ARE HARD TO PUSH IN 
AND MY PAlJI1 FEELS BRUISED, I WEAR GLoVES BUT PALM PADDING, 
Visit Code : 2005-091-0015S 
Date of Visit In : 4/1{05 7:15:001\(\1 
Revisit Required : Yes 
Office ofVis!t : Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Part : HAND RlGi-fT 










Disposition : Return To Work (working) 
Date of Visit Out : 4/1/01] 7:25:00AM 
Revisit Date ! 4/4/05 12;00:00AM 
Recorded By 
P!imary Diagnosis : Contusion/Bruise 
Case Type Nalne : Occ - First aid 
Recorded By : r' 
Injury/Illness : Illness 
Facility Nilme .. Bedford 
ERGO Jndlcator : No 
Depaltmunt/DROT : 316011 
IH Indicator 
OSHA Intlicator 
Patient Statement : states ~fter mIdnight the grlndel'ln plastics didn't work rIght and I was exposed to fine dust In the regrind room for about 15 mIn, I have coughed a 
lIltle but my eyes, (Ire stilllrrit3ted, .~--
. ---'-. 
Visit Codc : 2005·094-00i75 Disposition 
Date of Visit!n 4/4/05 6:35:00AM Date of Visit Out 
ReVisit ReqUired No Revisit patu 
officc of Visit Bedfol1l Medit:<ll Office Recorded By 
Primary aody Part EYE BILA1ERAL Prim~ry Diagnosis 
Total No. of Visits (01' ellSe 2005-094-00109 1 
P"ge 1 of 11 BUSINESS SENsi.nVE 
Powered by Ex39TachlJofog/es 
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: Return To Work (Worklng) 
: 4/4/05 6:45:00AM 
, , 
: Irritatfon/lnfiammaliOI1 
Report Printed Dn;05/D2J2005 
Case No, : 2005-116-00084 Case Type Name : Occ- First aId 
En1P!oyee's Name Recorded By 
InjJIII Type : DERMA1TI1S CON/OTK ECZ Illness InjurV/Illness ! nines> 
State ! Indiana Facilily Name : Bedford 




ERGO Indicator ! No 
Departl1lent/DROT ! 31700* 
. ---..... 
Patient Statement ! States I think I am allergic to the new soap In the bathrooms, It is like a foam, In belween my fingers the skin Is ted and Itchy, When I Use the pink 
50ap started healing up. 
Visit Code ; 2005-116-00156 
Date of Visit II) : 4/26/05 8:00:00AI~ 
Rmlisit Required : No 
Offica of Visit ! Bedford ~ledlcal Office 
Primary Body Part : HAND BIlATERAL 












Disposition : Return To Work (working) 
Date of Visit Out ! 4/26/05 8:05:0oAM 
Revisit Date 
Recordetl By , c 
Primary DIagnosis : Dermatitis: contact 
Case Type Name ; Occ - First aid 
Recorded By 
Injury /lI!l1ess ! Illness 
facility Name : Bedford 
ERGO Indicator ! Yes 
Department/DRaT : ,0200* 
patient Statement : Would you \ook~tmy R elboW, It started hutting last night "bout supper time. I push harnesses, l people use to do the job; now I do the work 
<llone; I think it Is too much for my R elbow. Dept 302-3, Line: 3, Job: leal< tester, Part; 4CWAC. 
Visit Code 
D~te of Visit In 
Revisit Requirtld 
: 2005-117-00545 
: 4/27/05 4:0a:OaPM 
" Yes 
Orfice of Visit : Bedford I~edkal Ortice 
Primary Body Part : ELBOW RIGHT 
Case No. " 2005-11[1-00179 
Disposition 
Date of Visit Out 
RevisltDa\:e 
: Return To Worl{ (walking) 
: 4/27/Q5 4:25:00PM 
! 4/28/05 12:00:00A~1 
~CQr~e~_ BV _, _ ., __ ~,_~~. 
__ Primary Diagnosis : ~rain/Q:lrain 
" Oce - First aid 
Inj/lll Type " TENOSYNOVrnS{TENUUNlIIS (Illness) 
















Patir>.nt statement : States I am having pain in my tt upper "tm from straIghtening and bending my arm out lo side when worting in 302. It is not my shoulder. I am 
not reaching back at <III It is just tile movement of my ann. 
Vis(tCode 
Date of Visit In 
RevisIt Reqllir"d 
: 2005-117-00223 
: 4/27/05 ~:50:00AM 
: Yes 
DispOSition 
Date of Visit Ollt 
Revisit Date 
Office ofVisjt : Bedford Medical Office .c' Recorded By 
: Retum To Work (working) 
: 4/Z7!OS 9:05:00AM 
" 4/28/05 12:00:rlnAN 
__ p~i~l~r: ~~~y,~~~ __ : _A~~ ~!~R_R!~~ ___________________ :,. prll~~~~i~~~~5_~~) __ ~'>"<-I-~b 
Total No, of Visits for Case 2005-118-00179 ,. """'-. 
roge 9 of 11 BUSINESS SENSrT!VE 
POl'lered by B:;;0rec/moiQpies 
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Patient statement : I have a pain In my R upper back. It started yesterday and I thought It would work Ilself out, but It hilsn't. I nilve been moving tubs of "anges 
around and I think that has caused the pain. Dept. 308, Cell: 3, Job: stocker, Flanges 3I'2U AA. 
VisikCode 
Date of Visit In 
: 2005·132-00528 
: 5/12/0S 4:49:00P~1 
Revisit rtequited : Yes 
OfflceofVisit : il!dford ~ledlcal Office 
Prim<lry Body Pari: : BACK UPPER 

















Case Type Name : Dcc 
Recorded [IV 
Injury/Illness : Injury 
: Retum To Work (wOIklng) 
: 5/12/05 5:03:00PJ-l 
: 5/1:>InS 12:00:00AM 
: Straln{Spraln 
First aid 
F,u:ility Name : Bedford 
ERGO Xnrllcator : No 
Department/DRaT ! 367033 
Patient Statement : I have a little rut on my R Indexflnger. I cut It on the edge of a metal paper towel bolder In the bathroom by stainless steel. They are exchanging 
the metal holders for plastic ones. I was notwearir¥;l gloves. Dept 367-3. 
Visit code 
Date of Vis it III 
Revisit rtequil·ed 
Office of Visit 
Plimarv \lodV ParI: 
: 2005-132-00559 
: 5/12/05 5:40:00PM 
: Yes 
: Bedford Medical Office 
! FINGER INDEX RIGHT 
Total No. of Visits for Case 2005":!'32.~00275 :1. 
Case No, : 2005-133-00277 
Emp!oyee's Name " 
Ini/Il! Type : LACERATION 
State : Ind!ana 
m Indicator : No 
OSHA Indicator : No 
Disposition 




Case Type Name : Dec 
rteeorrled BV 
Injuty /Iliness : InjUiy 
: Return To Work (working) 
: 5/12/05 5;45:00PM 
! 5/13/05 i2:00:00Al-l 
: Lacer~tiOil 
Firstaid 
faciHl'y Name : Bedford 
ERGO Indicator : No 
Department/DROT : 3020)3 
·Piltient Stat!!ment : I CUT !~y LEFT MIDDLE FINGER ON A METAL BRI\O(EflNSIDE A FlANGE WHEN WORKING 302.-3 CELL 3. I ONLY HAD A GLOVE ON 




Office of Visit 
: 2005"133-00566 
: 5{D/05 S:25:00PI~ 
: No 
: Bedford Medical Oroce 
Primarv BodV Palt : FINGER MIDDLE LEFT 
Dispasition 




Total No, of Visits for C<lse 2005-133-00277 :t 
Page 4 of 10 BUSINESS SENSmVE 
POI'Iered by fx3 ® TIX/m%gies 
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: Return To Work (working) 
: 5/13/05 5:40:00PM 
: Laceration 













Case Type Name : Doc First aId 
Recorded By 
Injury/Illness : Injury 
Facility Name : Bedford 
ERGO Indicator : No 
Department/DROT : 301033 
Patient Statement : I CUT KNUCKlE ON RIGHT INDEX FINGER ON MEfAL FLANGE WHEN PULLED IT OUT OF LEAK TESTER. J HAD GRAY GLOVES ON 
AND IT CUT lliRU THE GLOVE, 
VfsitCode 
Date of Visit In 
Re\lisit !'Iequire'l 
Office of Visit 
: 2005-133-00569 
: 5/13/05 5:25:00PM 
: No 
: Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Pari: : FINGER INDEX RIGHT 
Disposition 




: Return To Work (working) 
: 5/13/05 5:35:00PM 
: Laceration 






: SPRAIN/STRAIN (Injury) 
: Indiana 
:No 





: Oce - OSHA Record - Rest, Days Only 
: InjUry 
: Bedford 
: No m Indicator 
OSHA Indicator 
PatientSta\:ement 
: No Depaltment/Dll.Oi : 30B02 
: Iqy L knee 15 slVollen and hurts (dull ache) alilhe time, About a month ago I stepped down from il skid onto my L leg and Iwlsted my lower thigh, 
Dept. 308-2, Cell: 3, QC 
VisjtCode 
Date of Visit In 
: 2005-136-00756 Disposition: Restriction Issued 
: 5/16/05 4:10:00PM 
Revisit Required : Yes 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medical OffIce 
Primary Body Part: : KNEE LEFT 
Total No. of Visits fot' Case Z005~136"OO3B5 
Case No. : 200S-137-{10060 
Employee's Name 
Illj/III Type : SPRAIN/STRAIH (Illness) 
State : Indiana 
IH Indicator : No 
, 




: 5/16/05 5:10:00PM 
: 5/17{05 12:00:00AM 
: Strain/Sprain 
Case Type Name" 
Recorded By 
Injury/Illness 






OSHA Indicator : No Depaltmellt/DROT .. 3070n 
Patiellt Statement : Stares my It lhumb Is hurting again from stretching out hand to grab parts, I wentto 307 first of April, 1 do dIfferent jobs, but subscrew bothers it, 
holding lip/bottom of flange. 
Visit Code 
Dam or Visit In 
Revisit Required 
Office of Visit 
: 7.005-137-00100 
: 5/17/05 7:03:00AM 
: No 
: Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Part : TIIUf'lB Lm 
Disposition 




Total No. of Visits for Case 2005~137"00060 :1. 
P~ge 50f 10 nUSINESS SENSITlVl: 
Powercrf fJJ' Ex30 TeclJ/Jofog(es 
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: Return To Work (working) 
: 5/17/05 7:20:00Al~ 
: 5tr~In!5p!<lln 







: FOREIGN BODY 
: Indiana 
: No 
Case TyP[l NalU[l : Dec· First old 
Recorded By 
!tljUlV/!IIness : lnjul)' 
FadliLV NalU[l' : Bedford 
ERGO Indicator : No 
OSi-IA Indicator : No Departmel1~/DROT : 31302.2 
e)Ulil. 0;b~ 
Patient Statement : States I got a mtel spllnter In my rt thumb while worldng on the Eagle. I work with stainless steellublng and must have gotten a splinter from it. I 
was weal1ng tile new gray gloves_ 
Visit Code : 2005-16H10299 
DClte ofVisitIn : 6/13/05 10:03:00AM 
Re\lisit Required : No 
Office of Visit : Bedford ~1edical Office 
PrimlllY Body Paft : THU~lB RIGHT 
Total No. of Vii;its for Case 2005·164u00163 1 
Case No. : 2005-165-00088 
Employee's Name 
InjJIIl Type : SPRAIN/STRAm (Illness) 
state : Indiana 
:!}I Indicator : No 
Disposition : Return To Work (worl~ng) 
: 6/13/05 10:15:00AM Date of Visit out 
Re\lisltDal:e 
Recorded By 
Primary DiagtlOsis : rllrelgn Body, Skin 









OSHA Indicatol' : No Depmtment/DROT : 302022 
Patient Stiltemel1t : States my It elbow has hurt for 3 weeks, Pain started after running golMlange model which makes pushing harnesses tight. Dept 302 nne 1. 
Visit Code 
Date of Visit In 
Revisit Required 
Office of Visit 
: 2005-165-00154 
: 6/14/05 8:07:00AI~ 
: No 
: Bedford Medical Office 
Primary Body Part : ELBOW lEFf 
Total No. of Visits for Case 2005~i65~n008a 1 
C<lse No. : 2005-166-00246 
Employee's Nilme 
Ini/Ill Type : RESP/EFFEcr GAS/FUME NON/RECD 
State : Indiana 
Il1 Indicato]' : No 
Disposition 




: Return To Work (working) 
: 6tH/OS 8:20:00AM 
: Strain/sprain 









OSI1A Indicator : No Department/DROT : 316022 
Patient statement : DURING FIRE IN 316-2, EXPOSED TO FUMES FROM MElTING PLASTIC. I WORK IN 365-2. SYMPTOMS: COUGH, LIGHT HEADED, DRY 
MOUTH. 
Visit code 
Date of Visit In 
Revisit Required 
Office of vr!;:~ 
PrhnalY Body Par'c 
: 2005-166-00509 
: 6/15/05 1:40:00PM 
: Yes 
: Bedford Medical Office 
: LUNG BILATERAL 
Total No. of Visii:s 1'01' Case 2005-:i.66~0024G :t 
Page 7 of 15 BU5INf.S5 S~(~5ITlVI: 
Disposition 
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: Return To Work (working) 
: 6/15/05 1:50:00PM 
: 6/15/05 12:0D:OOAM 
, ' 
: Resplratoty Symptoms 






















1?atlefl~ Statement : I WAS EXPOSED TO FUMES fROM MELTING PLASTIC DURlNG A FIRE IN 316-2, I WORi< IN 365-2. I HAD A COUGH AND DIZZy AFTER 
EXPOSURE. 
Vlsi~CodB : 2005-166-00524 
DOlts of Visit In : 6/15/05 1:40:00PM 
r1.mrisit Reqllil"e(! : Yes 










Date 0(- Visi~ (PIli: 
: Return To Work (working) 
: 6/15/05 1:50:00PM 
Rmrisit 1)<1[.'0 
RecQ,tledBv 
: li/lfilnS 12:00:00AM 
"----.. ---=== tJf'imal"y Dtllgnosis ---:-Resplratorrsymplums· 













i'atie[]t StatemetI~ : Stales Iwnds, wrists, thumhs hurting from taldng harness out offtange when they don't pass leak test In 302-3, I do rejXllr. This week we've done 
mode16C2Q9H307AB. Increased # ofrejects, 100.:-. 
VisitCotle 




: 6/1S/0S 4:28:00PM 
: No. 
: Bedford l-1elMCllI OffiCI.! 
f:l'rimarv 00all" rar~ : THUMB BILATERAL 
Case No, : 2005-167-00106 
Employee's Name 
Inj/X!1 Type : SPRAIN/STRAIN (Illness) 
5t:lte : Indiana 
!Ii ]ndicatoj' : No 
Disposil:iOrl 
Date of1fisit Oll~ 
: Return To Work (working) 
: 6/15/05 4:40:00PM 
llevisit !lOire 
Recorded BV 
P~im8llJ Diagnos!s : Strain/Sprain 









OSNA !&ldicator : No Depari:menJ;jDnOY : 307033 
Visi~Code 
Date of Visit In 
Revisit Requh-ed 
officeofVisfl: 
;. Stil-e; I started havlng,paln In It upper back yestertiaywhen doing my job building float rods ill 307-3 cell 1. I force it rod down on the screw. 
About 100 out of·800 are reaily ham to push on, 
: 2005-167·00162 
: 6/15/05 10:20:00P~1 
: No 
: BeEford Medical OITte 
Di5[lOSitiofl 
lJal"(J of" Visit Oll~ 
: Return To Worl( (worKing) 
: 5/15/05 iO:45:00PM 
Pl"immv Body Paft : THORAGC RIGHT 
Re\lisi~ BOlte 
P.eCOI"ded BV 
i"'ri1l18t\/Oiagllos!s : Su·aln/Spraln 
P"ge 3 of 15 !]US!WESS SEmnTlVe 
f"'I,~er~,lhJ' f!.~3 0 ri:idiliohgies 
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: SPRAIN/STRAIN (Illness) 
: Indiana 
: No 
case Type NaMe : Oce - first aid i~~ llecorded By 
Injury/IUtless : IIIness 
Facib1y Name : Bedr-ord 
ERGO IndicaOOl' : No 
OSHA Indicator : No Depar{ment/DROi : 348022 
Patient 8i:atement : II·IAVE STIFFNESS IN MY LOWER BACK AFTER TRYING TO HELP PUSH ASEMI OUTIFTliE WAYTI1AT WAS IN THE DOCK AREA. I 
WORI( IN 348-2 AS A TRUd( DRNER. I WAS JUST TRYING TO HELP THE GUY. 
\/isitCode : 2.005-238-00364 
Date of Visit In : B/26/05 10:1B:OOAM 
Rellisit rtequired : Yes 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medical Omce 
Primary Body Part : BAc!( LOWER 
Total No. of Visits for Cass 2005~233-001J'7 1 
Case No. : 2005-~41-00054 
Employee's Name 
!njlIU Type : SPRAIN/STRAIi'! (ltiness) 
state : Indiana 
Hi Indicator ; No 
OSHA indicator : No 
Dlspositioll 




: Return To Work (Worldng) 
: 8/25/05 lO:3B;00AM 
: Strain/Sprain 
Case Type Name 
Recorded By 
!njurv/!IIness 









Patient Si:<ltement : States Saturday I was on line 3 dept 302 pump build job and pulled my It shoulder and hurt It middle finger when reaching rock for Isolators, filters, 
pumps. Nonrotatlng job 1000 (Jilrts. 
Visit Code : 2005"241-00102 Disposition: RetUrn To Work{worklng) 
Date of Visit In : 8/29/05 7:15:00AM Date of Visit Oll~ : fJ/29/05 7:38:00AI~ 
rtellisit Required : No 
Omce of Visit : Bedford Medical Office 
PrimaL-y Body Pari: : SHOUI.DER LEFT 















Primary Diagnosis : Strain/Sprain 
Case Type Name : occ· first aid 
Recorded By 
Injury/Illness : Injury 
Facility Name : Bedford 
ERGO indicator : No 
Department/DIlOT : 305022 
Patient Statement : States I was putting hose on regulator with fixture. The hose was hard to get on so I pushed really hard on the fixture handle and smashed my rt 
middle finger between handle and base. Working repair. 
ViSit Code : 2005"-241-00346 
Date ofVisiUn : Bf29{05 1:0D;OOPM 
Revisit Reqllire(j : No 
amce of\/is!i; : Bedford Medical Office 






Total No. of Visits for Case 2005·241~00160 .1 
Pilge 10 of 12 BUSINESS SENS!HVG 
I'o"eredby Ex3@Tecim0/ogie!J 
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: Relurn To Work (working) 
: 8/lS/0S 1:14:00PM 
: Contusion/Bruise 











Case Type Name : Dcc - First aid 
Recor(]ed BIf 
lnjm'v/Illness : Illness 
facility Na!Jle : Becford 
ERGO Indic<lIDI' : Yes 
Department/DROT : 302033 
Patient Statement : UPdated 09f2Of05, My tower right arm has bothered me for about a year since working In dept 302 Line 1 where I had to form the tubes Into the 
module, It has never went away. Anytime I have to forceful pushing It aggravates my oweY rbhtarrn. 
Visit Code 
Date of Visit In 
Revisit Required 
Ofifce orVisit 
Primary Body Part 
: 2005-252-00612 
: 9{19{05 6:30:00PM 
: I~o 
: Bedrcrd MeDical Office 
: ELBOW RIGHT 
















: Rel:urn To Work (working) 
: 9/19/05 6:42:00PM 
: Strain/Sprain 
Case Type Name : Oce - First aid 
Recorded By 
1njlllylIUness : Illness 
Facility Name : Bedford 
ERGO Indicator ; No 
DellarlmentfDROT ; 311l022. 
Patient statement : My leftt thymb Is sore <lnd I need a bandald. I keep hitting itwiUl the screwgun while I batch build, I weaY the grey cotton gloves, It is the cell In 
318 screwdown job. 
Visil:Code : 2005-263'00390 
Date of Visit 111 : S/20jOS 7:32:00AM 
Revisit Required : No 
Office of Visit : Bedford Medical Office 
Pl'imary Body llart : 1HUMB LEFT 
Case No. : 2005-2M-00162 
Employee's Name ., 
InJ/XU Type : ELECTRICAL SHOCKjOT.EXT,CAUSES 
State : Indiana 






: Return To Work (worldng) 
: 9/20/05 7:38:00AM 
: Abras10n 
Case Wpe Name : Dec - First aid 
Recorded By 
Injurv/Illness : Injury 
r-adlity Name : Bedford 
ERGO Indicatm' ; No 
OSHA Indicator : No Depari:ment/DROT : 307022 
Patient Statement : I WAS SHOCI(EO ON MY RIGHT HAND WHEN I TOUCHED A FAN WITH RIGHT HAND WHEN HAD LEFT HAND ON PRESS IN 307-2 
CELL!. I FEEL OK, 
Visit Code : 2005-264-00306 
Date ofVisitIn : 9/21/05 1O:55:00AM 
ReviSit Requimd : Yes 
Office of Visit : B.edford Medical OffiC(! 
Primary Body Part : HAND RIGHT 
Disposition 




Total No, of Visits fol' Case 2005,,264-00:1.62 ~. 
p~ge S of B ElUSlNr:SS SI:NSrlIIlE 
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; Return To Work (worldng) 
: 9/21/05 11:15:00AM 
: 9122.1fl5 12:00:00AM 
: Electrlc.;1 Shock 
~POTt Printed Orl: 11/03/2006 






Rodgers I Kodak Muscle Fatigue Analysis Data Collection Sheet 
Effort levels 
If tile effort cannot be exerted by most people, enter Very High. 
light 
Head turned partly to side, 
back or slightly forward. 
Arms slightly away from 
sides; arms extended with 
some support. 
Moderate 
Head turned to side; head 
fully back; head forward 
20". 
Arms away from body; no 
support; working overhead 
Heavy 
With Force or Weight 
Same as moderate but with 
force or weight; head 
stretched forward. 
Exerting forces or holding 
weight with arms away 
from body or overhead. 
Scores 








t f It 1 i I' " . .;'~0.': . , 1 Back . , , 
Bending forward; no load; Lifting or exerting force 
Leaning to side or lifting moderately heavy while twisting; high force or 
bending/arching back. loads near body; working load while bending. 
overhead. 
With Moderate Force With High Force Right Right Right 





Arms away from body, no Rotating arms while 
High forces exerted with 
load; light farces lifting near exerting moderate force. 




Right Right Right 
Left Left Left 
~ .. T1 8tll I ~ ~w 
Wrists/ 
Handsl 
Fingers Light forces or weights Grips with wide or narrow 
handled close to body; 
span; moderate risk Pinch grips; strong wrist 
straight wrists; comfortable 
angles, especially flexion; angles; slippery suriaces. 
use of gloves with 
power grips. moderate force. 
--+ Right Right Right 
t 1 tt •••.•.•. I ,... lIIIl !iI"'IlIl Left Left Left Legsl Knees 
Standing, wa!l<lng without Bending forward, leaning Exerting high force while 
on table; weight an one bending or leaning; weight 
side; pivoting while exerting pulling or lifting; crouching 
on both feet. force. while exerting force. 
--+ Right Right Right 
! tt !I!IfO i!I!!I ~ Left Left Left Anklel Feet! II Toes 
Bending forward, leaning CO Standing, walking without Exerting high force while 0) 
bending or leaning; weight on table; weight on one puUing or lifting; crouching 
on both feet. side; pivoting while exerting while exerting force. force. 
Copyright © 2005, Ergoweb Inc. All rights reserved. 
F"",,,ac ''''=='='''l 
I I 
Rotational Work Cdl 
Job Ti@e: SUppOlt Tubt to RtstrVoil" 
Job DlJscriptlh:m: PU sw"rtw Btlt into tool ~ PU Ass)", POSitiOl1 win: (black) and Stlll.t $Cft:\V 




Htad turntd p<utly to sitk, back or slightly 
f01Wlll:d 
Sh;}uidel"S 




Anm av.ray ±i"om body, no support; working 
ovet"lH:'ad 
Leaning to side 01" btmUl1g 8rl;hiug back 
A!"D1s/Elbows 














LitH Rotating ar111$ whilt: ~x~lting lllod~ratt!' fon)t 
'\IV rists/Hl1ll1.dsiFfilllgers 
Ri.gllt Gl<ipB with widt or n<ll1"OW span; modl~ratt 
risk anglts; US~ glovts with modtratt forct:s 
Le1i't Gl·ips with widt: 01" 11at"roW span; modt:ratt: 




Standing, wa1klllg without bt:;ndlllg or 
11:lan1ng; wtight on both ftd 
Standing, walkittg without b~ulil1g or 
It;laning; wt;light all both ftt:t 
All1ikielFee"l:/Toes 
Right Standing, walking ,""ithout bt:.tl.Wng or 
It:l1ning; wtight 011 both f!:)d 
Ldt Standing, walklllg without bendil.1g or 
kaning; Vi~ght on hoth ±'t:d 
These Inp·u!s to <In Eice;;1 File 
Callcu.Rations 
Neck Rngbt Left 
ShO-!I.l.ide~" Shoulder 




6~20 s 1·5/mln 
6·2U S 1~5 lmin 
6-20 s 1·5/min 
O~G s 0·11 min 
0-6 :> \)-1/ min 
0-6 s \)-l/ min 












ll§ave'T111s Repr>rt'toan Excel RIo. ' 
1:",:"-
L'§~0~ This Repr>rt tD 'a' Wbrd File 
o:.-_~", ___ , _____ __ ~ 
Ref~reRce 
Right Left Leg Right Left 
Leg Foot Foot 
Low ) Low '~;'Low ::-Low 
Chtmgalur, S.N., Rodg~rs, S.I--L, 1ll1d BI:!l'1lli-nl, T.E. (20D4). Kodak's Ergc11lomic Dt::sign 






I I"'C"""'" "" ,~=,c ,-""",, ! 
I I 
Rotational Work Cell 
Job 'fitl.!.l: Sttb Son:w !llld Win:; "''''lrap 
Job De§cIip'ltfion: PV Assy, place in fi:.."t - Pos sub, pos Wll"l: (pil1k) - PU scn:w, Stlt into 




Ht::ad turnt::d partly to side, back or slightly 
fOlWru:d 
Sbm..!ln{h~]·s 




Alms slightly away ti-om sidt:s; 81ms 
t7."1.1:t:.l1ded witll some suppoit 
Lt::8ning to side or bending al1.llling baok 
ArmsfElbows 














L::1't Arms away from body, no load; light fOfces 
lifting near body 
Wt'ns'lts/HandslF§ngtJI,!; 
RJigM Grips with widt:; or narrow span; modt:;:rab 
risk ang!t;:s; us~ glov~s with nlodt:rate forct;~ 
6-20 s 1-5/min 
6-20 $ 1-5/min 
Len Light fot"ct::s Dr wt::ights handlt:d clost!; to 6-20 s IM5 lrom 
body; straight 'wrists; comfortab1t: p0v,'t:r gr.i.ps 
Legs/I(!r!Jell:s 
RJigbi Standing, walking without btlnding Dr 
lei:ming; 'wt:ight on both ft;t::t 
Left Standing, walking without bending 01' 




Standing, walking-without br::llrung or 
leaning; weight 011 both fet::t 
StJ:111dulg, walking witllOut bending ot" 
leaning; weight 011 both fc!;!t 
§ave These. inputs to an' EXcel File 
_~ _"~. ", __ •• __ '_.0 "._~. __ ., __ .' 
Caki.llati.ons 
Ned~ Right Len 
S110Under ShorutR<l.en" 




0-6 S O-lImm 
0·6 s 0-1/ min 
ll-G, O-lImm 













Ra.. . d 
,::., LO'\\, 
!"," -' < 
':§:~VE This R'Oportto an o:_cel File 





Len Leg Right Le:D:'t 
Foot Foot 
·)Low ':;Low ,CiLow 
Cht:l1galul', S.N., Rodg~s, S,H., and Bernard, T.E. (2tltl4). Kodak's Ergonomic Design 






I"""""""'" "", ~,=", -I 
I 
Rotational Work Cdl 
Job 'fitne: Sub-Build 
Job Descl"i.ptfion: PU c~u'dlcast:; assy - PU tloat assy and pos to casl!, pos assy to.ti."rt - PU 
contact, pos to fixt - PU back plaett:, mutt: sub wll't::: through, pos to t1:-..i - DBP - Rl'vl Assy 




Ht;lad illtnod pattly to sid!:), back 01' slightly 
fotwaJ.'d 
Shouldlers 
IDght .A1ms slightly away ±i'om sidt:s.: arms 
!:);rtelldt:d Witll some support 
Len Anus slightly away from sides; arms 
e:..'iended witll somtl SUppolt 
Back 













Right Arms away D:om body, no load; light for~s 
lifting 11I:~ar body 
Ld'1!: A ..nus away from body, no load; light fOl"cl!s 




RigM LightfolVtolS O1'Vj1::.1ghts handled dosdo 6-20 s 
body; straight 'Vl'ists~ comfol'tabltol POWt;f grips 
Left!: Lightforcl!s or wt;ights haJ.ldkd clost: to 6-20 s 
body; straight wrists; comf01tabll! pOWt:1' grips 
Legs!J[(lIllees 
Right Stundll1g, Wa1k:i:L1g without bonding 01' 
ll!aning; woight 011 both fl!ot 
1.eft Standing, walklllg without btlnding 01' 
h:aning; "\.Vt:ight on both fl!tlt 
AnWe{FeetffGes 
IDgM StlllldiJ.lg, walking without btlnding 01' 
It:aning; wt:ight on both ft:1!t 
Left Standing, walking without bt:!lditlg or 
It:aning; wt:ight on both fet:t 
§ave These inputs_ttl an 8(-r;et RI~ 
C:o.h,"1L!.iatioIrlls 





















p~·i.l)rity )Low ';~Low '--:~'Low CrLow :·:"Low -;;iLow 
Right Left llight Left L~g RfigM L,ft 
H~d Hand Leg Fuot FOGt 
Priority" CLow "'SLow !c.ILow I"'Low ':')Low · .. 'Low 
!r§~;-e This RepDrt to ll~' _Br:cei~~ 
!;;';:.i.'-_~'':'-' ________ ._~~ _____ .
_.~~~.~_~~~~~~_t_o,~_~~~~til~ ~ 
RAlfr'en'!!-Ulce 
Ch~ngalur, S.N., Rodg~s, S.H., andB~11ru:d, T.R (2004). Kodak's ErgonomiD D~sigl1 






Data Collection Sheet 
Postum Risk FactOi' Assessment TOi' GI'GUp A 
(upper arm, lower arm, and wrist) 
20 degrees of extensioll to 20 degrees of flexion 
Ranges of Extension greater than 20 degrees or 20 to 45 degrees of flexion 
Movement 
(ched( one only) 45 to 90 degrees of flexion 
Upper Ann 90 degees or more of flexion 
Analysis 
Condition 1: The upper ann Is abducted 
Select any of the 
Condition 2: The shoulder is raised Following if True 
(check all that apply) Condition 3: The operator is leaning or the weight 
of the arm Is supported 
Ranges of 60 to 100 degrees offlexioll 
Movement 
Lowel'Arm (check one only) Less than 60 degrees or more than 100 degrees of flexion 
Allalysis -
Select if True Condition 1: The lower arm is working across the midline of the body or out to the side 
Neutral posltlon (wrist neither flexed nor extended) 
Ranges of 
Movement o to 15 degrees in either flexion or extension 
Wrist 
(check one only) 
15 degrees or more in either f1exioll or extension 
Analysis 
Select any of the Condition 1: The wrist is in either radial Of ulnar deviation 
Following if True CondlUon 2: The wrist is at or near the end of range of twist {near (chec[( all that apply) the end of pronation or supination range) 
~Vlusc!e For the upper arm, lower arm, and wrist</strong>, the muscle 
Use and Select if True use/body matron of the worker is mainly staUc (held for longer Repeti1tive than aile minute), or it Is repetitive (repeated more than four 
Motion trmes/mlnute) 
No resistance Of less than 4.4 Ibs (21<gs) of 
intermittent load or force 
4.4 to 22 Ibs (2 to 10 I<gs) of intermittent load Of force 
Fmce Force or Load 
4.4 to 22 Ibs (2 to 10 1<gs) of static or repeated load or force 
22 Ills (10 kgs) or more of static load; or, 10 kg or more of 
repeated loads Of forces: or, shocl( or forces with a rapid build·up 
Copyright 2004 Ergoweb, Inc. 
105 
----
Posture Risk l::actol' Assessment for Group B 
(neci(, tl'unl<, and legs) 
o to "10 degrees of flexion 
Ranges of 10 10 20 degrees of flexion 
Movement 
Neck (cl18c!{ ol1e only) 20 degrees or more of flexion 
I\nalysis In extension 
Select any of tile Condition 1: The necic is twistecl 
Following if Ti"ue 
Condition 2: The neck is In side-bending (checle all that apply} 
----" 
Sittlng and well supported with a hip-trunk 
- angle of 90 degrees or more 
Ranges of 0-20 degrees of trunk flexion from a standing position 
Motion 
Tnm!c (cllecle one only) 20-60 degrees of trunk flexion from a standing position 
AnClfysis 60 degrees or more of trunk flexion from a standing position 
Se!ect any of the Condition 1: The trunlc is twisting 
Following if True 
Condition 2: Tile trunk is In side-bending (chec!< all that apply) 
The legs and feet are well supported with the 
worl(erseated and the weight evenly balanced 
Leg Ranges of The worl(er is standing with the body weight evenly distributed 
AnalysiS Motion over both feet with room for changes of position (check one only) 
The legs and feet are not supported While the worker is sitting or 
the Weight is unevenly balanced when Sitting or standing 
Wluscfe 
Use a.nd For the Ileek, trunk, and legs, the muscle use/body motion of tile 
Repetitive Select if True won<er Is mainly static (held for longer than one minute), or it is 
IaJlotion 
repetitive (repeated more than four times/minute) 
Muscle Use No resistance or less than 4.4 Ibs (2 kgs) of 
and intermittent load or force 
Repetitive 4.4 to 22 Ibs (2 to 10 I<gs) of intermittent load or force 
llilotion for Force or Load 
the Neck, 4.4 to 22 lbs (2 to 10 kgs) of static or repeated load or force 
Tnm[t, and -22 Ibs (10 1<9s) or more of static load; or, 10 kg or more of 
Legs repeated loads or forces; or, shock or forces with a rapid build-up 





Rotational Work Cdl 
Job 'I'itJ.e: Support Tub\:) to Rt:sl:l"Voir 
Job Descdptlon: PU sc!'tlW st:t into tool- PU Assy, POSiti011 Wllb (black) 311d St;3t scn:w 
- Snap SUppOIt tubl::'s into appropriatl::' locatiolt - REI., - - - -
Datz. Inputs 



















R'rtension grt:att:1' than 20 d~gn::t:s Dr 20 to 45 
dt:gn~t:s oftlt:.;rion 
COlldition 1: TIlt: Uppt:l.' ann is abductt:d 
Condition 1: Tht: shoulde1' is nused 
60 to 100 dt:grt:t:S of±1exiOl1 
Nom: st:lt::cwd 
o to 15 dt:grt:~ in eit11t1" ±11:)xion or t:4'it::n.siol1 
Conditio11 1: The wrist is illl::'ith~ milial or 
ulnar dtWiatioll 
Condition 2: Tht: wrist is at Dr llt:ar the l;)1\d of 
rauge of twist (11t:a1' the end of pronation or 
supil1atiOlll'al1gt:) 
For tht: Upptl" mm, loWt:I' ann, and wrist, tIlt: muscle ust;)/body 
motion of the worktlr is mainly static (hdd for lougt:r than ont;) 
minute), or it is n:pt:titive (rept:a.wd mort: than foul' timt:s/minute) 
Force 4,4 to 221bs (2 to 10 kgs) of inta1ll1ttt:llt load or forot: 
:Posmre risk aSSltSSmllDlt for Group 
!! 











Ml!lsdr.: Us~ 21!lll Nom: sdt:Dted 
Repednve 
Modo-ItD. 
u to 10 Utlg!'t:t;S of±ktion 
Nont: ~dt:cted 
Sitting and wdl suppOlit:d with a hip-trunk 
auglt: of 90 dtgtt;1!S or mon:: 
No~sdt:dt:d 
Tht:) It:gs and ft:l;)t art: wdl supportt:d with tht; 
worktl' st:at;::d and tllt: W1:light tlvt:nly 
balallct:d 
Fou'ce No l"tlslstanDt: Dr less than 4.41bs (2 kgs) of il1tt:1"nutt~llt load or 
forct:: 
§ave Th~se lnputs tn an 8(~eI81~ 
~_o."~o""_,,_ 
Caku.nIlations 
1 is all acooptablt:pot;ture SDOJ.'l~o A scort:: gt't:ater than 1 is associared with a postul'l;) 
with I;lrgonomic risk. HOWt:Vt:l-, tht;t"t: is not a dind proportion beWt;el1 the magnitude 
of the score and till: degrt::e of t;togOllOmiC dsk. 
Scorinr foR' Grou.np A body 
~ 
BodyJE'm-t BodylPart Score 
]Posture Sl,;ol"e 










Wrist 2 Twist 
SeIning rUT Group B body 
ru!!:l 



















Bastd on tht: abovt data and critt:J.'ia St:t forth by McAtaIll11t:Y and Cor1~tt (1993), tins 
Grand Sco!"t is classified as: --
Action LL::.wl 3: futtht:J." invt:stigation and chang~s at"!;; rt:quir'Cd soon. Tht: workulg 
postun~- is outside saf~ 1"llllg~S, l"t:p'Ctitivl:) motion and/or static musclt~ contraction is 
1'l:;quin~d and sigl1ificantfultJ~ ma~- bt: t::l..~1"Wd. 
§.ave Thi. RepDrt to ~n E{cei Fil~ 
._'--"--"---' 
§:ave This Repolt to a Word File 
Reflln-eIliL:e 
McAtam11l::y, L., and Corldt, E,N., 1993, RVLA: a SUlVt:y mt:thod for t11~ ulv~stigatioll 
ofworl':-i'lclla"k.-d uppl:~r1imb disonh:n:, Applie dE7:gonomics, 24(2), 91-99. 





I~"'c"""""" '-- -- ""l 
I I 
Rotational W Dd~ edl 
Job Ti.de: Sub Son~w amI Wi!'t:: 'Wrap 
Job Descriptfion: PU Assy, plaDt:: in ii:rt ~ Pos sub, pos win: (pinl-=:) ~ PU SDn~w, st::t illto 
tooling ~ Ust:: tool to st::at scrt::w ~ \Vrap wu:t::s as l1t;Ct;SSal'Y - REL ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Data Inputs 
Postm-e risk assessment fo1' Group 

















EAit::l1sion gnlatt::l." t1l2.11 20 dt::grt::1;8 Or 20 to 
45 dt::grr;::t::s offlt:::'ciol1 
Nonl:: st::l'Cokd 
60 to 100 dt::gret::s offlt::xiol1 
Condition 1: 1111; IOWtl" alm is w011cing 
a01'OS$ tht:: midJ.i11t:: of tilt:: body or out to tIlt:: 
sidt:: 
o to 15 dtlgL,tltls in dtht:r ±1ex:iol1 or 
tlxttl1sion 
Condition 1: Thl:) vvl'ist is ill tlitht:t, radial 01' 
Uh1al' d'eviatioll 
COlldition 2: Tht:: M'ist is at 01" lWru: the tlnd 
ofnlllgt: oftwlst (m::a1" tllr;:: t:nd ofpronatiol1 
or supillatiol1l"altgt:) 
Furce 4.4 to 22 Ibs (2 to 10 kgs) of tl1tt::fmitttmt load or fOl'Dt:: 
Posture n-i.slk 2SSItSi'lmmt for Group 
!l 
N edt Analysns 
Trun!t Analysis 
Leg A:ruafiysi:s 











o to 10 dl:lgrt::!:)s oftlt::xion 
NOllt:: sdtlctt::d 
Sitting !lIld wdl supporttld with a hip~tlUuk 
al1glt;; of 90 dl::"gL"tlt::s or mort:: 
Nom:: sr;;lt:ctt::d 
The legs and fer;;t are wdl ~upported with 
the wOrktli, s~tt::d and tin: weight t::vtmly 
balatwl:ld 
Force No n~sistanDe 01" less than 4.41bs (2 kgs) ofintermittt::llt load or 
t01"OI;; 
:-;fu;0k~ijS'~ Input{to afl,E'xc~1 Rie' 
Calc~n.ati.ons 
1 is an aoceptabltl posture $001'0, A SDOl"tl grtlattl,tha11 1 is associated with a posturt:: 
with tl"gOllomio risk Howtlwl:, tht:t't:: is not a rurt::d proportion bdwtlt::ll tht:: magnitude 
Oft11tl soort:: and the dt:ogr!:)tl of t:t"g0110miD risk. 
Sl;oning for Grot.n~ A boch' 
~ 














Lowel' 1 Arm 
Wnis1f: 3 
Wrist 2 Twist 
Scming fur Group B bod" 
J!ill:! 

















Bastld on tht: abovt: data and (ll"itt:ria Stlt forth by McAtaUlllty aud Corlett (1993), tillS 
Gmnd Score is c.lassrlltld as: 
. '~-.:' A(ltion Levd 2: ft.u1:l1C1' il1Vt:stigatiol1 is ut:tldt:d and Dhallges may bt l'equil't:d. The 
working postllrt: is outsidt: saft: l'angtS or workillg postun:s are aectptablt: but 
Dh3.1':,WtC1'iZtd by l"tlptltitiw motion, static muscltl contraction or signi±l.c:mt forctl. 
, §ave This Report to a.n 8I:cel File 
. . 
! _§av" ,This Report·to a WOrd Fite 
Refcn"~rnce 
Mr.;Atamm:y, L, ami Codt:tt,. RH, 1993, RIlLA: a survt:y mt:thod for tllt: invtstiga1ion 






r';';';;';"'c """ ",' I 
I 
Rotational Work Cdl 
Job 'fitl.e: Sub-Build 
Job DCSJ;lip1i:iol'lit PU canllcast: ass)' - PU tIoat assy alld pos to cast, pos assy to iiA"t - PU 
l}ontm:t., pas to i'Th..1: - PU back plactt, routt sub wut: through, pas to :li.'>.'i - DBP - RM Ass)" 
- asidtl to tote - REL - Rtstockillg of subs @ ht;at slu'il11;: station as I1tCtSSllty - - - -
Da1i:a Inputs 



















20 dt:grt:t:s of ~j,."ttusiol1 to 20 dt::grt:t::s of 
t1t:::ciOl1 
Nom: 8tllt(:tt::d 
GO to 100 dt"grt:t::s of t1t::xtOU 
Nom~ st:II;)l!it;:d 
o to 15 dt:grt::es in t:ithtl' flexion or 
t:xit:nsioIl 
Nont sdtctt::d 
No rt::sistam::t:: 01" It:ss than 4,41bs (2 kgs) of l11tt::rmittl;)nt load 
Ol'fol'C:t:: 
















o to 10 dtgn:l:s oftlt:::cioll 
NOlll: selt:dtld 
Sitting and wdl supporttd with fI- hip-
uunk allgle of 90 dl!>gl'ttS or mort;; 
Naill: sdecttd 
TIlt: ltgB and 1't:tt art: wdl suppol1td with 
tilt: wOl'k\::r stattd and tht wtight t:Vtllly 
bal11llc:td 
No n:sistallCt: or bss than 4,41bs (2 kgs) of inttrmittt:ut load 
or forc:t 
.§eve'These In()uts tD an EKcel Rle 
Cah:U!lath:m.s 
1 is an aoct::ptablt postun: seOl't", A scon: gn~at:::r· than 1 is assol!iatt:d with a posturt 
with t:rgoll0mic risk, HOWtVl;l", th:::r"t:: is not a dll't::Dt proportiOll bt::iwt::t::n tht: magnitudt 
oftht scort: and tIll: dt:gn:t:: of I;)rgollomic: risk. 
Sco~'ing for Gl'Oi.!lj;) A borl.y 
E!tl 
Body Pa:JI1 Body Part Posture Score Musd!! POl'ee Score Score A C 
Uppen' 
Arm 








S!;on'.in'" for Group B body 
.ru!tl 

















Bast:d on tht: above data and cri.tbria St;;t forth by McAtamnt:y OInd c.orlt::ti (1993), this 
Grand SDD!'t;; is Dla.ssi±"it::d as: 
Action Lt;;Vtll1: worktll· t:))..""posun~ to tht: mtlasurt:d risk ±ioctors is low and C011Sidt:rd 
acceptablt: if not mail1taint::d Of n::pt:att;;d over long pt:riods. 
§:we.lhiS R~p.ort to an 8::qel FIle 
, §~ve Thls.Report to aWord Fite 
Reference 
McAtl:Ullllt:y, L., and Corldt, E.N., 1993, RULA: a SUlVtlY mt:thod for tht: illwstigation 





APPENDIXUI, PRODucnON DATA 
113 
Project U: 2007 Pl50 
Description: NA RungcrTMBS, MRFS Fuel Pump S 
Part U; 'V 7L54-9H307 A'/B~fC' 
Original Dale: 912lflOD4 
Lll5t RCI': 1/16/06 
Rev II: lQ 
Pmt Name: TMBS, MRfS Fuel Pnmp Sender 
Dcptll: 307 
emlomer Eng Approval Dale: __ _ 
Customcr QAApproval Dale: __ _ 
Dept Nnme: Top MountBoUom Scnse 
Vel! LincJMod Year: NA R:mgerf2007 
De,ign/Mfg Resp: 
Affected Supplier/Plant: Bedford 
Supplier/Plant App Dale: __ _ 




F" Cc C 
Sources of Variation 




~ __ " __ 'C_._. _ 
9nOn006 12;01 :27 I'M 
OUlCl' Areas Inl'olved: 312 316 303 313 
Process: Mmmlkluring 
BP ReI' DatcJBl' Rev: 20060103/F5 
Drawing II: NFULE11332828 
- "- ='-~ - ~---" -- "~---"-----=~= ] Char;~;:.:;,ti" Process Number Process Flow Chal t 
& • (Product & 
Process Name : Process) 
-
- -
910b " Assemble C~j 9210 Press Regulator to Rcgulutol'to Pocket Pocket 9220 SecllfC Regulalorwilh Clip 
9130 Pocket 
Lubdcaled 
910c ~ Assemble C( 910C Convolute Hoses to hoscs!>Catcd Regulator 9 lOQ Hose Dep!: 305- Lubdcaled Mtl Hdling: Manual 
910d w Assemble 9240 PI~SS ESD 




00101 ~ Incoming C GP-I Incoming Flange MnteliaI 
" 
c-c-:-::--__ -c-~-----"-~"-




P~ge I of 16 
I'l'OjectU: 20071'150 
Dc~cription: NA RangerTMBS MRFS Fuel Pump S 
Part II: 'V 7L54-9H307 A'IB*JC" 
Part Name: TMBS. MRFS Fuel l'mup Sender 
[}eptli: 307 
Depl Name: Top Mount Bottom Sense Dcslgn/MfgRe,p: 
Vel! LinciMml Year: NA Ranger/loo7 
Company: Viste.onJETS 
Contac(/Phone: 
Affected Supplier/Plant: Bedtord 
OlherArcaslnvolvctl: 312 316 303,313 
Process: Manufacturing 
CorcTeam: 








Origin~1 Date: 9/2112004 
L~~I Rev: 1126/06 
Rev II: lQ 
Cn>tomer Eng Approval Daie: __ _ 
Cu~tomerQAApprovalDatc: __ _ 
Supplicr/PJantApp D.1te: __ _ 
~ . 
Other Approval Dale: __ _ 
BP Rev DateffiP Rev: l006()I03/FS 
Dt'awing 11-: NfULE11332828 
.. .-- ~~ 
Sources ofVal'iation Process Number Process Flow Chart 
, Characteristics , 







Ex[emal SnpplierQuality 00102 M Incoming GP·1 Incoming 
ROV Malerial 





omponent sizelhardness 00121 - Attadt 00121-1 ROV 
omponent orientation ROV,FLVVto Secured to flange Fix.ture stroke 00121-2 FLVV 
Prange pati mnllber Flange Secured to Flange 
JIm Hilling: Pas~ (0 GP-5 Fixture 
next operatIon Verification 
I 
Flange leakipenneability {l0221 M He leak '\ VC 00221-1 Flange 
Cap leaklpellncnbility te5t Leak Rate T esled Machine ~ctnp GP-2 Test Mark 
omponent orientation 
Mil Huling: Slille to Present 
next opcration GP-5 Fixhnc 
Verilication 
CajJ3 rellloved/replaced ' ' GP-6 Data 
ilsneeded Collection 
-





Description: NA RungerTMBS, MRFS Fuel Pump S 
Parf#: 'J 7154 9H307-A*/B*/C'" 
Part Name: TMBS MRFS Fuel Pump Sender 
Dept#: 307 
DeptNamc; Top MOllnt Bottom Sense 
Veil Line/Mod Year: NA Ranger12007 
Company: Vi,llP.flnrr.r~ 
Contact/Phone: 
Core Team: , 
Design/Mfg Rcsp: , 
Affected SUpplicl'/Plant: Bedfonl 
OlherArcaslnvoh'ed: 312 316 303 3D 
Process; Manur~c[urillg 
Original Datr: 912112004 
Lao;t Rev: 1/26/06 
Rev#:lQ 
CUs/omcr Eng Approval Dale: __ _ 
Cllslonm' QA Approval Dale: __ _ 
Supplicl'/Plunt App Date: __ _ 
Other Approval Dale: __ _ 
BP Rev DQieffiP Rev: 20060103/f5 
Dl'awing #: NF!JLEI1332828 
.. ... ~-" 
SOll'CCS ofVal'iation 








Posilioning of sluillk tube 
ime, temperature of healing 
Length 
End-fonn 
9f20/2006 12:01 :56 PM 
00401 - Incoming 
Sender Sub 
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Fuel Delivery Assembly 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 6/6/2006 PART NO. : Static Work Cel! 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: .... 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Helium Leak Test 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
1 185 179 R T DESCRIPTION 
2 193 146 
3 225 165 
4 220 202 
5 249 180 
6 192 217 
7 255 180 
8 229 210 
9 169 186 
10 222 174 
11 228 290 
12 220 274 
13 233 180 
14 255 183 
15 219 169 
16 231 229 
17 268 163 
18 262 193 
19 248 173 SHIFT TIME: 480 MINUTES 
...................................... ............. 
20 231 214 PERS. BREAKS ·20 
.............................................. " ..... 
21 241 166 WASH UPS ·10 
..................................................... 
22 218 245 AREA CLEAN UP ·5 
...................................................... 
23 184 168 LATE RETURN ·5 
..................................................... 
24 243 215 
25 214 235 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 5.63400 4.93600 0.00000 0.00000 TIME NO: .. · .. ··· .. ............................ ........................ ........................... , . ................. 
25 25 0 0 ~~f)[!I~'3. ....................................... ................... 
AVER. TIME 0.22536 0.19744 #DIV/OJ #DIV/O! 
'RiI'i'ING· .. · ........ ..................... .................. . " ...................... ................................. 
FACTOR 85% 85% ALLOWED TIME 0.35938 
NORMile' .............................. ................. .......................... ............................... 
,I~§ 0.19156 0.16782 #DIVIOI #DIV/OI SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 ....... ............................. , .... ............ ................................................ , .......... .. 
STANDARD TIME 0.35938 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,224 
NORMAL PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME ELEMENT TIME 
1 P/U Assy-RM Dust Caps if Applicable 0.19156 1 0.19156 
RM Assy from test fixt-RM collar from Assy-place Assy to bin, P/U 
2 non-tested Assy fitted wi dust caps, place collar on Assy place in 0.16782 1 0.16782 
fixture depress button to begin test 
118 
Fuel lJelivery Assembly 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 6/6/2006 PART NO. : Static Work Cell 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: ----
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Sub~ Build 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
1 121 242 R T DESCRIPTION 
2 114 211 
3 119 271 
4 100 335 
5 119 256 
6 125 281 
7 113 225 
8 120 293 
9 125 231 
10 104 277 
11 124 274 
12 95 239 
13 122 244 
14 119 265 
15 127 240 
16 118 333 
17 150 305 
18 147 301 
19 111 273 SHIFT TIME: 480 MINUTES 
............................. ...................... 
20 120 293 PERS.BREAKS -20 
...................................................... 
21 102 206 WASH UPS -10 
..................................................... 
22 109 256 AREA CLEAN UP -5 
..................................................... 
23 142 263 LATE RETURN -5 
............................................... .... 
24 113 259 
25 142 227 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 3.00100 6.60000 0.00000 0.00000 TIME 
'Nii .......... · .. · .. · .. ·· ...... · ........ · .. .................................................................. ................. 
25 25 .~~.0g.l~'3. .................................................................................................. ................. 
AVER. TIME 0.12004 0.26400 #DIV/OI #DIV/OI 
·RATyNG· ............ · .. · .............. ··· .................... · ................ · .. .................................. 
FACTOR 100% 100% ALLOWED TIME 0.38404 NOR·MAc···· .. ·· .... ·· .. ····· .. ............................................... . ............................. 
.I!.~§ ... 0.12004 0.26400 #DIV/O! #DIV/OI SPECIAL ALLOW, 0 ................................. . ........................... . ............................................ ...... 
STANDARD TIME 0.38404 
pes PER B HOURS 1,146 
NORMAL PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME ELEMENT TIME 
1 
P/U Card ~ P/U CASE-Place Card to Case, snap into place wrap wire 
0.12004 1 0.12004 and snap into place 
P/U Float Assy~ Place Float Assy into appropriate lac of case, set 
2 assy into fixt, P/U Back Plate, route wire through hole in Baci< Plate, 0.26400 1 0.26400 




DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
Fuel Delivery Assembly 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
PART NO. : Static Work Cell 
PARTNAME:_--_--____________ __ 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Heat Shrink 
TOTAL 
TIME 
READINGS 11000THS MIN 
2ND 3RD 4TH INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
R T DESCRIPTION 
f-----:c=----f--------f--------If--------If'.I~IF..I.D.fu.1~:.............. __ ---=48"'0'--_MINUTES f----== __ +-______ + ______ -+ ______ --Iyl'.~f'.:.~f!.E.P.,IS~..................... -20 
WASH UPS -10 1--='-----+---+----1-----1 .................................................... .. 
AREA CLEAN UP -5 I---=::.::--+---+----j-----I .................................................... ---'.:---
LATE RETURN -5 1---=-+---+----1-----1 ........................................ .. 
TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
7.80800 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
fib:........ 25 .......................... . 
. ~.~.~'O'.I~'3. .................................................................................................................. . 




88% ALLOWED TIME 0.27484 FioR"ri.iiAL .. ········ ................................................... " ........................................... " ...... . 
0.27484 #DIV/O! #DIV/OI #DIV/O! 
II.fu.1S .................................................................................................... . SPECIAL ALLOW. o 
STANDARD TIME 0.27484 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,601 
NORMAL 
ELEMENT TIME PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME 
P/U Assy RM Dust Cap,- P/U shrink tube and place on appropriate 
wire (yellow), P/U Sub- Build and connect adaptor to wire on Flange 0.27484 0.27484 




Fuel Delivery Assembly 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
PART NO. : Static Work Cell 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PARTNAME:_--_--____________ ___ 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: FLW Assembly and Test 
MIC INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 









i---:=--i---------j---------t---------j ~~!fT..II~.E... ..................... __ ~48':'0 ___ MINUTES 
1--__ "-'-__ + ________ 1--______ + ______ -1 p..§.~.~: .. ~.~,~~§...................... ~20 
WASH UPS -10 1-----;:'=---+--------+-------+--------1 .................................................... -----"'--
I--__ = __ + ________ I--______ + ______ -I~~~.~.g.~~~ .. ~p.................... -5 
1---:.::::---+-------+------+--------1~!§.~§!.~~N... .5 
TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
1.15000 
·t~io:······· ........ ···· .......... ;~ ........................................................................... ~ ........... . 
. B..~.I?.I.r;.!.Q ............................................................................................................... . 
AVER. TIME 0.46708 #DIVfOi #DIVIOI 0.12778 
100% 
SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
............................................................................................................ ·····E==:"::--------:~::---1 
STANDARD TIME 0.46708 
NORMAL 
ELEMENT TIME PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME 
4 
NOTES: 
P/U Flange Assy and place in fixt~ P/U 2 straight tubes ~ P/U micro 
regulator and place on left tube below extrusion-place both tubes into 
fixture along with the micro regulator attached to one-depress buttons 0.46708 
to test-wrap wires from the inside out around the right tube and release 
toHne 
Machine Cycle Time 0,12778 
121 
0.46708 
Fuel Delivery Assembly 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIIIIlESTUDY 
DATE: 6/6/2006 PART NO. : Static Work Cell 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: .... 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Pump Bracket Assy 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 


















19 352 SHIFT TIME: 480 MINUTES 
................................................ ... 
20 377 PERS.BREAKS ·20 
..................................................... 
-
21 316 WASH UPS ·10 
............................................ ..... " 
22 355 AREA CLEAN UP ·5 
..................................................... 
23 314 LATE RETURN ·5 
.......... " ................................. ...... 
24 304 
25 343 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 9.11700 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 TIME NO:· .. ··· .... .................. . ..................................... ........... ......................... . .. 
.~~.r~PI~g ..... 25 .... . .......................................................... ........................................... 
AVER. TIME 0.36468 #DIV/OI #DIV/O) #DIV/O! 
·RA'i'ING· .... · .... · .......................................................... .. ........................................ 
FACTOR 100% ALLOWED TIME 0.36468 Noii'MAC .. ············ .. ······· .. ................... ............... .. .... 
0.36468 #DIV/OI #DIV/OI #DIV/OI SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 .D~.~ ........................ ........... , .................................... .......................... ............ .. ..... 
STANDARD TIME 0.36468 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,207 
NORMAL PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME ELEMENT TIME 
P/U Pump-P/U Isolator, put isolator onto pump-P/U pump bracket, 
place pump inside bracket-P/U pump bracket bottom, place onto 
1 pump, place Pump Assy into Fixt,-PJU screw, place into head of drill, 0.36468 1 0.36468 
screw bottom bracket to pump bracket, RM from fixt,-PJU foot place 
on bottom bracket, release to line 
NOTES: IL-____________________________ ~ 
122 
DATE: 6/6/2006 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION; 
READINGS 110QOTHS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 
138 172 
2 166 171 
3 154 174 
4 168 135 
5 179 142 
6 199 135 
7 164 192 
8 122 136 
9 141 165 
10 137 176 
11 144 149 
12 157 154 
13 118 177 
14 141 166 
15 156 159 
16 112 174 
17 102 177 
18 138 139 
19 131 143 
20 111 157 
21 108 166 
22 107 172 
23 147 168 
24 125 143 
25 132 162 
TOTAL TIME 3.49700 4.02400 
Fuel Delivery Assembly 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
PART NO. : Static Work Cell 
PART NAME: _---e--'--_____ _ 
Filter and Conv. Hose to Pump 
3RD 4TH INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
R T 
SHIFT TIME: 480 
....................... ............................ 
PERS. BREAKS -20 
.................................................... 
WASH UPS -10 
." ................................................. 
AREA CLEAN UP -5 
.................................................... 
LATE RETURN -5 
............... " ............................ 
TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
0.00000 0.00000 
Nt):"·················· ....................... ....................................................... ...................... 
25 25 25 25 .R§.AP.!.Ij.~ ......................................... ....................................................................... 
AVER. TIME 0.13988 0.16096 0.00000 0.00000 
DESCRIPTION 
MINUTES 
i{ATiNG········································· ............................................................. r------------------j 
120% 120% 100% 100% ALLOWED TIME 0.36101 
.~~~~~-----------=~~~ FACTOR ·i,joFii'iiA"L ............ · .... · ............ · ........ · ............................................. . 







pes PER 8 HOURS 
P/U Pump Assy- P/U Foot, place on Bottom bracket-P/U Filter, pas. 
Filter on Pumo Ass .-Pos. Pumo Assv in Fixt.-Deoress buttons 
P/U Ring place in Fixt-P/U Conv. Hose Place in Fixt-RM Pump Assy. 
















Fuel Delivery Assembly 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 61612006 PART NO. : Static Work Cell 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: ----
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: End Cap 
READINGS 11000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
1 142 90 125 R T DESCRIPTION 
2 98 97 68 
3 88 114 73 
4 121 82 76 
5 106 132 103 
6 158 123 72 
7 112 100 77 
8 106 110 79 
9 126 103 74 
10 168 1333 67 
11 150 1115 67 
12 129 98 108 
13 142 109 132 
14 114 123 94 
15 144 125 81 
16 208 117 98 
17 147 124 114 
18 106 111 91 
19 86 112 83 SHIFT TIME: 480 MINUTES 
.......................................... ......... 
20 89 106 102 PERS.BREAKS -20 
..................................................... 
21 117 103 82 WASH UPS -10 
...................................................... 
22 182 125 88 AREA CLEAN UP -5 
..................................................... 
23 128 119 73 LATE RETURN -5 
........................................ ............ 
24 104 80 73 
25 84 103 77 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 3.15500 4.95400 2.17700 0.00000 TIME NiJ:························· .................................................... ...... ........................ 
R~A9.lt:I'3. .... 25 25 25 ..................................................................... . ............................... 
AVER. TIME 0.12620 0.19816 0.08708 #DIVIO! 
·RAi'yN·(i············· ... ·················· ............. " ................ " ........... ................ "" ......... " 
FACTOR 105% 100% 100% ALLOWED TIME 0.41775 
NORMAe' ........................ ... .. " ................. ......................... ..... ...................... 
.I.I.~§ ........ 0.13251 0.19816 0.08708 #DIVIO! SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 ......................... ....... .................... ...................... ...... .............. . ........ 
STANDARD TIME 0.41775 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,053 
NORMAL PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME ELEMENT TIME 
1 PJU Flange Assy~ PJU 2 springs, place onto tubes, 1 each tube, PJU 0.13251 1 0.13251 Filter Pump_Assy anQj:Jlace at the end of tubes 
2 Set Assy into fixt-P/U end cap for tube, place in fixt-activate lever 0.19816 1 0.19816 




DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: 
READINGS 11 OOOTHS MIN 
Fuel Delivery Assembly 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
PART NO. : Static Work Cell 
PART NAME: .:.--_--______ _ 
Cony. Hose to Flange 
,--;=_-,----'='__-,_==----, __ 4ccT~H'___, INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
R T DESCRIPTION 





WASH UPS -10 1--~-I---+-------1I----I ..................................................... . 
f--==-+---+----+----+~~~~g~~I\N.y~..... -5 
LATE RETURN -5 f----:=:---j----j----t----j ....................................... . 
TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
7.85100 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
NO···················;; ........................ ..................... ................. . 
.B~.~O'.!N~ .................................................................................................................. . 
AVER. TIME 0.31404 #DIV/OI #DIV/OI #DIV/O! 
·RATING············································ 
FACTOR 95% ALLOWED TIME 0.29834 Noii"MAC························· ... ·········· ... ······· ···································F===-.c='----------"'="-'---I 
0.29834 #DIV/O! #DIV/O! #DIV/O! .T!.~.E' ........................................................................................................................ . SPECIAL ALLOW. o 
STANDARD TIME 0.29834 
pes PER B HOURS 1,475 
NORMAL 
ELEMENT TIME PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME 
P/U Flange Assy dip end of cony, tube in lubricant, place in fixt. 
activate lever, place foot pad @ bottom of filter/pump assy, RM 2 dust 0.29834 0.29834 
caDS release from fixt.- release to line 
NOTES: 
125 
Fuel D~,,".,.~ ~~~~"'U'Y 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
'DATE' 6/6/2006 PART NO. : staNe Work Cell 
,DONE BY, ScoU Cramer 
PART NAME: ---
vr(;;rv-\ Ilv,~ DESCRIPTION: 2nd Cony. Hose to Flange 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RO 4TH I r ""M"NTO 
389 343 357 R T I 
314 337 403 
421 390 378 
414 320 326 
413 523 379 
382 442 335 
444 434 369 
377 335 360 
9 360 349 349 
10 403 336 407 
1 382 365 333 
~: 435 344 340 3Ti 400 304 
~: 437 411 323 "~ , 431 42"-
16 462 36] 358 
" -"" 
, 409 ~ 
18 395 526 333 
19 
--'4Il , 411_ -~ 480 MINUTES 
20 468 389 316 I PERS, 8REAKS -20 
21 445 436 321 
-1'-
22 404 348 413 IAREA 'LEAN UP -5 
" ~: 351 400 435 LATE RETURN -5 383 317 385 
25 434 406 352 TAL OPER MIN, 440 
ITOTAL TIME 28.95200 0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 
NO .................... 75 
.,."".""2,:"",, 
25 
'~:'E,R,.,T,IME """0,38.6,~: ..... "".,,.00~000 0.00000 #OIV/01 
RA;'.""G" 101% 100% 100% 
," OW"' TIME 0,39146 ~t~1"A~ , , ....... , ................... ,"'" 
I~l[~~ji~'t. 0.39146 0.00000 .0IV/0i SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
"'ii"''!' "' 
l.39146 
'pes PER 0 HOURS 1.124 
EI.EMENT ~I~~MAL PC./OCC ALLOWED TIME 
I;(~~p, ''CO"" h'" "to I , h,,""'o ,,><I"". :_~e~:~~~!~~ ~i:~~~.altaCh two snap connectors, one 
1 
"0 p""m~, ~',~, ' I lever-release clamp, ensure 0.39146 1 0.39146 , 
" 
I I to line 
1 0.00000 1 0.00000 
1 0.00000 1 0.00000 
#DIV/O! 1 0.00000 
126 
Fuel Delivery Assem bl'l 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 616/2006 PART NO. : Static Work Cell 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: ----
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Pressure Test Subsrew 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
1 198 354 R T DESCRIPTION 
2 238 379 
3 146 603 
4 147 500 
5 209 316 
6 138 394 
7 55 330 
8 126 335 
9 210 279 
10 266 331 
11 207 481 
12 197 319 
13 180 347 
14 191 361 
15 189 338 
16 124 323 
17 144 336 
18 131 302 
19 258 338 SHIFT TIME: 480 MINUTES 
............. " .......................... " ......... 
20 157 324 PERS.BREAKS -20 
..................................................... 
21 151 332 WASH UPS -10 
............................ ........................ 
22 219 272 AREA CLEAN UP -5 
.......................... .......................... 
23 173 320 LATE RETURN -5 
..................................................... 
24 204 334 
25 260 312 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 4.51800 8,86000 0,00000 0,00000 
TIME f,i6: ................. ........................................ ................................................................. 
25 25 .~.E'J.Ig.l.~.9. ................................................ m·········· ...... · .. ···· ..... . ............................ . ... 
AVER. TIME 0.18072 0.35440 #DIV/OI #DIV/OI 
·RATyf,i·i3 .... ·· .............................. · .... · ...... · ...... · .......... · ...... · .. · .. .................... .. ... 
FACTOR 82% 77% ALLOWED TIME 0.42108 
NORM'ii:C"" .......................................... ................................ ............................ 
.lI.~~ ................ 0.14819 0.27289 #DIV/OI #DIV/OI SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 ......................................................................................................... 
STANDARD TIME 0.42108 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,045 
NORMAL PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME ELEMENT TIME 
1 
P/U Flange Assy-P/U Dust Cap and place on flanges-set Assy into fixt-
0.14819 1 0.14819 test 
Arrange Sub-Build and wire (pink) into appropriate location-P/U screw 
2 
and place into head of drill, Screw sub-Build and wire (pink) remove 




DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: 
READINGS 11000THS MIN 
2ND 
Fuel Delivery Assembly 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
PART NO.: Static Work Cell 
PARTNAME:~--_-____________ __ 
Check Plate 
3RD 4TH INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
R T DESCRIPTION 
TOTAL 
TIME 
SHIFT TIME: 480 MINUTES I---...:.c::'---+----I----+-----I ..................................................... --""'--
PERS. BREAKS -20 1----7"-+----1----+-----1 ..................................... . 
1----::-:":---I--------II--------I'-------I\III.iI.8.l:lyp..8............................... -10 
f---'C":---f-------I--I------I,-------I0~§'!g~~!'I:JIJ.~....... -5 
LATE RETURN -5 i---=c:---j----j----;---------j ..................................... . 
TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
9.40300 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
N6··············;~····· ............................. . 
Rs0g!~'3....................... ....................... . 







pes PER 8 HOURS 
P/U Flange Assy- Place in fixt.-depress buttons check float 
positioning- check float range of motion-wait for test to complete- RM 









PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME 
0.41825 
WiNDSHIELD WASHER RESERVIOR 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 5/8/2006 PART NO. : 7L54 9H307 CF 
DONE BY: Jamison Reynolds 
PART NAME: Ranger 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Flange Assy/Float Rod 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
1 162 127 500 R T DESCRIPTION 
2 154 104 
3 159 115 
4 174 119 
5 181 93 
6 174 102 
7 165 96 
8 160 115 
9 144 118 
10 182 104 
11 170 119 
12 169 109 
13 169 112 
14 166 106 
15 163 92 
16 167 120 
17 175 109 
18 183 117 
19 99 SHIFT TIME: 480 MINUTES 
.................................. .................. 
20 115 PERS.BREAKS -20 
..................................................... 
21 117 WASH UPS -10 
....................... ............................. 
22 128 AREA CLEAN UP -5 
..................................................... 
23 111 LATE RETURN -5 
..................................................... 
24 119 
25 116 TOTAL OPER MIN. 440 
TOTAL 3.01700 2.78200 0,50000 0.00000 
TIME iiiy .. ·· .. ······· .. ····· ..................................................................................................... 
18 25 1 1 .~.~.I\P.I.~.9. ............. ..................................................................................................... 
AVER. TIME 0.16761 0.11128 0.50000 0.00000 
....................................................................................................................................... 
RATING 115% 115% 100% 100% FACTOR ALLOWED TIME 0.34072 f.k,RMAC·· .. ··· .. · .. ··· .. ······ .... ····· .. ·· .. · .. ··· 
0.19275 0.12797 0.50000 0.00000 SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
.EMs ..................................... ........................ .. ......................................................... 
STANDARD TIME 0.34072 
pes PER B HOURS 1,291 
NORMAL PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME ELEMENT TIME 
PU flange - dip to lub - pas to fixt - PU FLW - pas to fixt - PU roll over 
1 valve H pas to fixt - pull lever to seat both to flange - RM assy H PU dust 0.19275 1 0.19275 
cap - pas to flange" push to seat 
2 
PU float rod - PU flat float - pos flat float to float rod - PU pal nut - pas 
0.12797 1 0.12797 to tool - use tool to secure pal nut to float rod - aisde assy ~ REL 
3 travel time and restock 0.50000 25 0.02000 
4 0,00000 1 0.00000 
129 
DATE: 5/8/2006 
DONE BY: Jamison Reynolds 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
WINDSHIELD WASHER RESERVIOR 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
PART NO. : 7L54 9H307 CF 
PARTNAME:~R~a~ng~e~r __________ __ 
Regulator Assy and ESD Clip 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
122 590 R T DESCRIPTION 
2 252 133 
3 266 125 
4 252 98 
5 250 79 
6 242 86 
7 252 77 
8 252 98 
9 248 92 
10 250 73 
11 283 118 
12 285 86 
13 271 78 
14 256 84 
15 280 89 
16 281 75 
17 288 78 
18 248 65 
19 282 102 
20 245 128 
21 242 85 
22 250 94 
23 262 101 
1--:::::---t----:-"'---t-----1t-----t~H.I.F.~ .. T.I~.~:............. __ 4cc80'----_MINUTES 
/---=:.:.:c--+--='---+---------j-------tp..~.~?:.~~~~?.................... -20 
f----==--+--=---+---------j--------iY.Y.~.~.~ . .t!E?........................... -10 
AREA CLEAN UP -5 r---:=-t--:::':-r------1t------1 ................................................... -~-
LATE RETURN -5 /--=-/--"'-'-/----jl----j ............................................... . 
24 
25 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL TIME 5.71700 2.16600 0,59000 0.00000 
·i-Ri:····················· .. · .. ··;·;··············· .. ·· .. ;'; ............................................. ;.~ .... . 
. 13.s8.P..!N§ ............................................................................................................ . 
AVER. TIME 0.25986 0.09417 0.59000 0.00000 
·RATiNG··············································· ................................................. ,-------------------------/ 
FACTOR 115% 115% 100% 100% AllOWED TIME 0.41894 NORMAe···································· .............................................................. 1-'-'===='-----------'"'==--j 
I!M.s .................... ~:.~.:.~~.:. ........... ~:.:.~~~.~ ........... ~:.~:.~.~~ ........... ~:.~.~~~.~ ..... l-"S'--PE=:C"'I"A:cL "A"LL"O"W".'--________________ -"O ____ -! 
STANDARD TIME 0.41894 
pes PER B HOURS 1,050 
NORMAL 
ELEMENT TIME PC./OCC ALLOWED TIME 
PU reg" PU housing ~ PU clip ~ assy and pos to fixt ~ PU(2) hoses ~ 
dip to lub - pos to fixt - press DPB - mlc ~ RM assy - aside to 0.29884 0.29884 
container - REL 
PU reg assy - pos to fixt - PU ESD clip - pos to fixt - pull lever to seat-
2 RM assy - aside to container" REL 0.10830 0.10830 
3 travel tfme and restock 0.59000 50 0.01180 








Helium Leak lest 
SUb_ BUild 
Heat Shrink 
FL vv Assembly and lest 
Pump BraCket Assy 





Conv. Hose to Flange 


































0.4500:-4-5· ~ 0.4000 
0.3~ o 










~ ~ ''-'~ r&.--
· DO e-
0.168 
· P&1j- -0.264 
· pO I - -r---
.~ r-
t---
· 00 T O.192r-
0.120 
· ~O ' 0.1, 
· DO 
--oc 0.120 = 
1 0 
10 20 
u""" .... "" 
Elemental.Time Breakout 





- - - ,.U~ 
~ 0.193 
f- I- e- - f- f-
0.467 0.198 
1- r- f- 1- 0.391 
0.365 
f--




- r- I- I- I-- 1-
, IV' 'v 
3;;- 40 - 50 
- 60 1(l i( "0 
0 PI erat On N UI ~bH 
, , , , 
1 ~I -&.0IlIl ~ I-
I 
().1()8~ - 1- 0.108 r.::-= 1°·020 r--
I- f- - ~ I 0.273 
r- - - O.128f- I 
_ 0.418 Ie-- H t---- I I 
I 
-f--- 1- 0.299 
f I-- 0.193- 0.299 0.148 r- I- I-
, , , ~ i(lO i1(l - 120 -: 30 - I 
, 










WORK STANDARD SUMMARY 
Part Number: Rotalional Part Name: %%%%%% 
Revision Date: 8/28/2006 Previous Date: %%%%%% 
Authorization: Time Study Prepared by: Scott Cramer 
Line Bal, to: 918 Pes/shift, 
Rate per 
No, of Operators: 8 Hrs, 
Plastics 6.45 918 
Regulator Assy 0,72 918 
Buss Wire 0,09 918 
Filter 0,33 918 
Support Tube 0,83 918 
Module Assy 8,96 3043 
Final Assembly 13,59 918 
Total Assy 30,95 918 
Total Total 
Oper. Inh, Relief Repair Std. Std. 
Min. Min. Min. Min, Min. Hrs. 
Plastics 2,15 0,00 0.28 0,04 2.47 0.0412 
Regulator Assy 0,34 0,00 0,03 0,01 0,38 0.0064 
Buss Wire 0,10 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,10 0.0017 
Filter 0,30 0,00 0.G1 0,01 0,32 0.0054 
Support Tube 0,26 0,00 0,04 0,01 0,30 0.0050 
Module Assy 1,21 0,15 0,12 0,02 1,50 0.0251 
Final Assembly 6.46 1,08 0,59 0,13 8,26 0.1377 
Total Assy 10,82567 1,23029 1,07578 0,21651 13,34826 0.22247 
Previous CWS: Hrs/pe 
Variance: -0,13770 Hrs/pe 
Concurrence: 
RES AOV: Oate: ___ _ 
AREA ENG: Oate: 
----
AREAMGR: Oate: ___ _ 
134 
FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 8/28/2006 PART NO, : Rotational 
DONE BY: Scoll Cramer 
PART NAME: %%%%%% 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Regulator Ass~ 

































































4.37400 3.32100 0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 
22 23 0 0 0 
0.19882 0.14439 liDlV/Oj #DIV/O! liDlV/OI 
..................... 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0.19882 0.14439 #DIV/OI #DIVtol #D1V{O! 
PU ValvE!, Spring, and sLop Valve, Assemble and place Into fixl- PU 
re uleto ockel tub 'cale lace 0 er valce asssembi I inse ess 
PU regulalor pockel place into flxl- PU micro regulator, seat into 

















R T DESCRIPTION 
,§.l:tIFT .1!.M.§: 480 MINUTES 
PER~U?REAKS -20 
.Y.Y.~.?!:LY.E.§ ..... -10 
.~.l3.~6gh§f.-.~ .. h'.~ ..... -5 
LATE RETURN -5 
................................. 
TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
ALLOWED TIME 0.34321 
SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
STANDARD TIME 0.34321 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,282 





















FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
PART NO. : "R~O~I'~tio~'~'~1 ____ _ 
PARTNAME:2%~%~·"~·~%~%~%'-___ _ 
Regulator Testing 























0 17 0 
#DIV/Ol 0.17359 11D1V/Ol 
100% 100% 100% 

















pes PER 8 HOURS 
pC.loce ALLOWED TIME 
3 Unload tesled assy from Tesler - REL to tole - Unload heat stake fixt-











DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: 
READINGS 11000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 
1 823 175 
2 1195 193 
3 1902 228 






















TOTAL 5,69000 4.99300 TIME Nt): ...... 
4 25 Bs6.R.ll':!.@. 
AVER. TIME 1.42250 0.19972 
RATIN'G' ............................ 
FACTOR 110% 105% NORMAL .. · 
I1Mg .. 1.56475 0.20971 
ELEMENT 
















PART NO. : Rolational 














PU Retainer, Guide, Tube, Spring - Assy in Peg Board 1.56475 
2 I P.U Flange~ place into fixt. - ~~. Rod Assy place Into fixt - Pu Rod 







R T DESCRIPTION 
SHIFT TIME; 480 MINUTES 
.F..~~!?;.§!~~.lSlL ... -20 
W.~.§!:LY.E:? ... -10 
f..:~.~~ .. 9.~.~~ .. !-;I.F. ...•• -5 
LATE RETURN -5 
..................................... 
TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
ALLOWED TIME 0.27230 
SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
STANDARD TIME 0.27230 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,616 
PC.lOCC AllOWED TIME 
25 0.06259 
0.20971 
FUEL nl=l "'I=RV Mnnl" 1= 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
I DATE, 8/26/2006 PART NO. : Rolatlonal 
Scolt Cramer 
PART NAME: %%%%%% 
DESCRIPTION: leak Test 
READINGS { 1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5th 6th 'MENTS 
90 131 148 R J: I 
96_ 
_92 15"-
126 93 162 
90 141 135 





126 66 168 
105 64 131 
110 96 211 
10 114 ga 143 
1 85 131 172 
~: 91 200 123 105 159 188 
" 
108 131 151 
15 85_ 
_'42 14L 
16 78 101 150 
~; 73 108 163 125 133 199 
19 7'-- _81 1~ ....................... 480 MINUTES 
20 110 114 190 PE.~§,.~Be.~.K.e ...... -20 
:: 83 129 161 WAe~ .. U.~e ................... -10 102 102 173 c:i~~~iCg~U.P. .. -5 23 87 89 199 
-"-
24 9'- ..J10 ill.. 
ITOT..'" 25 97 
93 180 TAL DPER. MIN. 440 
I~~s . . ... :~.8.600 2.79600 .. 4.'.25{j.'. .......... 000000 0.00000 0.00000 
IREADING ...... 25 25 ............ :.~ .......... 0 0 0 .... 
lAVER. TtME 0.09944 0·".'.84 ........... ~.'.6.5.'0 #DIVIOl #DIV/Ol #DIV/'.' ..... 
I~:~~;R 100% 100% 110% 100% 100% 100% 0.39278 
1~,~~MAl ";~9944 0.".'8~>;~~~~ #DIV/OI IIDIViOl #D.'.V/~' .. :::I SPEGIAl AllOW. 0 
I STANDARD TIME ~ Ipes PER 8 HOURS 
NORMAL pC.loce ALLOWED TIME TIME 
1 PU "009' '''Y -I ; (2) pi'" 00 "'C9" 0.09944 1 0.09944 
2 M/G 0.11184 1 0.11184 
3 Uclo," "009' . I .. ·o'-O"P 0.18150 1 0.18150 
4 #DIV/o! 1 




FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 8/28/2006 PART NO. : Rolatlonal 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: %%%%%% 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Conv Hose/Regulator Ass!:: to flange 
READINGS { 1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5th 
1 103 246 
2 192 269 
3 140 201 
4 120 235 
5 109 223 
6 152 251 
7 86 256 
6 119 246 
9 139 218 
10 151 210 
11 107 271 
12 134 209 
13 143 233 
14 156 185 
15 141 205 
16 113 239 
17 1525 217 
16 154 210 
19 104 234 
20 117 266 
21 173 213 
22 168 242 
23 139 239 
24 156 256 
25 
TOTAL 4.64300 5.57600 0,00000 0,00000 0.00000 TIME NO·:···················· ... · 












0.19346 0.23233 #DIV/Ol #DIV/OI #DIV/O! 
............................... 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0.19346 0.23233 #DIV/OI IIDIV/OI #DIV/OI 
PU cony hose (2) dip bolh ends ilno lubrIcate, set into fix!, clamp 


















R T DESCRIPTION 
.§.Ij.l.U .. !!M~ 460 MINUTES 
.e.~~2.;.~B~.~.? ..... -20 
.~!.':.?!:! .. y.!:§ -10 
.f..:~.~t.£!:-.~!';l .. ~.p' .... -5 
LATE RETURN -5 
........................... 
TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
ALLOWED TIME 0.42579 
SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
STANDARD TIME 0.42579 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,033 
PC./OCC ALLOWED TIME 
0.19346 
0.23233 
FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 8/28/2006 PART NO. : Rotational 
DONE BY: Sco\lCramar 
PART NAME: %%%%%% 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Reservoir Flange ASSy: 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 51h 61h INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
111 21D R T 
2 148 242 
3 lOB 217 
4 125 229 
5 107 267 
6 126 237 
7 115 252 
8 127 243 
9 98 212 
10 104 245 
11 111 223 
12 124 235 
13 121 245 
14 114 248 
15 119 248 
16 135 226 
17 122 241 
18 118 267 
19 145 217 .~.J:!.I.f.T.!)M~:' ... 480 
20 143 240 .~.~B~: .. f?R..~.~.IS!? ... -20 
21 115 252 .'!Y.~.~Jj.!:!P'§ .... -10 
22 136 220 .f...~.~.~ .. g~.~~~ .. !dF. .... -5 
23 138 235 .~!~.~~.!URN -5 
24 113 234 
25 107 223 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 3.03000 5.90800 0.00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 :r.!M.~ ..... 
NO_ 25 25 0 0 0 0 RE";'DING 
AVER. TIME 0.12120 0.23632 #DIV/o! flDIV/OI #DIV/OI #DIV/O! 
RATrNCi 105% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% Eb.9IQB .... ALLOWED TIME 
NORMAL 0.12726 0.23632 #DIV/OI 11D1V/OI IIDIV/OI IIDIV/OI 
mtl.S .. SPECIAL AllOW. 
STANDARD TIME 
pes PER 8 HOURS 
NORMAL 
ELEMENT -ro~~~~""~~~~~~Clli~OC~~~~~~cTTWIM~E'-__ -r __ P_C_-~_C_C __ rA_L_LO_W _ E_D_T_IM_E-, 






bol ends lace inlo fill! a d clamn 1~lo I e 
PU reservoir - PU filter, snap filter into place on reservoir and set inlo 














FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 8/28/2006 PART NO. : Rotational 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: %%%%%% 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Regulator to the Reservoir 
READINGS /100OTHS MIN 
ElEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5th 61h INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
1 369 102 R T DESCRIPTION 
2 262 94 
3 342 142 
4 342 100 
5 353 98 
6 258 108 
7 237 103 
8 380 123 
9 211 89 
10 239 134 
11 272 107 
12 227 93 
13 214 114 
14 249 116 
15 282 121 
16 324 154 
17 265 108 
18 259 101 
19 269 88 .§.Ij.l.EI.1!M~ 480 MINUTES 
20 228 127 PERS,: .. i?REAKS -20 
21 274 106 .y'y'~.?'J:j.!:!E:? .. -10 
22 239 153 ARE~ .. ClEAN UP -5 
23 302 85 LATE RETURN -5 
......................... 
24 251 83 
25 265 92 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 6.91100 2.74100 0,00000 0,00000 0.00000 0,00000 TIME 
NO~""" 
25 25 0 0 0 0 .~£'l;,g.l~9. ... 
AVER. TIME 0.27644 0.10964 #DIV/OI #DIV/ol #DIV/OI #DIV/OI 
RATiN'Coi" ........................ 
EA9IQf.L. 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% ALLOWED TIME 0.38608 
NORMAL 0.27644 0.10964 IfDIVIO! #D1V/ol #D1VfQ! #D\V1OI IlMs ............ SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
STANDARD TIME 0.38608 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,140 
NORMAL 
ELEMENT '"~==~~~~~"'~~o=~~~'"~=c~~~-rT~IM~EC-__ -. __ P_C_.I0_C_C __ rA_l_lO_W __ E_D_T_'M_E-, 
PU screw sel into tool- PU Assy, Pla~a Into flXl- Position Regulator- 0.27644 
Usino 1001 seal screw - PU 2nd scrw Olace in \001 and seat screw 0.27644 






FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 812812006 PART NO. : Rotational 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: %%%%%% 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Su~~ort Tube to Reservoir 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RO 4TH 5Ih 
190 235 
2 163 183 
3 256 196 
4 263 194 
5 221 267 
6 230 191 
7 235 222 
8 178 234 
9 199 232 
10 224 179 
11 267 202 
12 216 187 
13 188 198 
14 223 204 
15 173 204 
16 174 164 
17 242 194 
18 192 172 
19 237 229 
20 296 232 
21 231 244 
22 230 176 
23 191 151 
24 227 247 
25 213 181 
TOTAL 5.45900 5.11800 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 TIME 
·Nt): .... 
R.s~R.lN@. 25 25 0 0 0 
AVER. TIME 0,21836 0.20472 #D\VlOj #DIV/OI #D1V!OI 
RATiHcf" 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% f..f..QI9.R ... 
NORMAL 0.21836 0.20472 #D1V/OI #DIVfOI #DIV/OI IlMs ....................... 
ELEMENT 
PU screw set Into loo! - PU Assy, posllion wire (black) and seat screw 






















R T DESCRIPTION 
,§.t!!.fI.!Lt:!1.g.: ... 480 MINUTES 
.~gB!?:.E!~~t)5!?' ... -20 
.Y.'{6.?!:L.Y.P.~ -10 
f.-:B.~f.-:.Q~f~.~ .. \!E ..... -5 
LATE RETURN -5 
..................................... , 
TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
ALLOWED TIME 0.42308 
SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
STANDARD TIME 0.42308 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,040 




DONE BY: Scol! Cramer 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
















FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
PARTNO.:~R~OI~'~tlo~o~,'~ ________ _ 
PARTNAME:~%~'~.,~.·~Yo~%~%c-______ __ 
Heat Shrink 
3RD 4TH 5th 61h INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
R T DESCRIPTION 
16r------r----~------+_----_t------r_----1 
17r-----~-----~------+_----_t------r_----1 
1Br------+------1------1r------r------+------+~~~~------------~--~~~--1 191-------r-------jf------t-------t--------t-------i.~.Ij.I.f.:f . .T.!.~.~ . __ -,48",O,-_MINUTES 
20 .e.~f.!?:"~~~!.~-.lS!?,... .. -20 
21 .Y.Y.~.§!:t!:!P.§ -10 
22 ~.~.~Ag~.~.f.-.~".\.:I"e"... -5 
23 LA~§.~~.!.U~N -5 
24/--___ +-___ + ___ --1-___ -+ ___ --1 __ --1 


















0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
° ° ° 
#DIV/O! #DIV/OI tlDIV/OI 
100% 100% 100% ALLOWED TIME 
#DIV/OI #D\V/O! #DIV/O! SPECIAL ALLOW. 
STANDARD TIME 
pes PER B HOURS 
NORMAL 
ELEMENT -rc~~~~""oc~~~~~~~~~~'"""~c-_rT~IM~EO---~--P-c-.~-C-C--,A-L-LO-W--E_D_T_'M_E-, 
PU Sub assy - PU Heat shrink tube, pas over sub wIre - PU Flange 












DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: 
READINGS 110QOTHS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 
1 244 206 
2 250 207 
3 271 152 
4 223 194 
5 252 150 
6 252 269 
7 276 217 
6 289 225 
9 241 224 
10 222 274 
11 267 290 
12 270 301 
13 240 203 
14 272 222 
15 252 214 
16 279 227 
17 231 234 
18 207 281 
19 209 235 
20 241 238 
21 234 245 
22 227 254 
23 203 304 
24 271 267 
25 217 205 
TOTAL 6.14000 5.83800 I\Ms ..... 
NO. 25 25 g~.~g.l.l'!.g ......... 
AVER. TIME 0.24560 0.23352 
RAT'IN"ij'" 
100% 100% FACTOR 
NO'RMAC 0.24560 0.23352 I!Ms. ..................... 
ELEMENT 
FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 







PART NO. : Rotational 















PU Assy, place in fixt - Pos sub, pos wire (pink) - PU screw, set into 
too In - se 1001 to seat screw 0.24560 







R T DESCRIPTION 
SHIFI.!!.~E: 480 MINUTES 
.!:.~B?; .. ~~.§?:.~.? ... -20 
.y'y~.?!:!.y.p.:? .... -10 
AREA CLEAN UP -5 
LATE RETURN -5 
......................... 
TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
ALLOWED TIME 0.47912 
SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
STANDARD TIME 0.47912 
pes PER B HOURS 918 
pc.{occ ALLOWED TIME 
0.24560 
0.23352 
FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 8f28/2Q06 PART NO. : Rotational 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: %%%%%% 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Assl Leak Test 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5th 6th INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
1 25 291 R T DESCRIPTION 
2 62 302 
3 28 323 
4 57 310 
5 63 301 
6 74 358 
7 65 296 
8 78 251 
9 83 285 
10 43 257 
11 106 253 
12 100 241 
13 57 252 
14 65 239 
15 71 232 
16 63 264 
17 70 225 
18 52 252 
19 62 236 ,§,Ij!.f.T.T!M.§,:,. 480 MINUTES 
20 63 267 .f..~.~9.:.!?,~~.f.,.r.?. -20 
21 112 223 .y'y'~.?'.Ij .. y'E.§. -10 
22 74 321 .f...~.~~.2.~g~!':l .. ~.!':. -5 
23 51 268 LATE RETURN -5 
......................... 
24 84 256 
25 82 244 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 1.69000 6.74700 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 I!M.~ .... 
ND. 25 25 0 0 0 0 m~.~.R.lt'!g ... 
AVER. TIME 0.06760 0.26988 #DIV/OI #DIV/OJ #DIVtO! #DIV/Ot 
AATIN·(3· .. ·· 
105% 105% 100% 100% 100% 100% FACTOR ALLOWED TIME 0.35435 
'NORMA'C" 0.07098 0.28337 #DIV/Oj #DIV/OI #DIV/O! #D1V1OI TIME SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
...................... 
STANDARD TIME 0.35435 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,242 
NORMAL PC.lOCC ALLOWED TIME ELEMENT TIME 
PU Assy, attach testing adaptor - BP - M/C 0.07098 0.07098 
2 RM Testere - PU dust ~~: (2) place on exposed flanges - connect 






FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 8/28/2006 PART NO. : Rolational 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: %%%%%% 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Check Plate 
READINGS /1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5th 6th INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 


















19 187 .§.~.l.f.I.T.!.f;.:1.§.: ..•.. 480 MINUTES 
20 278 PE~§::.~~EAKS -20 
21 300 Y.Y.~.~!:l.W;'.§ ... -10 
22 212 AREI\S:~.~~.t:l. UP -5 
23 234 LATE RETURN -5 
24 221 
25 232 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 6.38400 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 I!M,g ..... . ....................... 
NO. 25 0 0 0 0 0 B~.~.R.l.t:1.9 ... 
AVER. TIME 0.25536 #DIV/OI flDIVfOl flDlY/OI #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 
'RAT'ING'" . 
115% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% fA.9.IQf.L. ALLOWED TIME 0.29366 
NORMAL 0.29366 #DIVfO! flDIV/OI #DIVIO! #DIV/O! flDIV/O! TIME SPECIAL ALLOW. 0 
STANDARD TIME 0.29366 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,498 
NORMAL 
ELEMENT '"~~~~C<c-ODo-~~~~~~~~~~.:~cTT~IM~E=-__ -r __ P_C_./O_C_C __ ,A_L_LO_W _ E_D_T_'M_E-, 
PU Assy, pos 10 fixt - DBP - check and adjust float as required - raise 0.29366 







FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 8/28/2006 PART NO. : Rotational 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: %%%%%% 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Sub-Build 
READINGS 11oDOTHS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5th 6Ih INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 


















19 .§.t!WI.T.!MJ~: ... 480 MINUTES 
20 .P..~B!?:; .. ~~.§.~.fS§: ... -20 
21 
.y'y'6.§!:! •. y'p'~ -10 
22 .~.~.~f.:.9.~.sf...~.yp.. -5 
23 ~:::~.~ .. ~~I.~.~~ -5 
24 
25 TOTAL QPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 3.97100 0.83700 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0,00000 TIME NO:··· .. ·,..··· ..................... ......................... 
Bsf...Q!.t'!.~ 13 0 0 0 0 
AVER. TIME 0.30546 0.83700 #DIV/OI #DIVIO! #DIV/01 #DIV/OI 
RATYN'G ........................... 
f.~.g]:9.B ... 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% ALLOWED TIME 0.31662 
NORMAL 0.30546 0.83700 #DIV/OI #DIV/OI IIDIV/OJ IIDIV/OI IlMs ... SPECIAL ALLOW, 0 
STANDARD TIME 0.31662 
pes PER 8 HOURS 1,390 
NORMAL 
ELEMENT ""~~~=cc=C<""c=~~~~~~=c~~=c~C<-rT~IM~E"-__ -, __ P_C._/D_C_C __ rA_L_LD_W _ E_D_T_'M_E-, 
PU card/case assy - PU float assy and pos to Case, pas assy to fix!· 0.30546 
PU contacl. POS !~ f]:-ct . ..:. PU bacl<~ lacle route sub wire Ibmuah. POS 0.30546 






FUEL DELIVERY MODULE 
BEDFORD PLANT 
TIME STUDY 
DATE: 8/28/2006 PART NO. : Rotational 
DONE BY: Scott Cramer 
PART NAME: %%%%%% 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION: Card 10 casefFloa\ Rod AS5t 
READINGS { 1000THS MIN 
ELEMENT# 1ST 2ND 'RD 4TH 5th 6th INFREQUENT ELEMENTS 
1 128 120 R T 
2 101 150 
, 124 131 
4 104 89 
5 111 119 
6 114 151 
7 116 99 
8 118 132 
108 106 
10 136 113 
11 116 119 
12 108 95 
13 120 104 
14 115 117 
15 114 81 
16 112 1158 
17 105 94 
18 118 100 
19 114 123 .~.t!.I.t:r..I!M.~ 480 
20 124 108 .e.~.~§:.~~~.IS§ ....... -20 
21 112 96 .~~.~!:LY.E.§ .... -10 
22 113 114 .~.~.~~.~~.~t:I.9.~ .... -5 
23 116 100 LATE RETURN -5 
m ••••••• ••••• ••••••••••• 
24 123 123 
25 123 111 TOTAL OPER. MIN. 440 
TOTAL 2.89300 3.85300 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0,00000 IlME .. . ....................... 
NO. 25 25 0 0 0 0 B§6.D..l.t'!.@ ... 
AVER. TIME 0.11572 0.15412 #DIV/o! #DIV/OI #DIV/OI #DIV{OI 
RATlt·rG······ 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% EbS:J.9.R. ALLOWED TIME 
NORMAL 0.11572 0.15412 #DIV/O! #DIV/OI #DIV/OI #DIV/OI J.I.M§ .......... SPECIAL ALLOW. ............................ . ....................... 
STANDARD TIME 
pes PER 8 HOURS 
NORMAL 
ELEMENT ~~~~~~~C7~~~~~~~~CC7Cc=C-__ -TT~IM~ES-__ -, __ P_C_.lO_C_C __ rA_l_lO_W __ E_D_T_'M_E-, 
PU Rod, Floet, slide .. rod through float ~~~ n~,. place In tooling-






PU Card - PU Case - Routa wire through casa as required - snap card 














APPENJ)IX IV, SIMlULATlION J)ATA 
149 
Operation Rate Line Rate 15 20 25 
0.46709 942 942 32.11364 42.81818182 53.52272727 
Parts not needed 0 
Inherit Oelay(min) -0.01 
Operation 100% 
Performance 
Production Duration Performance Parts to Parts 
!-loUl' Basic Min (Units) Worl(ed (min) Rating Required Required 
0.5 0.519 56 30 90% 64.2 90% 
1 0.492 61 30 95% 64.2 95% 
1.5 0.477 63 30 98% 64.2 98% 
2 0.467 64 30 100% 64.2 100% 
2.5 0.467 64 30 100% 64.2 100% 
3 0.467 32 15 100% 32.1 100% 
3.5 0.492 61 30 95% 64.2 95% 
4 0.477 63 30 98% 64.2 98% 
4.5 0.467 54 25 100% 53.5 100% 
5 0.467 64 30 100% 64.2 100% 
5.5 0.467 64 30 100% 64.2 100% 
6 0.492 61 30 95% 64.2 95% 
6.5 0.508 59 30 92% 64.2 92% 
7 0.492 31 15 95% 32.1 95% 
7.5 0.508 59 30 92% 64.2 92% 
6 0.519 46 25 90% 53.5 90% 
Total 906 440 942 
--="-
Operators Performance 












",,'? ",'? ~'? 
Hour 
150 
Pump Bracimt Assy 
Non- Rotational Cell Operation Rate Line Rate 15 20 25 30 
Performance Ratings 0.36468 1207 942 32.11364 42.81818182 53.52272727 64.22727 
Peak Low Parts not needed 265 
104% 83% Inherit Delay(mln) 96.46 
0.46708 Constraint Operation 100% 
Performance 
Production Duration Performance p,rts to Parts 
Hour Basic Min (Units) Worked (min) Rating Required Required 
0.5 0.392 77 30 93% 84.2 119% 
1 0.396 76 30 92% 64.2 118% 
1.5 0.405 74 30 90% 64.2 115% 
2 0.384 78 30 95% 64.2 122% 
2.5 0.376 80 30 97% 64.2 124% 
3 0.354 42 15 103% 32.1 132% 
3.5 0.351 86 30 104% 64.2 133% 
4 0.365 82 30 100% 64.2 128% 
4.5 0.368 68 25 99% 53.5 127% 
5 0.351 86 30 104% 64.2 133% 
5.5 0.380 79 30 96% 64.2 123% 
6 0.376 80 30 97% 64.2 124% 
6.5 0.396 76 30 92% 64.2 118% 
7 0.419 36 15 87% 32.1 111% 
7.5 0.439 68 30 83% 64.2 106% 
8 0.429 58 25 85% 53.5 109% 
Total 1144 440 942 
_____ . ___ . ___ ... ________ . ___ --.95%..._ 
--.. _-._-.. __ ._----
Operators Performance 
80% 




Conv Hose/Regu!ator Assy to F!ange 
Rotational Cell Operation Rate Line Rate 15 20 25 30 
Performance Ratings 0.42579 1033 918 31.29545 41.72727273 52.15909 62.59091 
Peak Low Parts not needed 115 
110% 85% Inherit Delay(min) 48.98 
0.47912 Constraint Operation 100% 
Production Duration Perfonnance Parts Petformance to 
HOUl' Basic Min (Units) Worked (min) Rating Required Parts Required 
0.5 0.448 67 30 95% 62.6 107% 
1 0.417 72 30 102% 62.6 115% 
1.5 0.387 78 30 110% 62.6 124% 
2 0.387 78 30 110% 62.6 124% 
2.5 0.398 75 30 107% 62.6 120% 
3 0.387 39 15 110% 31.3 124% 
3.5 0.409 73 30 104% 62.6 117% 
4 0.417 72 30 102% 62.6 115% 
4.5 0.398 63 25 107% 52.2 120% 
5 0.413 73 30 103% 62.6 116% 
5.5 0.434 69 30 98% 62.6 110% 
6 0.448 67 30 95% 62.6 107% 
6.5 0.463 65 30 92% 62.6 104% 
7 0.489 31 15 87% 31.3 98% 
7.5 0.473 63 30 90% 62.6 101% 
8 0.501 50 25 85% 52.2 96% 
Total 1033 440 
100% 
._----




120% 4. -'-A. 










. . .. 
20% 





Reservoir Flange Assembly 
Rotational Cell Operation Rate Line Rate 15 20 25 30 






















Low Parts not needed 292 
85% Inherit Oelay{mln) 106.11 
0.17912 Constraint Operation 100% 
Production Duration Performance Parts Performance to 
Basic Min (Units) Worked (min) Rating Required Parts Required 
0.383 78 30 95% 62.6 125% 
0.356 84 30 102% 62.6 134% 
0.331 91 30 110% 62.6 145% 
0.331 91 30 110% 62.6 145% 
0.340 88 30 107% 62.6 141% 
0.331 45 15 110% 31.3 145% 
0.350 86 30 104% 62.6 137% 
0.356 64 30 102% 62.6 134% 
0.340 74 25 107% 52.2 141% 
0.353 85 30 103% 62.6 136% 
0.371 81 30 98% 62.6 129% 
0.383 78 30 95% 62.6 125% 
0.395 76 30 92% 62.6 121% 
0.418 36 15 87'-'10 31.3 115% 
0.404 74 30 90% 62.6 119% 
0.428 58 25 85% 52.2 112% 
Total 1210 440 
100% 
___ .• ___ .• ","0' 


















Re ulatorTestin E u 
Rod Press E u 
Leak Test E..9!:J 
Conv Hose Re Ass E u 
Reservoir Flan e Ass E u 
Regulator to Reservoir Equ 
So ortTube E u 
Roat Rod Card 2 Case Equ 
Sub Build E u 
Heat Shrink E u 
Subscrew W WrapE u 
'" 
Leak Test E u 
Check Plate ~u 
Re ulator As E 0 
Non-rotatioDal 
Reg Assy and ESD Cllp equ 
FLW ASsy and Test equ 
Helium Leak test equ 
Pump 8rckt As~ equ 
Conv Hose to Flange equ 
2nd Conv Hose to Flange equ 
End Cap Equ 
Flange Float Rod equ 
Sub Build equ 
Heat Shrink equ 
Pressure Test Subscrew equ 
Filter and Conv Hose equ 
Check Plate equ 
Reg Assy and ESD Clip equ 
Non Equations 
0.4671/«-0.0029*( (TNOW)/60)-2)+0.0282*( (TNOW)/60)+1.1298) 
0.4671/«-0.0016"C(TNOW)/60)""2)+0.0237"C(TNOW)/60)+0.9065) 





0.4671/«-0.0041 *( (TNOW)/60)**2)+0.0542 *«TNOW)/60)+ 1.2288) 
o A671/( (-0. 0017*( (TNOW)/6W"2)+0.0267"( (TNOW)/60)+1.0502) 
0.4671/«-0.0066*«TNOW)/60)**2)+0.084*«TNOW)!60)+1.6334) 
0.4671/«-0.0015"( (TNOW)/60)-2)+0.0113*( (TNOW)/60)+1.1199) 
0.4671/«-0.0023*«TNOW)/60)**2)+0.0272*«TNOW)/60)+1.2187) 



























































applied Reg Assy and ESD Clip to 




























RULA Results Comparison 
Used to assign the cross performance when changing from Rot,...:;. Non and Non->Rot 
Card to Case 
Sub Buitd Egu 
Heat Shrinl( Egu 
Subscrew W Wrap Eau 
Assy Leak Test E 
Check Plate Equ 




Score 0 Grand Score Action Level 







Pressure Test Subscrew 
30701 
Fnterand Conv. Hose to Pum 
Checlc Plate 









Cliitegory Overview August 30,2010 
- = Values Across All Replfcations~~-'=~=7_'~-.~,~'"'~-=,~~~,~-~,,= 
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3:56:26PM Category Ovel1liew August 30, 2010 
Values AcrOss A'ftRepricatro"nE/'~""'=="~' ~~~,""'="=~"=="~M'O'O~_~~~'~'~~"",' =~~."',,"~~ 
Replications: 65 Time Units: rlilinutes 
Time 
VA Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0,8863 0,00 0,8863 0,0863 0,00 1.1580 
Entity 2 0,4117 0,00 0.4117 0.4117 0,3898 0.4876 
Entity 3 2,7601 0,00 2.7601 2.7601 2,6821 2,9639 
NVATime Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average HalfWdth Average Average Value Value 
Entity 'I 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Enlity2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Entity 3 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Wait Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average HalfWidlh Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0,02529389 0,00 0,02529389 0.02529389 0,00 0.4134 
Entity 2 0,6170 0,00 0,6170 0.6170 0,00 0,9659 
Entity 3 0.6574 0,00 0,6574 0,6574 0,03015874 1,0483 
Transfer Time Minimum Maximum Minimum MaximUin 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Entity 2 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Entity 3 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Other Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 2 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Entity 3 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 
Total Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0,9116 0,00 0.9'116 0.9116 0,00 1.4678 
Entity 2 1.0287 0,00 '1.0287 1.0287 0.4134 1.4535 
Entity 3 3.4174 0,00 3.4174 3.4174 2,9106 4,0122 
Otlim' 
Model FilenalTle: E:\THESIS\Simulations\30701 Model 20·10 Page 2 Ol 16 
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3:56:26PM C3l~eg®rf Overview August 30, 201 ° 
=~,~=~p~=="M'~-===-='"~'~~~ ___ ~~"_""~'='='" Values ACross AI! Replications 
Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
~!,~~,~,Sc,' I) 
"7"",-- "'. ':;:'::-,.,. ':,~o-,~-": "'c',,-:,:' :c":",,;~-,,-,,,:; -~~,,' ;":=",'f"_.',':.:,> -,-,,-,,,,;- .-.-;::;".'C_,"E,',·"=, ,,:=[1 
Tum® ~®r Elitily 
VA Time Per Entity Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average HalfWidlh Average Average Value Value 
2nd Cony Hose 0.4150 0.00 0.4150 0.4150 0.3984 0.4651 
2nd Cony Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Check Plate 2 0.4080 0.00 0.4080 0.4080 0.3959 0.4468 
Cony \-Iose Assy 0.3100 0.00 0.3100 0.3100 0.2990 0.3371 
Cony Hose Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
End Cap Assy 0.4509 0.00 0.4509 0.4509 0.4433 0.4674 
End Cap ReI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FA and m Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Filter Cony Hose 0.3713 0.00 0.3713 0.3713 0,3596 0.4058 
Filter Cony Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Flange and Float Rod Assy 0.3486 0.00 0.3486 0.3486 0.00 0.3932 
FLWRel 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FLW Test and Assy 0.379B 0.00 0.3798 0.3798 0.3620 0.4284 
He Leal< Test 0.3683 0.00 0.3683 0.3683 0.00 0.4025 
Heat Shrink 307 0.2613 0.00 0.2613 0.2613 0.00 0.3068 
Heat Shrink Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Press Test Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pressure Test and SUbscrew 0.4251 0.00 0.4251 0.4251 0.4093 0.4751 
Pump Brl<t Assy 0.3790 0.00 0.3790 0.3798 0.3620 0.4284 
Pump Brkt Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Reg ESD Clip Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Assy and ESD Clip 0.4117 0.00 0.4117 0.4117 0.3098 0.4876 
Sub Build Assy 0.4145 0.00 0.4145 0.4145 0.00 0.4448 
Sub Build Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Update Equ 1.0000 0.00 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
Model Filename: E:\THESIS\Simulations\30701 Model 20'10 Page 4 of 16 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
Time 1~llW Entity 
Wait Time Per Entity Minimum MaximUin Minimum Maximum 
Average HalfWidlh Average Average Value Value 
2nd Conv Hose 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Check Plate 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Conv Hose ASsy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
End Cap Assy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Filter Conv Hose 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Flange and Float Rod Assy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FLW Test and Assy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
He Leak Test 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Heat Shl;llk 307 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pressure Test and Subscrew 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pump Brkt Assy 0.02190232 0.00 0.02190232 0.02190232 0.00 0.3803 
Regulator Assy and ESD Clip 0,04586756 0.00 0.04586756 0,04586756 0.00 0,9659 
Sub Build Assy 0.00000701 0.00 0.00000701 0.00000701 0.00 0.00628070 
Model Filename: E:\THESIS\Simulations\30701 Model 2010 Page 5 of 16 
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.~~~ 
Values Across All Replications 
Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
ActnJlIllli;!ted Time 
Accum VA Time Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average 
2nd Cony Hose 371.82 0.00 371.82 371.82 
2nd Cony Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Check Plate 2 365.54 0.00 365.54 385.54 
Cony Hose Assy 277.78 0.00 277.78 277.78 
COIlV Hose Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
End Cap Assy 403.98 0.00 403.98 403.98 
End Cap Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FA and FR Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Filter Cony \-Iose 332.68 0.00 332.68 332.68 
Filter Cony Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Flange and Float Rod Assy 312.39 0.00 312.39 312.39 
FLVV Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FLW Test and Assy 340.30 0.00 340.30 340.30 
He Leak Test 330.00 0.00 330.00 330.00 
Heat Shrink 307 234.16 0.00 234.16 234.16 
Heat Shrink Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Press Test Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pressure Test and Subscrew 380.86 0.00 380.86 380.86 
Pump Brkt Assy 340.34 0.00 340.34 340.34 
Pump Brkt Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Reg ESD Clip Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Assy and ESD Clip 368.84 0.00 368.84 368.84 
Sub Build Assy 371.43 0.00 371.43 371.43 
Sub Build Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Update Equ 440.00 0.00 440.00 440.00 
450,000 Ole""" ... , a~"'''''' 




300,000 II"",,,,,,''''' II""'"""' 
250.000 01';.;'"'"''''''' (lnw'" 
200.000 IIRWl.;'·"'" ~"''''''''' P'""'~'."'" D'""",.,,, 
150.000 0''''''"" I'~.;';;:,""d 
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ValuBsAcross"Ji'fI'Reprrcations,==oe~=-''''"=,",=-=''='''~--- ,--=,-~ 




2nd COIlV Hold.Queue 
2nd Conv Hose.Queue 
Check Plate 2.Qu8ue 
Conv Hold.Queue 
COIlV Hose Assy.Queue 
End Cap Assy.Queue 
End Cap Hold.Queue 
FA FR Hold.Queue 
Filter Conv Hold, Queue 
Filter Conv Hose.Queue 
Flange and Float Rod 
Assy.Queue 
FLW Hold.Queue 
FLW Test and Assy.Queue 
He Leak TestQueue 








Press Sub Hold.Queue 
Pressure Test and 
Subscrew.Queue 
Pump Brkt Assy,Queue 
Pump Brkt Hold.Queue 
Reg ESO Clip Hold.Queue 
Regulator Assy and ESO 
Clip.Queue 
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~""""='"~~=_'= __ =."=="_~~~"'~~_~""~2~' ''''ValuesAcross All Replicaiions~,.=~~>r."=",,,"~~",~~~~~,,~==«-==."-<-.-~---,,-. 
L-:. =."='.~N=~~,~~,,=~,==,=~=~~~~~~§=J 
Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
U§ilI!j1l 
Scheduled Utillzatioll Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average 
2nd ConY Hose R 0.845'1 0.00 0.B451 0.8451 
Checl< Plate R 0.B308 0.00 0.8300 0.8308 
Cony Hose R 0.6313 0.00 0.6313 0.6313 
End Cap R 0.918'1 0.00 0.9181 0.9181 
FAFRR 0.7100 0.00 0.7100 0.7100 
Filler ConY 1-los8 R 0.9517 0.00 0.9517 0,9517 
FLWR 0.7734 0.00 0.7734 0.7734 
Heat Shrink R 0.5361 0.00 0.5361 0.5361 
leal< Test R 0.7500 0.00 0.7500 0,7500 
Pressure Test Subscrew R 0.8656 0.00 0.8656 0.8656 
Pump Brkt ABsy R 0.8862 0.00 0.8862 0.8862 
Reg Assy ESO Clip R 0.9094 0.00 0.9094 0.9094 
Sub Build R 0.8445 0.00 0.8445 0.8445 
1.000 
0.950 o 2nd Cony lIo,e R IJ Chock Plata R 
MOO o Conv Hose R OtndCnpR 
0,850 
0,800 OFAFRR o F~I", Conv Hose R 
0.750 oFLWR o Keal Shrink R 
0.100 
o Pr8ssure Tesl 
0.650 !1 LeakTeslR SUb$cre~1 R 
0.600 [] Pump ark! Assy R [] RegAssyESD Clip R 
0.550 
0.500 o Sub Build R 
Mode! Filename: E:\THESIS\Simulations\3070·1 Mode! 2010 Page 15 of 16 
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Time Units: Minutes 
Average 
2,688 
Model Filename: E:\THESIS\Simu\ations\30803 Model 2010 
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Page of 16 
Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
Time 
VA Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity t 0.6518 0.00 0.6518 0.6518 0.00 0.7455 
Entity 2 2.0743 0.00 2.0743 2.0743 '1.9847 2.3687 
Entity 3 1.999'1 0.00 1.9991 1.9991 1.9128 2.2833 
NVATime Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Wait Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average HalfWfdth Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0.3599 0.00 0.3599 0.3599 0.00 5.4768 
Entity 2 0.5777 0.00 0.5777 0.5777 0.00 6.0164 
Entity 3 2.1304 0.00 2.1304 2.1304 1.5465 7.9164 
Transfer Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Other Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 1.0117 0.00 1.0117 1.0'117 0.5247 6.2223 
Entity 2 2.6521 0.00 2.6521 2.6521 2.1240 8.3852 
Entity 3 4.1295 0.00 4.1295 4.1295 3.4845 10.1998 
Onum' 
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~'=-O=.~-"='"'~=~"=='""'~"'--"""T=~-'Va1Ue~lI Reijlicalions~===~'<·=~=·'· ,~=-=, __ ,-=-_"C~_~. ~ .. ~_~.=> 
~~.!l1!<1~~,==~.=~.=~"=~~~==c,.%.~=".= .. =".=.,.=.,",~ •..•• =~=~.~.~~.=jl 
ReplicatIons: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
.- ,"-t~' 
Tim® lIel' EII~itli 
VA Time Per Entity Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Assy Leak Test 0.3476 0.00 0.3476 0.3476 0.3324 0.3984 
Assy Leak Test 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Check Pote 0.2886 0.00 0.2886 0.2888 0.2757 0.3322 
Cony Hose Regulator Assy 0.4183 0.00 0.4183 0.4183 0.3998 0.4795 
Cony Hose Regulator Assy 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 0.2650 0.00 0.2650 0.2650 0.2548 0.2946 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
HeatShrinl< 0.3161 0.00 0.3161 0.3161 0.3025 0.3607 
Heat Shrink 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Leal< Test 0.3849 0.00 0.3849 0.3849 0.00 0.4402 
Leal< Test 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Assy 0.3363 0.00 0.3363 0.3363 0.3219 0.3828 
Regulator Assy 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Testing 0.1704 0.00 0.1704 0.1704 0.1630 0.1951 
Regulator Testing 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator to Reservoir 0.3778 0.00 0.3778 0.3778 0.3618 0.4292 
Regulator to Reservoir 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ReselVoir Flange Assy 0.3561 0.00 0.3561 0.3561 0.3410 0.4058 
Reservoir Flange Assy 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Rod Press 0.2669 0.00 0.2669 0.2669 0.00 0.3053 
Rod Press 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Sub Build 0.3107 0.00 0.3107 0.3107 0.2972 0.3551 
Sub Build 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Subs crew W Wrap 0.47'11 0.00 0.4711 0.4711 0.4500 0.5424 
Subscrew W Wrap 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Support Tube 0.4154 0.00 0.4154 0.4154 0.3971 0.4762 
Support tube 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Update Equ 1.0000 0.00 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
AGclll1ru!J!atllld lime 
Accum VA Time 
Average Half Width 
Assy Leak Test 311.42 0.00 
Assy Leak Test 2 0.00 0.00 
Check Plate 258.61 0.00 
Cony I-lose Regulator Assy 374.83 0.00 
Cony Hose Regulator Assy 2 0.00 0.00 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 237.43 0.00 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 2 0.00 0.00 
Heat Shrink 283.20 0.00 
\-Ieat Shrinl< 2 0.00 0.00 
Leal( Test 344.83 0.00 
Leal< Test 2 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Assy 301.30 0.00 
Regulator Assy 2 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Testing 152.71 0.00 
Regulator Testing 2 0.00 0.00 
Regulator to Reservoir 338.47 0.00 
Regulator to Reservoir 2 0.00 0.00 
Reservoir Flange Assy 319.10 0.00 
Reservoir Flange Assy 2 0.00 0.00 
Rod Press 239.15 0.00 
Rod Press 2 0.00 0.00 
Sub Build 278.39 0.00 
Sub Build 2 0.00 0.00 
Subscrew W Wrap 422.15 0.00 
Subscrew W Wrap 2 0.00 0.00 
Support Tube 372.18 0.00 
Support tUbe 2 0.00 0.00 





250.000 ~ 200.000 '150.000 -100.000 50.000 0.000 r.0: 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
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lime 
Waiting Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
ALT Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Assy Leal< Test Queue 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Check Plate. Queue 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
CHI{ Hold,Queue 0.00976391 0,00 0,00976391 0,00976391 0.00 0,06036507 
Conv Hose Regulator 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 
Assy.Queue 
CR Hold.Queue 0.3094 0,00 0,3094 0,3094 0,00 5.1434 
CS Hold.Queue 0.3941 0,00 0,394'1 0,3941 0.00 5,6824 
Float Rod Card 2 Case. Queue 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 
FRC2C Hold,Queue 0,06100901 0,00 0.06100961 0,0610090'1 0,00 0.2453 
Heat Shrinl<..Queue 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
HS Hold.Queue 0.05400622 0,00 0,05400622 0.05400622 0,00 0.1809 
Leal< Test.Queue 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
LS Hold.Queue 0.3094 0,00 0,3094 0,3094 0,00 5,1434 
L T Hold.Queue 0,01554412 0.00 0.01554412 0.01554412 0,00 0,0997 
Match 1.Queue1 0.00058565 0,00 0.00058565 0.00058565 0,00 0,5247 
Match 1.Queue2 0.05377195 0,00 0.05377195 0,05377195 0,00 0,1506 
Match 2.Queue1 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Match 2.Queue2 1.5534 0,00 1.5534 1.5534 1.4054 1.6959 
RA Hold.Queue 0,02259386 0,00 0.02259386 0,02259386 0,00 0.1563 
Regulator Assy.Queue 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Regulator T esting.Queue 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Regulator to Reservoir.Queue 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
ReseNoir Flange Assy.Queue 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 
RFA Hold,Queue 0.02256733 0,00 0.02256733 0,02256733 0.00 0,1349 
Rod Press.Queue 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
RP Hold.Queue 0,03441071 0,00 0.03441071 0,03441071 0,00 0,2338 
RT Hold, Queue 0,1192 0,00 0,1192 0,1192 0,00 0.3447 
RtR Hold.Queue 0,02386021 0,00 0,02386021 0,02386021 0,00 0,1115 
SB Hold.Queue 0.06788745 0,00 0,06788745 0.06788745 0,00 0,1848 
8T Hold.Queue 0,01661286 0,00 0,01661286 0,01661286 0,00 0.0653287'1 
Sub Build.Queue 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 
SUbSCI'eW WWrap.Queue 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 
Support Tube. Queue 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 
SWw Hold.Queue 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
OU1®t' 
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Assy Lea!< Test R 
Check Plate R 
Conv Hose Reg Assy R 
Float Rod Carel 2 Case R 
Heat Shrink R 
Leak Test R 
Reg Assy R 
Reg Testing R 
Reg to Res R 
Res Flange Assy R 
Rod Press R 
Sub Build R 
Subscrew WWrap R 
Support Tube R 
Time Units: Minutes 
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Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Average Value Value 
1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 '1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
'1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 '1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 
toooo 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 toooo 
1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 toooo 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 






Time Units: Minutes 
Average 
3,584 
31j/t-! {;;, Z,t.-f:;I!N.( 
5~ (k~jJ,-s 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
lime 
VA Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0.7695 0.00 0.7695 0.7695 0,00 1.0108 
Entity 2 0.1701 0,00 0,1701 0.1701 0.1630 0,1931 
Entity 3 2,6689 0.00 2,6689 2,6689 2,5579 3.0333 
NVATime Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Widlh AvNage Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 
Entity 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00, 0,00 0,00 
Entity 3 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 
Wait Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0,6539 0.00 0,6539 0.6539 0,00 7,0774 
Entity 2 1,3947 0,00 1.3947 1.3947 0,00 7,6499 
Entity 3 1.2956 0,00 1.2956 1.2956 0,00 7,8188 
Transfer Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 2 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 3 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Other Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 2 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Entity 3 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 
Total Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average HalfWidlh Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 1.4234 0,00 1.4234 1.4234 0,00 8,0882 
Entity 2 1.5647 0.00 1.5647 1.5647 0,1763 7,8430 
Entity 3 3,9645 0,00 3.9645 3.9645 2.7659 10.8521 
O1ll1lr 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
Timll llel'lElitiiy 
Wait Time Per Entity Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
2nd Conv \-Iose 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Check Plate 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Conv Hose Assy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
End Cap Assy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Filter Conv Hose 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Flange and Float Rod Assy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FLWTest and Assy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
He Leale Test 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Heat Shrink 307 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pressure Test and Subscrew 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pump Briet Assy 0.8267 0.00 0.8267 0.8267 0.00 7.3081 
Regulator Assy and ESD Clip 0.6113 0.00 0.6113 0.6113 0.00 6.7739 
Sub Build Assy 0.5089 0.00 0.5089 0.5089 0.00 6.484'1 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
Tnm® [Ollf IElitill/ 
Total Time Per Entity Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
2nd ConY Hose 0.3770 0.00 0.3770 0.3770 0.3618 0,4261 
2nd Cony Rei 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Check Plate 2 0,2879 0,00 0,2879 0,2879 0,2757 0,3286 
Cony Hose Assy 0.3554 0,00 0,3554 0,3554 0,3410 0.4023 
Cony Hose Rei 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
End Cap Assy 0,4144 0,00 0.4144 0,4144 0,397'1 0,4712 
End Cap Rei 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 
FA and FR Rei 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Filter ConY Hose 0,3466 0,00 0,3466 0,3466 0,3324 0,3925 
Filter Cony Rei 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Flange and Float Rod Assy 0,264'1 0,00 0,2641 0,2641 0,00 0,2898 
FLWRel 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 
FLW Test and Assy 0,2667 0,00 0,2667 0,2667 0.2556 0.3030 
He Leak Test 0,3838 0,00 0,3838 0,3838 0,00 0,4319 
Heat Shrink 307 0,3149 0,00 0,3149 0,3149 0,00 0,3565 
Heat Shrink Rei 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Press Test Rei 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 
Pressure Test and Subscrew 0,4700 0,00 0,4700 0,4700 OA500 0,5374 
Pump Brld Assy 1,2441 0,00 1.2441 1.2441 OA044 7,7832 
Pump BItt Rei 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 
Reg ESD Clip Rei 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 
Regulator Assy and ESD Clip 0.7813 0,00 0.7B13 0.7813 0,1630 6,9670 
Sub Build Assy 0.8185 0.00 0.8185 O,B185 0,00 6,8355 
Sub Build Rei 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Update Equ 1.0000 0,00 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 
Accl~m!Jllllt!l~1 Time 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
Accumlllai®!I Til'U1® 
ACGum VA Time Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average 
2nd Cony Hose 337,82 0,00 337,82 337.82 
2nd Cony Rei 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Cileci< Plate 2 257.98 0,00 257.98 257,98 
Cony Hose Assy 318.48 0.00 318.48 318.48 
Cony Hose Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
End Cap Assy 37'l.30 0.00 37'1.30 371.30 
End Cap Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FA and FR Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Filter Cony Hose 3'10.58 0.00 310.58 310.58 
Filter Cony Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Flange and Float Rod Assy 236.61 0.00 236.61 236.6'1 
FLWRel 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FLW Test and Assy 238.98 0.00 238.98 238.98 
I-Ie Leak Test 343.86 0.00 343.86 343.86 
Heat Shrinl< 307 282.14 0.00 282.14 282.14 
Heat Shrink Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Press Test Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pressure Test and Subscrew 421.16 0.00 421.16 421.16 
Pump Brkt Assy 374.00 0.00 374.00 374.00 
Pump Brld Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Reg ESD Clip Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Assy and ESD Clip 152.37 0.00 152.37 152.37 
Sub Build Assy 277.43 0.00 277.43 277.43 
Sub Build Rei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Update Equ 436.00 0.00 436.00 436.00 
450.000 [l>~""H" 
400.000 O"L~""" p""",-,,,,, 
350.000 
p",,,,~,,,,, fI"J'~''', 
!l<cJ""" [] F>"~"'.' 
300.000 []",.""" 
250.000 !lr.':;"'W"'"" tlnW'" 
200.000 !In>'I1,,'''''''' !:l,,',~l," 
[]'"'"'~.~'''' []"""~'."" 
150.000 0'""'«" n t.;;;-;~i""; 
100.000 "P . .",·",~ n,,,,.,,,. 
50.000 0.","0,," !l ~;ji~~"q,~ [H.''-'''''' 0">0,',,. 
0,000 Ott""" 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
Time 
Waiting Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
2nd Cony Hold.Queue 0.05124267 0.00 0.05124267 0.05124267 0.00 0.1104 
2nd Cony Hose.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.1l1Y 
Check Plate 2. Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Cony Hold.Queue 0.05856298 0.00 0.05856298 0.05856298 0.00 0.1335 
Cony Hose Assy.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
End Cap Assy.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
End Cap Hold.Queue 0.02694665 0.00 0.02694665 0.02694665 0.00 0.06455011 
FA FR Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Filter Cony Hold. Queue 0.-1256 0.00 0.1256 0.1256 0.00 0,4474 
Filter Cony Hose.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Flange and Float Rod 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Assy,Queue 
FLW Hold.Queue 0.0911 0.00 0.0911 0.0911 0.00 0.2320 
FLW Test and As~.QLleue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
He Leal< TesLQueue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Heat Shrini( 307,Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
HS Hold.Queue 0.06166419 0.00 0.06166419 0.06166419 0.00 0.1785 
Match 10.Queue1 0.5918 0.00 0,5918 0.5918 0.00 0.8289 
Match 10.Queue2 0.00019672 0.00 0.00019672 0.00019672 0.00 0.1763 
Match 11.Qu8ue1 0.00037880 0.00 0.00037880 0.00037880 0.00 0.3394 
Match 11.Queue2 0.1507 0.00 0.1507 0.1507 0.00 0.4892 
Match 9,Queue'1 0.5401 0.00 0.5401 0.5401 0.00 6.5864 
Match 9. Queue2 0.04561623 0.00 0,04561623 0.04561623 0.00 0.07733477 
Press Sub Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pressure Test and 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Subscrew.Queue 
Pump 8M Assy.Queue 0.8267 0.00 0.8267 0.8267 0.00 7308'1 
Pump Brk! Hold,Queue 0.05585573 0.00 0.05585573 0.05585573 0.00 0.3170 
Reg ESO Clip Hold,Queue 0.1916 0.00 0.19'16 0.1916 0.00 0.3411 
Regulator Assy and ESO 0.6113 0.00 0.6113 0.6113 0.00 6.7739 
Clip. Queue 
Sub Build Assy.Queue 0.5089 0.00 0,5089 0.5089 0.00 6,4841 
Sub Hold.Queue 0.05979560 0.00 0.05979560 0.05979560 0.00 0:1828 
O~lim' 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
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,='oc.~ 
Scheduled Utilization Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average 
2nd Cony I-lose R 0,8791 0,00 0,8791 0,8791 
Checi< Plate R 0,5910 0,00 0,5910 0,5910 
Cony Hose R 0,8498 0,00 0,8498 0,8498 
End Cap R 0.9059 0,00 0.9059 0,9059 
FAFRR 0,5421 0,00 0,5421 0.542'1 
Fitler Cony Hose R 0,9693 0,00 0,9693 0,9693 
FLWR 0.7344 0,00 0.7344 0,7344 
Heat Shrink R 0,-/729 0,00 IU729 0,7729 
Leak Test R 0.7878 0,00 0,7878 0,7878 
Pressure Test Subscrew R 0,9648 0,00 0,9648 0,9648 
Pump Brld Assy R 0,9715 0,00 0,9715 0,9715 
Reg Assy ESD Clip R 0.7424 0,00 0.7424 0.7424 




11 2nd CflIW Hoso R o Check Plale R 
0.900 o GonvHasrrR D End C~p R 
0.850 
O.BOO o FAFRR n Filler Cony Hose R 
0.750 [lFLWR o Heal Shrink R 
0.700 
o PressureTesl 
0.650 a leakTe~IR SubscrewR 
0.600 
0.550 
II Pump BrktAssy R o RegAssyESD Clip R 
0.500 [] SUbllLJIld R 
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Time Units: Minutes 
Average 
2,688 
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Time 
VA Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Ha\fWidth Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0.B519 0.00 0.8519 0.8519 0.00 0.9198 
Entity 2 2.3856 0.00 2.3856 2.3856 2.2953 2.6568 
Entity 3 22370 0.00 2.2370 2.2370 2.1533 2.5028 
NVA Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Wait Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average HalfWidtll Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 3.8428 0.00 3.8428 3.8428 0.00 6.9540 
Entity 2 3.8668 0.00 3.8668 3.8668 0.00 6.8742 
Entity 3 5.4B68 0.00 5.4868 5.4868 1.6759 8.6964 
Transfer Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Other Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Entity 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total Time MinimUm Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Widlh Average Average Value Value 
Entity 1 4.6947 0.00 4.6947 4.6947 0.B269 7.8738 
Entity 2 6.2524 0.00 6.2524 6.2524 2.5008 9.5310 
Entity 3 7.7238 0.00 7.7238 7.7238 3.9913 11.199'1 
Otll@w 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
Time II'll' Elititll 
VA Time Per Entity Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average HalfWidlh Average Average Value Value 
Assy Leal< Test 0.3725 0,00 0,3725 0.3725 0,3596 0.4135 
Assy leal< Test 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Check Plate 0,4092 0,00 0,4092 0,4092 0,3959 0.4532 
Conv Hose Regulator Assy 0,3804 0,00 0,3804 0,3804 0.3620 0,4284 
Conv HosB Regulator Assy 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 0,3503 0.00 0,3503 0.3503 0,3318 0,4030 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 2 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Heat Shrin\( 0,2631 0,00 0,2631 0.2631 02458 0,3191 
Heat Shrink 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Lea\< Test 0,369'\ 0,00 0,3691 0,3691 0,00 004098 
Lea\< Test 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Regulator Assy 0,4139 0,00 0.4139 0,4139 0,3898 0,4998 
Regulator Assy 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
RegUlator Testing 0,4140 0,00 0,4140 0,4140 0.3898 004998 
Regulator Testing 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Regulator to Reservoir 0,4153 0,00 0,4153 0,4153 0,3984 0.4651 
Regulator to Reservoir 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Reservoir Flange Assy 0.3105 0,00 0,3105 0.3105 0.2990 0,3371 
Reservoir Flange Assy 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Rod Press 0.4828 0,00 0.4828 0,4828 0,00 0.5153 
Rod Press 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Sub Build 0,4153 0,00 0,4153 OA153 0.4044 O,444S 
Sub Build 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Subscrew W Wrap 0,4267 0,00 0,4267 0,4267 0,4093 0.4824 
Subscrew W Wrap 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 
Support Tube 0,4515 0,00 0.4515 0.4515 0,4433 0.4693 
Support tube 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Update Equ 1.0000 0,00 1,0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
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Values Across All Replications 
Replications: 65 Tillle Units: Minutes 
~roces§ 
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Wail Time Per Entity Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Assy Leal< Test 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Checl< Plale 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Conv I-lose Regulator Assy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Heat Shrink 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Leak Test 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Assy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Testing 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator to Reservoir 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Reservoir Flange Assy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Rod Press 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Sub Build 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Subscrew W Wrap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Support Tube 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
Tim@ peli' El'ititlJ 
Total Time Per Entity Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
Assy Leak Test 0,3725 0.00 0.3725 0.3725 0.3596 0.4135 
Assy Leak Test 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Checi< Plate 0.4092 0.00 OA092 OA092 0.3959 0.4532 
Conv Hose Regulator Assy . 0.3804 0.00 0.3004 0.3804 0.3620 0,4284 
Conv Hose Regulator Assy 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 0.3503 0.00 0.3503 0.3503 0.3318 0,4030 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Heat Shrink 0.2631 0.00 0.2631 0.263'1 0.2458 0.3191 
Heat Shrin\< 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Leak Test 0.3691 0.00 0.3691 0.3691 0.00 OA098 
Leak Test 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Assy 0.4139 0.00 0.4139 0,4139 0.3898 0,4998 
Regulator Assy 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Testing 0.4140 0.00 0.4140 0.4140 0.3898 0,4998 
RegulatorTesting 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulatorto Resetvoir 0,4153 0.00 0.4153 0,4153 0.3984 OA65'1 
Regulator to Reservoir 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Reservoir Flange Assy 0.3105 0.00 0.3105 0.3105 0.2990 0.3371 
Reservoir Flange Assy 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Rod Press 0,4828 0.00 OA828 OA828 0.00 0.5153 
Rod Press 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Sub Build 0.4153 0.00 0.4153 0,4153 OA044 OA448 
Sub Build 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Subscrew W Wrap 0.4267 0.00 0,4267 0,4267 OA093 0.4824 
Subscrew W Wrap 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Support Tube 0.4515 0.00 0.4515 0.4515 OA433 0.4693 
Support tube 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Updale Equ 1.0000 0.00 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
I~CCllmlDlatevll'im@ 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
AC!:!lmlJia~®d lim® 
Accum VA Time Minimum Maximtml 
Average Half Width Average Average 
Assy Lea\< Test 333,76 0,00 333,76 333,76 
Assy Leale Test 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Chec\( Plate 366,67 0,00 366,67 366,67 
Conv Hose Regulator Assy 340,84 0,00 340,84 340,84 
Conv Hose Regulator Assy 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 313,85 0,00 313,85 313.85 
Float Rod Card 2 Case 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Heat Shrink 235.73 0,00 235,73 235,73 
Heat Shrink 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Leale Test 330,75 0,00 330}5 330,75 
Leak Test 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Regulator Assy 370,88 0,00 370,88 370,88 
Reg ulataf Assy 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
RegulatorT esting 370,97 0,00 370,97 370,97 
RegulatorTesting 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
RegUlator to Reservoir 372.09 0,00 372.09 372,09 
Regulator to Reservoir 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Reservoir Flange Assy 278.20 0,00 278,20 278.20 
Reservoir Flange Assy 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Rod Press 432.55 0,00 432.55 432,55 
Rod Press 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Sub Build 372,09 0,00 372.09 372,09 
Sub Build 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Subscrew W Wrap 382,30 0,00 382,30 382,30 
Subscrew W Wrap 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
Support Tube 404.51 0,00 404.51 404.51 
Support tube 2 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
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Replications: 65 Time Units: Minutes 
rime 
Waiting Time Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average Value Value 
ALT Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Assy Leak Test.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Check Plate. Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CHR Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Conv I-lose RegUlator 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Assy.Queue 
CR Hold.Queue 3.6261 0.00 3.6261 3.6261 0.00 6.7574 
cs Hold,Queue 3.6163 0.00 3.6163 3.6163 0.00 6.7845 
Float Rod Card 2 Case. Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FRC2C Hold.Queue 0.1322 0.00 0.1322 0.1322 0.00 0.1405 
Heat Shrinl<.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
HS Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Leak T est. Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LS Hold.Queue 3.8419 0.00 3.8419 3.8419 0.00 6.9540 
LT Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Match 1.Queue1 0.00092285 0.00 0.00092285 0.00092285 0.00 0.8269 
Match l.Queue2 0.1028 0.00 0.1028 0.1028 0.00 0.1079 
Match 2.Queue1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Match 2.Queue2 1.6704 0.00 1.6704 1.6704 1.6322 1.8428 
RA Hold.Queue 0.06881145 0.00 0.06881145 0.06881145 0.00 0.10'15 
Regulator Assy.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator Testing.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Regulator 10 Reservoir.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Reservoir Flange Assy.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RFA Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Rod Press. Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RP Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RT Hold.Queue 0.06899'142 0.00 0.06899142 0.06899142 0.00 0.1016 
RtR Hold. Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SB Hold.Queue 0.06783212 0.00 0.06783212 0.06783212 0.00 0.1206 
ST Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Sub Build. Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Subscr8w WWrap.Ou8u8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Support Tube.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SWN Hold.Queue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Otllefi' 
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USill\i® 
Scheduled Utilization Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Average Average 
Assy Leak Test R 0,7585 0,00 0.7585 0.7585 
Check Plato R 0,8333 0,00 0,8333 0,8333 
COIlV Hose Reg Assy R 0.7746 0,00 0,7746 0.7746 
Float Rod Card 2 Case R 0,9825 0,00 0,9825 0,9825 
Heat Shrink R 0.5357 0,00 0,5357 0.5357 
Leak Test R 0,7517 0,00 0,7517 0,7517 
Reg Assy R 0,9830 0,00 0,9830 0,9830 
Reg Testing R 0,9836 0,00 0,9836 0,9836 
Reg to Res R 0,8456 0,00 0,8456 0.8456 
Res Flange Assy R 0,6323 0,00 0,6323 0,6323 
Rod Press R 0,9831 0,00 0,9831 0.9831 
Sub Build R 0,9838 0,00 0,9838 0,9838 
Subscrew W Wrap R 0,8689 0,00 0.8689 0,8689 
Support Tube R 0,9193 0,00 0,9193 0,9193 
1.000 
0,950 I] Assy lcakTest R o Chock Plate R 
0,900 o GOIlvHose Reg AS5yR [J ~Iila\ Rod Card 2C~,e 
0.850 
0,800 o Heal Shrink R ULeaneslR 
0.750 o RogAs'YR o RegT.'tlng R 
0.700 
0.650 o RegloResR D Res flange Assy R 
0.600 nRadPfe;sR IJ Sub Build R 
0.550 
0.500 n Support Tube R 
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The author grew up in Union, Kentucky where he attended public schools and was 
continually reinforced of the values of higher education. After graduating from Larry A. Ryle in 
1999, the author attended the University Of Louisville, Speed School of Engineering. He 
received his Bachelor's Degree in Industrial Engineering in 2005. While studying at U of L, the 
author participated in activities outside of school such as volunteering and holding leadership 
offices with the international fraternal organization of Pi Kappa Alpha, intramural sports as well 
as the educational co-op program. This provided him with work place experience in the realms 
of fulfillment center process standardization, ecommerce, logistics, and research and 
development. 
After graduating he went to work in Bedford, Indiana to take a position as an Industrial 
Engineer with Visteon Corporation, LLC. He furthered his experience by applying the techniques 
and knowledge learned during his education. He spent two years at the plant where he was 
involved with work center deSign, the ergonomics committee, work standard development, 
performance analysis, budget creation and earning a Certification of a Green Belt in Six Sigma. 
The Plant fell onto economically challenging times and was forced to close. This proVided the 
author the opportunity to move back to the Northern Kentucky area and continue work in the 
automotive industry. Transitioning into a position in a company headquarters allowed Scott the 
opportunity to be responsible for seventeen facilities' production effiCiency, expanding from just 
the one plant in Indiana. During his time at Toyota Boshoku America, the author has been 
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viewed as a leader among his team and has been recognized in the Toyota Production System 
(TPS), as well as becoming a Certified Trainer in TPS. 
At this point in his career, the author has been working on his thesis to complete his 
Master's degree in Industrial Engineering. He is looking forward to continue his career as leader 
and an innovator in the industry. 
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